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CITATIONS

•Wing to the number of times it has been necessary to refer by

name to some of the principal maps under discussion, the citations

have been varied somewhat in order that the monotony of repetition

may be avoided.

The map acquired by Henry N. Stevens in 1893 is first described

as the Stevens Map. Later it passed into the possession of the John

Carter Brown Library, and is thereafter referred to as the Stevens-John Carter Brown

Map, or the S-JCB Map.

The modern map of the World in the Supplement to the 15 13 Ptolemy is variously

cited as the Charta Marina, the Orbis Typus or Orbis Typus Universalis, or simply as

the 1 51 3 Ptolemy Map.

The twelve-sheet map described in the Cosmographiae Introductio of 1507, dis-

covered at Wolfegg Castle by the Rev. Joseph Fischer, S.J., in 1 901, is alternatively

called the Waldseemiiller Map of 1507, the large Waldseemiiller, the Twelve-sheet

Map, or the Wolfegg Map.

The Contarini Map is mentioned as such, or as the Italian Map.



INTRODUCTION
•He interesting old Map of the World described in the

First Part of this essay came into my possession by the

merest chance in 1893. At an auction sale in London in

December of that year I purchased, on a speculative bid

of two pounds and four shillings, a very imperfect copy of

1 5 1 3 Strassburg edition of Ptolemy's Geographia. It consisted

merely of a fragment of the text with only this one map, which I mis-

took for the ordinary one of the modern world which forms the first of

the twenty new maps in the Supplement to that edition. Had there

been much further opposition at the sale the prize would doubtless

have gone elsewhere, for I must admit that, at the time, I failed to

observe that the map was different from the usual one. Fortunately

everyone else at the sale was equally non-observant.

As I had no immediate use for the volume it was stored away with

other imperfect books for use when required. There it lay undisturbed

for several years, until one day in 1 899 it was examined with a view to

improving another imperfect copy which had just been acquired. Then
it was I noticed for the first time that the map was an entirely different

impression from the usual one, and furthermore that the New-World
discoveries were marked thereon with the name America. Even then

I did not realise the immense importance of the treasure I had so

fortuitously acquired, for the obvious first inference was that of two

similar maps the one bearing the extra name America would naturally

be the later.

But a more careful comparison of the two maps [vide the facsimiles

appended) led gradually to the conviction, paradoxical as it may seem,

that the one bearing the name America was undoubtedly the earlier.

It must be remembered that at that time the large twelve-sheet
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Waldseemiiller Map of 1507 had not yet been discovered. Hence any-

printed map bearing the name America and proved to be earlier than a

similar map of the known date of i 5 i 3 (on which that name does not

appear) would ipsofacto be of supreme importance, for it would be the

earliest yet known.

By this time my interest in the matter had become so great that

I determined to make an entirely fresh investigation into the whole

subject of St Die cartography. The result was that I was gradually led

to the conclusion that my map was not only the work of the St Die

cartographers, but was in all probability the delineation of the modern

world which they had prepared for the proposed new edition of

Ptolemy's Geographia. From existing records we know this work was

in contemplation probably as early as 1505, and in 1507 was men-

tioned by Waldseemiiller himself as "about to be printed in the town

of St Die".

Being thus convinced that the map, besides being the earliest then

known to show in print the New-World discoveries, was the first to

bear the name America, I offered it for sale as such to the late Mr John
Nicholas Brown. He replied that he was intensely interested, but

before purchasing would like to have full particulars of the evidence on

which my conclusions were based. I accordingly submitted to him a

detailed report, in which the whole question was fully argued from

numerous points of view. Mr Brown then wrote that as the matter

was so very important he was submitting the report to an expert for

an impartial opinion, and would purchase the map if my contentions

were upheld. The report was still under consideration when on May i,

1900, there supervened, to the lasting regret of all who knew him, the

untimely death of Mr Brown.

Shortly afterwards, the expert having given a favourable opinion,

Mr Brown's mother, the late Mrs John Carter Brown [ob. 1909),
completed the purchase and presented the map to the John Carter

Brown Library in memory of her son. It is now preserved in an

elegant morocco leather portfolio bearing the inscription presented

TO THE JOHN CARTER BROWN LIBRARY BY SOPHIA AUGUSTA BROWN IN

MEMORY OF HER SON JOHN NICHOLAS BROWN I9OI.
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The original intention was that my report should be revised and
published forthwith as a descriptive account of the map. Some con-

siderable progress had been made with the revision, when in December
1 90 1 the geographical world was suddenly startled by the announce-

ment in Petermann s Mittheilungen that the long-lost Waldseemiiller

Map, as described in the Cosmographiae Introductio of 1507, had at

length been discovered. The Rev. Joseph Fischer, S.J., Professor of

Geography at the Jesuit College at Feldkirch, Austria, happened upon
it whilst making researches in the Library of Prince Waldburg-
Wolfegg-Waldsee at Wolfegg Castle in Wiirtemberg. It was then

thought desirable that the publication of my report should be post-

poned until the new map had been examined and its effect on the

question of priority ascertained.

The article in Petermann was written by Prof. Fr. R. v. Wieser under

the title of "The oldest Map with the name America of the year

I 507", etc. In face of the claim therein made that the newly discovered

map was the earliest to show in print the New-World discoveries

and to bear the name America, my friend Mr Basil H. Soulsby, then

Superintendent of the Map Department of the British Museum
(acting on my behalf), wrote a counter-article in the Geographical

Journal iox February 1902 entitled "The first Map containing the name
America". Therein he announced the prior discovery of my map (now

known as the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map) and set out a strong

prima facie case for entering a friendly caveat against the claim made
for the Wolfegg Map that it was the first to show in print the western

discoveries and the first to bear the name America, until the rival

claims of the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map could be investigated.

In the meantime I had taken immediate steps to get into personal

touch with Prof. Fischer and to obtain permission to see the original

map at Wolfegg. In reply to my letter he wrote that as the map was to

be reproduced in facsimile, edited with descriptive text by himself and

Prof. Fr. R. v. Wieser, it was not thought desirable that anyone should

see the original until the facsimile was ready for publication. But he

promised that my request should be granted at the earliest convenient

moment, and in these circumstances I had no alternative but to wait.
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It was not until towards the end of August 1903 that Prof. Fischer

wrote inviting Mr Soulsby and me to visit him at Feldkirch to see an

advance copy of the facsimile, and afterwards to accompany him to

Wolfegg Castle, on the invitation of Prince Waldburg, to see the

original map. Accordingly on September i, 1903, Mr Soulsby and I

(together with my partner Mr R. E. Stiles) duly arrived at Feldkirch,

where we were most hospitably entertained by the genial Professor.

This visit had long been anxiously anticipated by us all, but the

pleasures of anticipation were readily eclipsed by those of realisation.

The time passed far too rapidly in the examination of the facsimile and

in the exchange of geographical and cartographical reminiscences, not

to mention our repeated congratulations offered to the Professor on his

most fortunate discovery. The next day we all journeyed together to

Wolfegg to see the original map, and were most cordially received by

His Highness Prince Waldburg, who personally conducted us over his

castle, and placed in our hands the priceless volume of maps. Eagerly

we turned over the precious leaves and gazed with awe on the treasure

so long concealed from mortal eye until unearthed and identified by

our learned friend the Professor. With ever-increasing wonder we
appreciated the beauty of the wood engraving and the skill of the

draughtsman. But even in that moment of admiration I was in-

eradicably convinced that the St Die cartographers who designed that

large and beautiful map could not possibly have subsequently drawn and

prepared the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map, so comparatively crude

in its design and typography. And yet there is no reason to doubt the

St Die origin of either map.

Of course during that short visit to Wolfegg there was no time to

compare the geographical configurations of the two maps, except to

note that they were vastly different in contour and moreover were

drawn on entirely distinct projections.

After leaving Wolfegg we proceeded to Innsbruck, where arrange-

ments were made with the publishers of the facsimile for my firm to

handle it in the British and American market.' Until after the

publication of the said facsimile in November 1903 it was not possible

' See end of this volume.
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to make a thorough examination of the large Waldseemiiller map or

to study the fresh evidence adduced by Profs. Joseph Fischer and

Fr. R. V. Wieser.

When in 1899 I had satisfied myself that my map was earlier than

the Orbis Typus of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy, it never occurred to me that it

could be anterior to 1507, having regard to the fact that the name
AMERICA which it bears was first suggested in print in the Cosmographiae

Introductio of that year.

The Stevens-John Carter Brown Map and the large Waldseemiiller

are so dissimilar as regards size, projection and geographical con-

figurations (although each shows the western discoveries and bears the

name America) that obviously they must have been prepared for two
entirely different purposes. One of them must necessarily be earlier

than the other, so we were confronted with a most abstruse problem

as to the question of priority.

It had been a comparatively easy task to prove that the Stevens-John

Carter Brown Map was the prototype of the modern world-map in the

1 5 1 3 Ptolemy, and to assign the date of its preparation to approxi-

mately 1507, the year when the name America was first suggested in

print in the Cosmographiae Introductio. But as at that time (1899) no
other printed map bearing the name America was known to have been

made nearly so early as 1507, nothing suggested a reason to assign to

our map a date earlier than the publication of the Cosmographiae

Introductio., although it was even then thought, for reasons hereinafter

given, that it might have been prepared as early as 1505 or 1506.

With both the Stevens-John Carter Brown and the large Waldsee-

miiller Maps in evidence, each bearing the name America, it became
necessary to carry the investigation further, and endeavour to determine

the question of priority. This was obviously a much more intricate

proposition than the original problem of the priority of the Stevens-

John Carter Brown Map over the Orbis Typus of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy.

I have every confidence that the evidence and arguments adduced in

the following essay will be held to have justified my original conviction

that the S-JCB map antedates the large Waldseemiiller. On the other

hand there appears to be no direct evidence, actual or circumstantial.
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that the large map is the earher. The fact that the S-JCB Map bears

the name America does not indicate that it must have been prepared

after the issue of the Cosmographiae Introductio in 1507, when the name

AMERICA was first publicly suggested in print^ for the existence of an

earher map than that of the Cosmographiae Introduction showing the

New-World discoveries and bearing the name America before that

name was first suggested in print^ is by no means so paradoxical as at

first sight appears. We know that the members of the St Die Gymnase

were thorough believers in Vespucius, for had not Ringmann edited

and printed at Strassburg as early as 1505 the Vespucian tract De Ora

Antarctica} The reprinting of the four voyages of Vespucius as a

supplement to the Cosmographiae Introduction the frequent mention of

him in the work itself, and the fact of his portrait appearing on the

large Wolfegg map, all tend to prove the Vespucian tendencies of

Waldseemiiller and his associates. It is therefore absurd to suppose that

the idea of suggesting the name America for the New World only

materialised at the very moment when the book containing that

suggestion was first published. It is a perfectly reasonable supposition

that the name may have occurred to the authors at any time between

1505 and 1507 whilst the book was in contemplation and preparation.

In the summer of 1923 I paid a never-to-be-forgotten visit to the

John Carter Brown Library and renewed acquaintance with the S-JCB
Map after an interval of more than twenty years. I was more than ever

impressed by it, and recognised only too forcibly how unjust it was to

the memory of the late Mr John Nicholas Brown, and also to the John

Carter Brown Library where the map now rests, that no account of it

had ever been published. Hence its great historical importance and the

very fact of its existence had been withheld from the geographical

world in general, and even from students of the early cartography of

America. As my original report of 1900 had been returned to me at

the time for revision before publication, without any copy having been

retained, even the custodians of the library were practically unaware

of the details of the claims made on behalf of the map.

Hence I returned to England in October 1923 with interest fired

anew and with fresh resolves to complete and publish an essay on the
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map with all convenient despatch. A further incentive awaited me, for

almost the first thing I learned after my return was that an Italian

map by Contarini, of the presumed date of i 506, with the New-World
discoveries marked thereon, had recently been acquired by the British

Museum.
In an article in the Geographical yournaliox October 1923 my good

friend Mr Edward Heawood, Librarian of the Royal Geographical

Society, describes this new map and refers to the Stevens-John Carter

Brown Map as follows

:

Note. As the priority for the representation in print of the new western discoveries is

here claimed for the Contarini Map, it may be well to recall the fact that a map,

probably by Waldseemiiller, discovered over twenty years ago by Mr H. N. Stevens,

is thought by him to be earlier than the big map of i 507, and to have possibly been

printed in i 506 (see Journal, vol. xix, pp. 205-9). ^^^ as Mr Stevens has not yet made
public his detailed arguments in support of this view it is obviously impossible to discuss

the question of priority as between this map and Contarini's.

Regarding this almost in the light of a friendly challenge to show my
hand, I felt it imperative that an account of the Stevens-John Carter

Brown Map should be published as speedily as possible. But the

acquisition of the Italian map made it necessary to go over the whole

ground for the third time, in an endeavour to analyse the relative

positions of the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map, the large Waldsee-

miiller of I 507 and the Contarini of i 506, with a view to determining

the vexed question of priority.

It is greatly to be regretted that the publication of this essay has

been delayed for more than twenty-five years. At this late date it

would be superfluous to ofl'er apologies, so suffice it to say that

although the desire and fixed determination to complete the work have

ever been with me, procrastination has been inevitable. The ever-

increasing cares of a growing commercial concern, together with fresh

bibliographical and historical researches undertaken to meet the

exigencies of current business, have all exercised a protracting influence

on the present investigation. Owing to the length of time occupied by

the latter it is impossible for me to mention individually the numerous

friends whose valuable assistance was gratefully acknowledged at the

time it was given.
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In order that the reader may understand beforehand exactly what is

claimed for the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map, I have in Chapter i

given a synopsis of the six propositions which I attempt to prove by

such direct evidence as is available, supported by arguments thereon

and circumstantial deductions. These propositions were originally

drawn up in 1899 and formed the basis of the report submitted to

Mr John Nicholas Brown in 1900.

After the two fresh investigations necessitated by the subsequent

discoveries of the large Waldseemiiller Map of i 507 and the Contarini

Map of 1506, I see no reason whatever to depart from, or even to

modify in the slightest degree, those original propositions, notwith-

standing the rival claims subsequently made on behalf of the other

two maps.

JUDICJT LECTOR

HENRY N. STEVENS
LONDON
I October, 1928
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THE STEVENS-JOHN CARTER BROWN MAP
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Chapter I

^Propositions in "Regard to the Stevens-

yohn Carter "Brown Map
)N account has already been given in the Introduction of

the discovery of the map in i 893, and how, although very

similar in general appearance, it proved to be an entirely

different impression from the Orbis Typus Universalis^

the first map in the Supplement to the i 5 1 3 Strassburg

edition of Ptolemy's Geographia.

Prior to 1881 the writer was for several years associated with the

Chiswick Press in London, where he acquired considerable practical

knowledge of the mechanical technics of typography. It is probable

that the experience thus gained aroused in his mind the suspicion,

which rapidly grew to conviction, that the map he had discovered was

earlier than the one in the 1 5
1 3 Ptolemy, judged solely from the

characteristics of the engraving, type and paper. In consequence of

this opinion the matter at once assumed such great interest and

importance as to induce a thorough investigation into the origin of the

map from a cartographical and historical standpoint.

Diligent search failed to bring to light any traces of reprints, copies,

or derivatives from the 151 3 Orbis Typus^ other than those in the

editions of Ptolemy of 1520, 1522 and later. On the other hand

considerable evidence of a prototype was found. After many months of

patient research certain conclusions were reached, from which were

deduced the following six propositions, viz.

:

I. That the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map is the prototype of the

I 51 3 Ptolemy Orbis Typus,
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II. That it was designed and prepared by Waldseemiiller and his

confreres of the Gymnase at St Die probably as early as 1505 but not

later than the early part of 1506, that is to say some appreciable time

prior to the introduction of printing into that town in the early spring

of 1507, and consequently anterior to the publication of the Cosmo-

graphiae Introductio in April of that year.

III. That it was engraved at Nuremberg and printed there, probably

as early as 1505 but not later than the early part of 1506, with

Nuremberg type letterings on Nuremberg paper.

IV. That it is in all probability the iirst specimen or experimental

design made for the series of maps which the St Die cartographers

intended adding to their proposed new edition of Ptolemy, which we
know had been for some considerable time in preparation prior to 1507
and was about to be printed at St Die in that year.

V. That it is the first printed map yet known to show any part of

the New-World discoveries.

VI. That it is the first printed map on which the New-World
discoveries are marked with the name America.

It must be remembered that in 1899 and 1900, when was under-

taken the preliminary investigation which resulted in the offering of the

map for sale to Mr John Nicholas Brown on the general basis of the

aforesaid six propositions, the large twelve- sheet Waldseemiiller Map
of 1507 had not yet been discovered. The announcement of that

discovery was not made until December 1901, hence it was some

considerable time after the Stevens Map had actually passed into the

possession of the John Carter Brown Library, before any question could

possibly have arisen as to the priority of the twelve-sheet Map or the

tenability of the claims already made on behalf of the former. Similarly

the priority now claimed for a recently discovered Italian map by

Giovanni Matteo Contarini bearing date 1506, but only acquired by

the British Museum in 1922, could not have affected the six pro-

positions regarding the Stevens Map which were originally made to

Mr Brown in 1900.
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Consequently it is proposed for the time being to ignore as far as

possible the discovery of the large Waldseemiiller Map and the

Contarini Map, and confine the First Part of this essay to the Stevens-

John Carter Brown Map and the direct evidence, together with the

circumstantial deductions and arguments thereon, which originally

tended to formulate the six propositions aforesaid. But numerous re-

ferences are necessarily made to the Cosmographiae Introductio and to

the then unknown map therein described.

Any references to contemporary sources, and arguments based

thereon, which appeared in the original report to Mr Brown, but which

since the subsequent discovery of the large map have been thought to

refer with more probability thereto, rather than to the Stevens-John

Carter Brown Map, have now been entirely omitted in order to prevent

as far as possible any confusion of the issue. But the main arguments

and opinions in support of the six propositions as originally submitted

to Mr Brown in 1900 remain entirely unaltered at the present day,

notwithstanding the subsequent discovery in 1901 of the large Waldsee-

miiller Map of 1507, and in 1922 of the Contarini Map of 1506.

That is to say the writer has every confidence in his belief that the

arguments submitted in Chapters ix, x and xi will be held to offer

reasonable proof that the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map takes

precedence over both the other maps in question.

In the Second Part (Chapters ix and x) the question is fully argued

as to how far the subsequent discovery of the large Waldseemiiller Map
affects the question of priority, or prejudices adversely any of the

claims already made on behalf of the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map.
In the Third Part (Chapter xi) the question is still further argued with

respect to the Contarini Map for which the claim has recently

been made that it takes precedence over the large map of

Waldseemiiller of 1507, and is consequently the first

to show in print any part of the discoveries made
in the New World.



Chapter II

Technical Description of the Stevens-yohn Carter Brown

Map and Comparison with the Orbis Typus

of the iji^ Ptolemy

T has already been mentioned in the Introduction that

the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map was found in an

imperfect copy of the 1 5 1 3 Ptolemy purchased quite

fortuitously at a London auction sale in 1893. The map
however had certainly never originally formed part of

the volume in which it was found, but was clearly an insertion, for it

is printed on paper with an entirely different water-mark from the rest

of the volume, and is smaller by nearly half an inch. Moreover the

map is somewhat pricked by worms, whereas neither the end binding-

board to which it had been pasted nor the book itself showed any

signs of worm-holes, all of which facts clearly denote the insertion.

Nevertheless the fact that the map was found in a copy of the i 5 i 3

Ptolemy probably indicates that whoever made the insertion con-

sidered that it had some sort of connection with that work. Be this

as it may, the map so closely resembles the usual one in the i 5 1

3

Ptolemy that it is impossible to doubt that the two must in some way

be connected. Hence it was necessary to determine once for all the

question of priority, and afterwards, if the Stevens-John Carter Brown

Map proved to be the earlier, to attempt to assign to it a reasonably

accurate date.

In order to give facilities for following the deductions and arguments

herein set forth, facsimiles of both the maps are appended. The plain

facsimile of the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map does scant justice
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to the beauty of the coloured original, but for the purpose of com-
parison it was desirable that both maps should be reproduced in similar

style.

At the first examination it will be observed that in size, in general

appearance and in geographical outline the two maps are almost

identical, but it speedily becomes evident that they are printed from

entirely distinct woodblocks. On both maps the title at the top, orbis

TYPVS VNIVERSALIS IVXTA HYDROGRAPHORVM TRADITIONEM, and the

following letterings, oceanvs occidentalis—mare indicvm—gron-

LAND—EVROPA—ASIA and AFRICA, are cut in large capital letters on the

woodblocks, whilst Tropicus Capricorni and Equinoctiaiis Circulus are cut

in small gothic letter with initial capitals. The scales at the left-hand

side and at the bottom are also cut in gothic figures and letters. All

these letterings are remarkably alike both in appearance and position,

but there are sufficient differences to show the distinct blocks. The
words Tropicus Cancri on the i 5 1 3 Map are not found on the Stevens

-

John Carter Brown Map.
After this all resemblance between the two blocks ceases, for in the

1 5 1 3 Ptolemy Map all the place-names are engraved in gothic letter

direct on the wood, whereas in the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map
the names are printed from roman type inserted in holes pierced in

the block. There is no doubt that this was the process adopted, for

whenever the names cross the loxodromic lines, it will be observed that

the latter have been cut away sufficiently to allow the type to pass

through them. Had the type been stamped in or over-printed in a

separate impression, there would have been no occasion to cut away
the lines. In the case of the 151 3 Map, where the letterings are

engraved direct on the block in gothic letter, the loxodromic lines

engraved at the same time pass without a break right through the

names.

The sea shading in the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map is finer and

closer than that of the 151 3 Ptolemy, and the gothic letterings,

common to both as described above, appear to be more carefully cut

in the former. The papers and water-marks are entirely different. In

the S-JCB Map the water-mark is very large, and consists of a castle
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tower surmounted by a five-point coronet on a pole, above which

is a second pole bearing a five-leaved fleuron. The water-mark of

the I 5 I 3 Ptolemy Map is much
smaller, and consists of a coronet

with three points in the form of

a fleur-de-lys.

At first sight one might easily

imagine the maps to be two dis-

tinct derivatives from a common
prototype, but on closer examina-

tion it will doubtless be conceded that one of them

is copied directly from the other, with certain altera-

tions in the nomenclature. The resemblance in all

but the style of the place-names is however so great

that judging by the engraving alone it would be

practically impossible to determine which is the

earlier. The greatest care has therefore been exercised a nss(\s\

in securing as much historical and geographical evi- I / /I / [ [

dence as possible, together with proof of the source W"^ r"^

of the type and paper, in support of the contention

that the S-JCB Map is of prior origin.

Assuming for the moment that this is so, a review

of the technical procedure in the cutting of a wood-

block yields some interesting theories. In wood en-

graving the portion of the block which prints on the

paper is the part left in relief or not cut away, and

conversely all the white or blank part on the printed

paper represents what has been removed. When the

block is thus cut away it is, for that very reason, difficult to make

a correction or insertion. The customary mode of procedure is to

bore or cut a hole in the block and insert a new piece of wood
of the necessary size, and then to cut it away again as required,

leaving the correction in relief just as if it formed part of the original

block.

Now in the present case of the S-JCB Map, excepting the border-
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lines and scales, the outline, the loxodromic lines, the shading, the

title and the especially important and well-known names detailed

above, the whole of the rest of the woodblock is cut away. The names

of places are shown in an entirely different manner, for they are not

engraved but are printed from type inserted through holes pierced in

the woodblock.' This plan has the advantage of allowing an addition

to be made at any time by the cutting of a fresh hole and the insertion

of type, and is likely to be more convenient than engraving in preparing

a map for the first time, when it might be necessary to insert additional

names at any moment. The S-JCB Map bears remarkable evidence of

this course of procedure, for whereas asia, evropa and Africa are cut

on the wood in large letters, it is reasonable to suppose that America,

which is in roman type capitals, would also have been cut in the same

style of letter had that name already been suggested for the new
continent when the map was first designed, drawn, and the block cut

in outline.

The pierced block system also has a further advantage in accuracy,

because the type would probably be set from an actual drawing of the

map, or from a proof of the outline block on which the letterings were

clearly written the right way about^ whereas in the case of the i 5 i 3

Ptolemy Map, where the letterings are cut in relief, they would first

have to be drawn on the woodblock in reverse^ so as to read the right

way about when printed. The engraver would probably not be also the

draughtsman, so that the difficulty to the former would be greatly

enhanced if the names were unfamiliar to him. At all events in all

early maps with gothic letterings cut small on the wood, there are

usually numerous errors, and some words entirely undecipherable,

attributable in all probability to this cause alone. These errors were

generally left uncorrected on account of the technical difficulty in

altering them, as explained above. Suffice it to say that in the type-

printed S-JCB Map the letterings are wonderfully correct, while in the

I 5 1 3 Ptolemy Map there are many inaccuracies, doubtless consequent

upon the difficulty of cutting small gothic letter in reverse, often in

* The earlier use of this process is described in Chapter vii.
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awkward positions due to the loxodromic lines. The following are a

few examples of this class of error. A comparison of the two facsimiles

will serve to illustrate these and many other differences.

banubi fl. for danubi fl. (the 'd' being cut the wrong way round

appears as a 'b').

C. bipi for C. lupi {lf{ Africa on the equator).

quiola for quiloa [E. Africa) (the 'o' and '1' reversed).

Patrhia for Parthia {south ofthe Caspian Sea) (the 't' and 'r' reversed).

An undecipherable word for ciuit [N.E. Asia).

An undecipherable word for Necura [East Indies).

On the other hand it might be argued that if the S-JCB Map is a

copy of the i 5 1 3 Orhis Typus the errors of the gothic letter might

have been corrected in the type by the editing geographer. But this is

most unlikely to have been the case, because the block of the i 5 1 3

Map was used again unaltered in the 1520 edition of Ptolemy, and we

have no evidence whatever that the S-JCB Map was produced after

I 5 1 3 . This phase of the argument is however practically refuted later,

when some of the other variations in the letterings are discussed in

detail, together with the more particular instances where there are

actual and intentional changes in the names on the two maps {vide

Chapter iv).

The very fact that the name America is shown in a different form of

lettering from the names of the other continents seems to suggest that

it was an afterthought, that is to say that it must have been an insertion

made after the block had been cut in outline, with only the main

letterings engraved on it as detailed above. It is obvious that the map

must have been cut in outline, including the delineation of the New-
World discoveries, before the name America was inserted, because the

space now occupied by the type-printed name had already been cut

away on the block so as to print blank, exactly in the same way as the

rest of the block had been cut away for the insertion of all the other

type letterings. Now this seems to show that at the time the block

was first drawn and cut in outline, although the New-World discoveries
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were shown, the name for them had not yet been invented^ otherwise we

should expect to find it engraved on the block in the same large

lettering as used for the older continents. Be this as it may, the main

point, that the representation of the New World must have been

drawn and engraved before the name America was marked upon it, is

here technically proved.

It is difficult to say what was the next course of procedure after the

whole of the actual engraving had been done on the block, but two

methods were certainly available. Either the place-names had already

been written in on the original drawing as copy for the printer to use

in composing the type letterings, or more probably they were written

in on a proof taken from the engraved outline block. Whichever course

was pursued the ultimate result would be the same. No doubt after the

outline of the map had been decided on by its designers, they had

some conferences to determine what place-names should be inserted.

It must not be forgotten that this was an entirely new map of the

world, drawn according to modern conceptions, and the designers

were departing altogether from the hitherto accepted traditions of

Ptolemy.

It was not merely a copy of an existing printed map, hence many of

the names were entirely new. Then it was, presumably, that the name

AMERICA was inserted at the same time as all the other type-printed

place-names. It is to be conjectured that the geographers who made

the map had come into possession of some sort of a manuscript proto-

type chart which they were following for their delineations of the new

discoveries, whether western, southern or eastern, but it is obvious that

such chart could not have borne the name America, seeing that the

word had not then been invented. At all events it is evident that the

type of the word America is absolutely the same as the larger of the

two founts used for all the other place-names throughout the map.

Further, a minute examination of the original failed to disclose the

slightest indication that the word America had been stamped in

separately, but everything appeared to show that the whole- of the type

letterings and the outline of the map itself had been printed at one and

the same time.
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Description and comparison

Now the suggested name America was first publicly announced in

print in the Cosmographiae Introductio published at St Die in April 1507,
but there is nothing to show how long before that date the name had

first occurred to the compilers of that work. It is well known that the

members of the St Die Gymnase were intensely interested in Vespucius

and his voyages, for they had already edited and caused to be published

at Strassburg as early as August 1505 the Vespucian tract De Ora
Antarctica. It may therefore have been any time between 1505 and

1507 when the inspiration of the name America occurred to them.

At all events it is obvious that it must have taken them some consider-

able time prior to April 1507 to prepare the Cosmographiae Introductio

and the elaborate map therein described.' One cannot therefore sup-

pose that the name America was only suggested at the very moment the

book was published.

While little or no contemporary evidence relating to the preparation

of the Cosmographiae Introductio is available, there exist several re-

ferences tending to show that the St Die geographers were at work on

a new edition of Ptolemy for an appreciable time prior to 1507.

Hence it would not be unreasonable to suppose that, if they were

preparing for the new edition of Ptolemy a new up-to-date map of the

world according to the teachings of modern hydrographers, they would

place their newly invented name America upon the representation of

the lands which they then supposed had been discovered by Americus

Vespucius.

The main object of this Chapter has been to show that the word

AMERICA was placed on the map at the same time as all the other type

letterings. The approximate date when the map was prepared and

printed is the subject of subsequent Chapters relating to the identi-

fication of the type and paper, the place of printing and the history of

the 1513 Ptolemy.

From the technical evidence exhibited in this chapter, it is sub-

mitted that a strong inference may be drawn that the Stevens-John

Carter Brown Map was the first or experimental block prepared

' Vide the end of Chapter ix.
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as a specimen or pattern for the whole series of maps intended

to be included in the proposed new edition of Ptolemy. This

inference is fully argued in Chapter vii, where the evidence

to be derived from the maps in the 1513 Ptolemy

is analysed and discussed at some length.



Chapter III

The Identification of the Type and JVater-mark

He technical comparison of the S-JCB Map with the

Orbis Typus of the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy having yielded the first

clue to the priority of the former, the name America

immediately suggested St Die as the place of origin. At

that time it had never occurred to anyone that a map
bearing the name America could be earlier than the publication in

April I 507 of the Cos?nographtae Introduction in which book it was first

suggested in print. It was therefore natural to wonder whether the

map had any connection with the book, for no printed map bearing the

name America earlier than that of Apianus of 1520 was then known.

The question even arose as to whether this might not be the long-lost

Waldseemiiller Map of 1507, but a careful perusal of the detailed

description given in the book quickly dispelled that idea. A comparison

of the type on the S-JCB Map with that used in the Cosmographiae

Introductio still further dissipated the hope that the map had been

printed at St Die, for there was no similarity between them. It thus

became evident that even if the map had been originally prepared and

drawn by the geographers of St Die, it certainly had not been printed

there.

The determination of this point disclosed a clue of paramount

importance, for it showed that if the map was of St Die origin it must

have been printed elsewhere before the spring of 1507 when the press

was set up in that town, otherwise we should expect to find the St Die

type employed. Unless some reason can be given for dissociating the

map altogether from its supposed St Die origin, we must infer that it
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was printed elsewhere at an earlier date. Clearly the next step was to

follow up this clue and endeavour to identify the type and paper.

Accordingly a thorough examination was made of the type in use in

all the towns within a radius of fifty or sixty miles of St Die (Freiburg,

Strassburg, Basle, etc.) where printing was in vogue prior to 1507, but

this yielded no result. Simultaneously with the search for the type, an

investigation was being made into the history of the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy
and the earlier editions of Ulm, 1482 and i486, and Rome, 1507
and 1508, etc. An examination of the Rome Ptolemy of 1508
revealed the similarity between the type used therein and that on the

S-JCB Map. Although a closer comparison showed that the types

were not actually the same, it was apparent that the type on the map
was much more Italian in character than the roman letter usually found

in Germany.

The problem was now becoming still more involved, for we were

getting further and further away from St Die. A few days later, on the

completion of a comparative list of the place-names on the S-JCB Map
and the Orbis Typus of 1513, it was found that America and venetia

were the only two names on the former which did not appear on the

latter. Remembering that the i 5 i 8 Globe-Gores of Apianus had been

ascribed to that geographer chiefly because Ingoldstadt (his place of

residence) was almost the only European town marked thereon,' one

wondered whether Venice might be the place of construction of the

S-JCB Map. Then there arose the query as to whether there was any

connection between the supposed production of the map at Venice and

Ringmann's journey to Italy to examine a Greek Codex of Ptolemy.^

Here was an excellent theory, but it would not develop, for the type

could not be identified as Venetian. Moreover the paper on which the

map is printed bears no resemblance to the usual velvety soft-sized

Italian kind, but has rather the characteristics of German crisp hard-

sized paper. Furthermore the large letterings cut on the block are

distinctly German in character.

' Cf. Harrisse, Discovery of North America, 1892, p. 497, and facsimile in Nor-
denskjold's Facsimile Atlas, plate No. XXXVII.

^ Cf. verso of the title page of the 1 5 1
3 Ptolemy.
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Identification of the

Until this time the attempted identification of the type had taken

precedence over the question of the water-mark, but as the former had

yielded Httle or no light, it was now felt that possibly the latter might

disclose the key to the mystery. Notwithstanding the hundreds of

books printed between 1505 and 151 3 which had already been

examined in the British Museum for both type and paper, a further

long search was undertaken, but this also proved fruitless. In the

meantime a tracing of the water-mark' had been sent to perhaps a

dozen foreign correspondents in France, Italy and Germany, in the

hope that someone might be able to identify it. Mr Ludwig Rosenthal

of Munich (to whom thankful acknowledgment was duly made) kindly

replied that the water-mark would be found reproduced as No. 27 in

Hausmann's book on Albert Durer.^

The original Albert Diirer books (indicated by Hausmann as having

been printed partly on paper bearing this water-mark) having been

consulted at the British Museum, it was gratifying to find not only

that the paper and water-mark agreed with the S-JCB Map, but that

printed on the paper of the Diirer books was apparently the same type

as had been used on the map. The Diirer books in question, which are

royal folio in size, are the Great Passion^ the Life of the Virgin^ and the

Apocalypse^ known as "the three great books of i 5 1 1", and all bearing

the imprint of that year.

The identification of both type and paper was thus completed in a

totally unexpected quarter. There could be little doubt that the map

was in some way connected with Nuremberg, because it would be

most improbable to find the same type and paper used in conjunction

elsewhere. Moreover the fact of the large woodblocks in the Diirer

books being found in association with the same type and paper as the

map, suggested that the latter was engraved at Nuremberg, which at

that time was the great centre of wood- engraving. It having been

proved that both the type and paper used for the S-JCB Map were in

' Vide facsimile, p. 8.

^ Hausmann (Bernhard), Albrecht Diirer s Kupjerstiche, Radirungen Holzschnitte

und Zeichnungen, unter besonderer Berucksichtigung der dazu verwandten Papiere und

deren Wasserzeichen, Hanover, 1861, 410.
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use in i 5 1 1 it became evident that, on the grounds of type and paper

alone, the said map might well be the prototype of the Orbis Typus of

the I 5 1 3 Ptolemy. But the historical and geographical investigation

being as yet incomplete, it was decided to continue researches in that

direction before examining the paper and type in greater detail.

Little importance was at first attached to the identification of the

type and paper beyond the fact of their indicating Nuremberg as the

place of origin of the map, and establishing the possibility of its having

been printed prior to 151 3. On the other hand, if the historical and
geographical evidence should prove conclusive as to the map being

anterior to 1513, then the identification of the type and paper would
yield most valuable confirmation. The value of this confirmation would
be greatly enhanced if it could also be proved that neither the type nor

the paper was known to have been in use after i 5 1 1 . The further

investigation as to whether the type and paper were in use prior to i 5 1

1

was therefore postponed until after the exact results of the other evi-

dence had been ascertained {vide Chapters iv to vii). When that

evidence pointed not only to a time prior to i 5 i 3 but clearly indicated

1 505-6 as the probable date of the S-JCB Map (i.e. anterior to the pub-

lication of the Cosmographiae Introductio in i 507) it became desirable to

re-examine the type and paper, to see whether any facts could be deduced

to show that they also were in use in i 505 and i 506.

A closer comparison of the S-JCB Map with the three Diirer books

of I 5 1 1 confirmed the fact that the paper was identical. At the time

this re- examination was made, more than twenty-five years ago, no

direct evidence could be found to indicate that this paper was in use

earlier than i 5 1 1 . But as Hausmann was unable to mention that it was

used later than that date, a lengthy technical argument was submitted

tending to show that it must have been in use for several years earlier,

because it is most unlikely that any make of paper would be current

only for a single year. It is gratifying to the writer to find, on a fresh

investigation at the present day, that the accuracy of his former

deductions is definitely confirmed by new evidence which has come to

light in the meantime. It is therefore unnecessary to labour the point

by repeating here the original indefinite argument.
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Identification of the

In 1907 Bricquet' published his monumental work on water-marks.

Under No. 15863 he gives a facsimile of the tower-and-crown water-

mark and in his note he mentions that it was current from 1477 ^'^

I 5 1 1 . He quotes as his authorities the work of Hausmann already

mentioned, and also Desbarreaux- Bernard's Catalogue des Incunables de

la Bibliotheque de Toulouse'^. In this catalogue No. 73 is the great Latin

Bible printed by Anthony Coburger at Nuremberg in 1477, and in

describing it Dr Desbarreaux- Bernard comments on the fact that the

paper on which it is printed is of various makes, exhibiting no less than

six different water-marks. These he describes, and his No. 5 is our large

tower-and-crown mark. The facsimile he gives (No. 23 on Plate II)

agrees with the reproductions of Hausmann and Bricquet.

An examination of the 1477 Coburger Bible in the British Museum
revealed many leaves with this mark (notably in the Book of Genesis),

so there can now be no possible doubt that the paper of the S-JCB Map
was not only used in Nuremberg as late as i 5 1 1 but had been current

there since 1477. By this new and direct evidence our proposition

No. 3 is strongly supported, for it has now been shown conclusively

that the paper of the S-JCB Map was current at the time (1505-6)
indicated by the historical and cartographical evidence {vide Chapters

v-vii). Exactly similar evidence has now to be exhibited respecting

the type.

On a careful re-comparison of the type of the S-JCB Map with that

of the Diirer books of i 5 1 1, it was discovered that, although apparently

the same at first sight, they did not agree in every letter, and that the

fount of the Diirer type was mixed. Hausmann tells us that the Diirer

type of I 51 1 was first introduced into Nuremberg in 1501 in a work
entitled Opera Hrosvite. But a comparison of that work with the

Diirer books of i 5 1 1 shows that the types do not agree exactly (any

more than do the types of the S-JCB Map and the Durer books) and

that the Diirer type contains some new or later letters, even if the

whole fount is not entirely recut. For instance the capital 'T' in the

' Bricquet (Charles Moise), Les Filigranes. Dictionnaire historique des Marques du
Papier, Paris, 1907, 4 vols, large 410.

^ Toulouse, 1878, 8vo.
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Opera Hrosvite has the top equally balanced as usual, but in the Diirer

type the top is much larger on the right-hand side. In the Diirer type

also, the small letter 'i' is of two varieties, some having a round dot

and others a scratch dot. The contraction marks also do not agree

with those on the map and in the Opera Hrosvite.

A detailed examination of all the Nuremberg books dated between

I 501 and I 5 18 which could be found in the British Museum (con-

siderably over one hundred and twenty in number) showed that only

about thirty contained any roman type at all. The first example of the

use of roman type in Nuremberg books, as far as could be ascertained,

is in the Opera Hrosvite mentioned by Hausmann, to which reference

has already been made. This is a small folio bearing no printer's name.

The type is new, clear and sharp, and appears to be of exactly the same

fount as that used for the S-JCB Map, This type is clearly traceable

from 1501 down to 1 5 1 o in the following works preserved in the

British Museum, at which latter date it apparently became so worn and

battered that its use was discontinued.

1. Roswitha. Opera Hrosvite. 1501. fo.

2. Celtes (Conradus). Libri amorum. 1502. fo.

3. Staubius (Joannes). Pronosticon ad annos 1503 and 1504. y. V{etssenburger)

(1503.) 4to.

4. Grosseteste (Robert Bishop of Lincoln). Libellus Linconiensis de Phisicis lineis

etc. 1503. 4to.

5. Ma Sha Allah. De scientia motus orbis. J. Feissenburger, i ^o^. 4to.

6. Locher (Jacob). Vitiosa sterilis Mule, ad musam etc. J. Veissenburger, 1506.

4to.

7. Pinder (Ulrich). Speculum passionis. . Jhesu Christi. 1507. fo.

8. Pinder (Ulrich). Speculum Patientie etc. 1 509. 4to.

9. Pinder (Ulrich). Registrum speculi intellectualis fcelicitatis humanae etc. ( 1
5 1 o.)

Sm. fo.

The use of this type could not be traced in any book in the British

Museum printed at Nuremberg after 15 10. But in 151 3 a fresh cast

or recutting of the same letter is to be seen in the books of Frederic

Peypus, who commenced printing probably in that year. But for the

purposes of this investigation the Peypus type need not be taken into

consideration, because it exhibits sufficient differences to show clearly

that it was an entirely new fount, one noticeable point of variation
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being that it has double hyphens (=) whereas the type of i 501-10 has

the usual single kind. As we have no evidence whatever from any

source that the S-JCB Map was made after 1513, it may safely be

assumed that it was printed from the type in use at Nuremberg between

I 501 and I 5 10,

It will be observed that every capital 'T' on the map, both large and

small, has a properly balanced top, so it is clear that the type of the

map is of date anterior to the Diirer type of i 5 1 1 . It is of course

difficult to compare type printed in isolated patches, as on the map,

with that printed regularly in a book. A printed page would be more

likely to show the actual condition of the type. Nevertheless the

impression on the map shows the type to be far less worn than in the

Pinder books of 1509 and 15 10 (Nos. 8 and 9 quoted above), but it

seems to correspond as nearly as possible with the state of the type in

the book of i 506 (No. 6). Unfortunately, no book of 1505 printed at

Nuremberg in this type could be found in the British Museum, or it

might have been possible by comparison to put the date back to 1505.

Although this evidence of type is by no means conclusive, it indicates

that the map is earlier than i 5 1 1 and provides ground for the belief

that it dates back to 1505-6. Conversely, there is nothing whatever

to show that the type is later than 1505-6. Theoretically it might be

anywhere between 1501 and 15 10. But the type is not so sharp and

clear as in i 501 nor so thick and battered as in i 5 i o. An intermediate

date like 1505-6 therefore seems reasonable, and when the technical,

historical and geographical evidence {vide Chapters iv-vii) comes to be

weighed in conjunction with the points deduced from the paper and

type, everything would seem to indicate 1505-6 as the actual date of

the map. The doctrine of accumulative probabilities here applies with

great force, for not a particle of counter-evidence has yet come to light

to indicate a later date.

It may here be observed that the Nuremberg type is quite distinct

in character from that used at St Die or Strassburg. It may easily be

distinguished by its capital 'M', in which the middle strokes reach down
to a level with the base, while in the type of Strassburg and that of

St Die they do not extend far below the centre.
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The foregoing technical details regarding the paper and type make
it not only possible but probable that the map was engraved and

printed at Nuremberg as early as 1505-6, well before the introduction

of printing into the town of St Die and consequently before the

publication of the Cosmographiae Introductio in April 1507. It is

therefore confidently submitted that a very strongprimafacie case has

been established for considering the S-JCB Map to be the first or

specimen block made for the maps of the proposed new edition of

Ptolemy, which we know was in preparation prior to 1507. When we
come to discuss the Waldseemiiller Map of 1507 in the Second Part

of this essay, it will be contended that with the experience gained in

drawing, engraving and printing the twelve sheets of that remarkable

production, the St Die cartographers could not subsequently have

prepared anything so crude as the S-JCB Map. Hence, as it must

obviously have taken an appreciable time to prepare the large map
(say from twelve to eighteen months back from April 25, 1507,
when it is believed to have been published), if the crude S-JCB Map
is anterior, as suggested, we have strong independent confirmatory

evidence that the date 1505-6 already indicated is approxi-

mately correct. This point is fully argued in Chapter ix.



Chapter IV

T'he Place-Names

on the Stevens -yohn Carter Brown Map
compared with those

on the Orb is Typus of iji^

•N analysis of the one hundred and sixty names found

collectively on the two maps yields much valuable evi-

dence tending to prove the priority of the S-JCB Map.

Of these names there are two on the S-JCB Map which

do not appear on the Orhis Typus of i 5 1 3 , five which

appear to be entirely and intentionally different, and eight on the latter

not to be found on the former. These three groups of differences it is pro-

posed to discuss in detail in three sections.

There are also twenty-nine other names which, although appearing

on both maps, vary more or less in spelling, probably in some cases by

accident and others by design, including some presumable errors in

engraving the gothic letter in reverse.' It will hardly be necessary to

discuss these twenty-nine names in detail, but anyone wishing to carry

the analysis further can readily do so by means of the facsimiles, which

include the remaining one hundred and sixteen names common to

both maps.

^ Vide the examples given on p. lo.
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Section I

Two names on the S-JCB Map notfound at all on the IJIj Ptolemy Map

AMERICA — VENETIA

AMERICA. With the accumulation of evidence from various sources

in support of the contention that the S-JCB Map is the earlier, less

interest attaches to the appearance thereon of the name America (which

one might expect to find on a map supposedly designed at St Die)

than to the fact that that name is omitted from the later map in the

I 5 1 3 Ptolemy. This point comes more naturally under the heading of

the history ofthe i 5 1 3 Ptolemy, so further remarks are deferred until that

aspect of the case comes to be discussed {vide Chapter vi^ pages 65-71).

The word venetia seems to yield of itself positive proof of the

priority of the S-JCB Map. No other cities in Europe being marked,

we may assume that the province and not the city was intended to be

represented. In 1505-6, when it is suggested this map was prepared,

the Republic of Venice was still a very important province, quite

entitled to its place on the map. It is found on the World Map in

Reisch's Margarita Philosophica of 1503, presumably the nearest in

date to the S-JCB Map. But the years 1508-13 were troublous ones

for Venice. From the time of the League of Cambray in December

1508, when the Emperor Maximilian joined with other rulers in the

humiliation of Venice and the partition of her territories, there was no

peace for her, or even amongst her enemies, for they continually

quarrelled amongst themselves over the division of the spoils. At last,

in March 151 3, finding their province reduced almost to the city of

Venice alone, the Venetians concluded an alliance with Louis XII of

France at Blois, as against the Emperor and others. Consequently in

I 5 13, as far as Germany was concerned, the province of Venice was

"off the map". Thus the omission of venetia from the Orbis Typus of

the I 5 1 3 Ptolemy is explained and the argument strengthened by the

fact that VENETIA is also omitted from the two modern large-scale

maps of Italy in that same work, the city alone being marked. It is

believed that this argument adds a very strong link to the chain of

evidence in favour of the priority of the S-JCB Map.
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Section II

Five names entirely and intentionally different on the two maps

S-JCB Map 1 5 1
3 Ptolemy Map

cefare Sera or Seca'

Fortunate Canaree

Cirene Zanara

Littouia lithuania

perithos gallas paticho S galla

The alterations in the above five names appear to yield additional

definite evidence, for they are not mere casual differences of spelling,

but show clearly the hand of the editing geographer in actually and

intentionally changing them.

From these changes alone, it appears possible at first sight to reach

a positive conclusion as to the priority of one of the maps, for, theo-

retically, whichever bears the earlier names should be the earlier map.

This is doubtless so, but even under this head there is something to be

said on the other side, for some of the earlier names are to be found

occurring again and again in maps evidently far later than either of

those under discussion. With regard to cefare and Cirene, these early

Ptolemaic names of two North African Provinces which appear on the

S-JCB Map seem to have been dropped as obsolete, and the space on

the I 5 1 3 Ptolemy Map filled up with the more modern names of two

towns, Seca and Zanara. It is not of course suggested that Seca and

Zanara are modern forms of cefare and Cirene. In the three other

cases, Fortunatae, Littouia and perithos gallas on the S-JCB Map are

earlier forms of Canaree, lithuania, and paticho S galla as they appear

on the I 5 1 3 Map.

There can be no doubt that the five names on the S-JCB Map are

the earlier, and but for the recurrence of some of them on later maps,

further discussion might be considered unnecessary. It is therefore

perhaps as well to proceed with the analysis, rather than to accept at

once the theory that the earlier names indicate conclusively the earlier

map. Judging the five earlier names collectively, the evidence is far

' This name appears to be Seca, but in the larger scale map Tabvla Moderna prime

partis Aphricae in the same volume it is clearly engraved Sera.
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more conclusive than when they are regarded individually. For although

some of them are found here and there on much later maps, the whole

five, or even the majority of them, are not found recurring together on

the same map at a later period.

The probability that the later names indicate the later map is

strengthened if one judges of the matter in conjunction with the facts

of Section iii. For it will be seen that the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy Map, which

shows the five later names, bears also the eight additional names, some

of which yield evidence on their own account, as will be seen in

Section iii. The converse of this argument still further strengthens

the case. Supposing for a moment that the S-JCB Map is the later, one

would not expect to find five earlier names restored on a later map, in

place of five later names, and at the same time to find eight omissions

made (Section iii), while only two additional names were inserted

(Section i).

But before any hypothesis that the S-JCB Map is later than the

1 513 Ptolemy can be admitted for discussion, some prima facie

evidence must be adduced to show that such a later map was ever

made at all, or if it was, why it was copied in such crude form as the

S-JCB Map with its eight omissions and five reversions to an older type

of nomenclature. In this connection it must not be forgotten that the

I 51 3 Ptolemy Map was used again unaltered in the edition of 1520.

Not a particle of evidence to support the theory of the i 5 1 3 Map
being the earlier has yet come to light, but in Chapter v ample proof

is given of the existence of a prototype, which prototype the S-JCB
Map is believed to be.

Section III

Right additional names which appear on the 1 5
1
3 Ptolemy Map

I. Tropicus Cancri. 2. Gottia. 3. Barbaria [town). 4. Alba {addition to Russia).

5. Rio de lago. 6. Bargungapara. 7. Ext Gange. 8. Cananor.

As all the evidence of Sections i and ii points to the priority of the

S-JCB Map, it may be inferred that the eight names given above are

actually additional. If, on the other hand, there was any evidence of

the priority of the 1 5 1 3 Map, the absence of these names on the
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S-JCB Map might be ascribed to errors of omission in copying.

Although some of the names might come under that category, the

majority seem to indicate much more definitely that they are genuine

additions to a later map.

1. TROPICUS CANCEL Tliis is the only engraved large lettering

found on the 1513 Map which does not appear on the S-JCB Map,
but its absence yields no evidence, as the name is found on far earlier

maps than either, e.g. the World Map in the Ulm Ptolemy of 1482, etc.

2. GOTTiA was probably intended to be inserted on the S-JCB Map,
as the loxodromic line is cut away as if the hole for the type had already

been pierced. Possibly the type, if ever inserted, may have fallen out

unobserved before printing.

3. BARBARIA {the town) is doubtless an addition. The names of both

town and province are found on the new map of Africa in the i 5 1 3

Ptolemy.

4. ALBA is clearly an addition to Russia, for it is evident that the

word was never intended to be inserted on the S-JCB Map, as no room
was left for it. The block was never pierced for its insertion, as the

two branches of the River Tanais w^ere not cut through, and the letter

'T' of the word Tanais appears just where Alba would have come.

5. RIO DE LAGO {South-east Africa). The river itself is shown on the

S-JCB Map, but there is no sign of the block ever having been pierced

for the type lettering. The name also appears in the new map of

Africa in the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy, so it is clearly an addition.

6. BARGUNGAPARA [on the Malacca peninsula\ As far as can be

ascertained, this name appears here for the first time in print in this

form. It is also given on the Tabvla Moderna Indiae in the same

volume. On the Ruysch Map of 1508 appears the name Gapara,

presumably the same place. There is no indication on the S-JCB Map
of any intention to insert the name, as the two lines which cross the

space it would occupy are not cut away for the piercing of the block.

Consequently this name was undoubtedly an addition to the later map.

7. Exf GANGE is also clearly an addition to the word India. It is

probably the correction of an original error of omission in the S-JCB
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Map, for the name in full is found on nearly all the earlier printed

maps as far back as the Ptolemy of 1478. There is no indication of

any intention to insert the extra words in the S-JCB Map, as the lines

are not cut away for the piercing of the block.

8. CANANOR {on the west side of the Indian peninsula). This is un-

doubtedly an addition. The lines are not cut away for the piercing of

the block in the S-JCB Map, and in any case there would hardly have

been room for the name. It is found on the Ruysch Map of 1508,

and also on the Tabvla Moderna Indiae of i 5 1 3 •

It is submitted that the detailed analysis of these eight additional

names (when considered in combination with the evidence with regard

to VENETIA adduced in Section i and the five later names of Section ii)

clearly indicates the priority of the S-JCB Map. But when the

evidence of the nomenclature is summed up in conjunction with the

technical comparison of the two maps and the analysis of the type and

paper as described in previous chapters, it would seem that the pro-

bability of most of our six propositions has been established. It is

hoped and believed that the following historical and geographical

evidence relating to the Cosmographiae Introductio of 1507
and the history of the 15 13 Ptolemy will carry the

matter beyond mere probability.



Chapter V

T'he Historical Aspect of the Stevens-

yohn Carter "Brown Map

IRior to the discovery in 1901 of the large twelve-sheet

Waldseemiiller Map, every shred of evidence relating to

the Cosmographiae Introductio of 1507, and the long lost

map therein described, had been repeatedly discussed by

the successive writers who had studied the subject. But

no definite conclusion had ever been reached with regard to the map,

because no copy was then known.

Intimately connected with the Cosmographiae Introductio is the history

of the new edition of Ptolemy, designed by the same authors at St Die

prior to 1507. This work (for some reason which has never yet been

satisfactorily explained) had been abandoned by its original projectors,

but was afterwards resuscitated, completed and issued by other editors

at Strassburg in i 5 1 3

.

In order to establish the connection between the S-JCB Map and

its reproduction in an altered form in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy, it became
necessary to re-examine the whole history of that important work from

the time of its inception. Although very little fresh evidence is forth-

coming, a re- examination of the existing material, in the new light

afforded by the discovery of the S-JCB Map, seems to yield a clue to

the meaning of many passages hitherto problematical. Furthermore

from the same re- examination it again becomes apparent how the

erroneous deductions of the writers of one generation, based upon
misconceptions or mistranslations of obscure Latin passages, become
the accepted truths of the next. Fictions and the facts from which they
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emanate become so inextricably mingled that often the original modi-

cum of truth is distorted, obscured and finally lost.

Only by an independent analysis of basic facts, in the light of a more

recently discovered document or map, and a sweeping away of the super-

incumbent fictions of successive writers quoting and enlarging one

from another, can we hope to arrive at a solution of some of the many
mysteries which becloud the early geographical history of America and

its cartography. The present investigation has brought to light the

most curious and flagrant examples of the way in which historical facts

become distorted by writers who have construed certain Latin passages

in a manner more to suit the arguments and theories they were

endeavouring to establish than with regard to their exact and literal

meaning.

Mr John Boyd Thacher, in his book The Continent of America its

Discovery and its Baptism (New York, 1896), summarises nearly all the

original information available and the arguments adduced by his pre-

decessors. But his own deductions do not always seem warranted by

his quoted facts, and his translations, often more free than literal, are

consequently at times somewhat misleading. Nevertheless the book is

a valuable and welcome addition to American historical literature, and

thankful acknowledgment is off'ered for the free use herein made of it as

a guide to the prime materials. The originals have, whenever possible,

been consulted in the British Museum and elsewhere, and all translations

independently made. Mr Thacher's work is however frequently quoted

for the benefit of those unable to obtain ready access to the aforesaid

originals.

There is little doubt that the members of the St Die Gymnase were

contemplating a new edition of Ptolemy as early as 1505, and it is

probably this project to which Matthias Ringmann alludes in his letter

dated August i, 1505, to Jacob Brun (or Braun). This letter appears

in the Vespucian tract De Ora Antarctica edited by Ringmann
and printed by Hupfuff" at Strassburg in 1505.'' The passage is as

follows

:

^ Quoted by Thacher, op. c'lt. p. 126. He gives the whole letter with a

translation.
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tikUuipfutn
aibcna cafu nobis perobUwm pclic^imue in rpanfcurfu.ctfmgfa
fmtjc ad •Iifolomcum(ciMiw tabulae vt norh non verfamua nunc
indiligcnrcrjconiparfluim'

—The little book of Albericus [i.e. Vespucius]

fallen by chance in our way we have read through

hastily and have compared almost all the items

with Ptolemy (whose maps as you know we are

now examining with diligence).

Since the discovery of the large map of 1507, it may be held that

this passage does not necessarily prove that the projected new edition

of Ptolemy was in contemplation as early as August 1505. Alterna-

tively it may mean that the St Die geographers were examining the

maps of Ptolemy in connection with the preparation of the large map
which we now know is entitled Vniversalis Cos?nographia Secvndvm

Ptholomcei Traditionem etc. Be this as it may, it is quite clear that the new
edition of Ptolemy must have been in actual preparation before 1507,
for on Easter Monday (April 7) in that year (that is to say before the

publication of the Cosmographiae Introductio on April 25), Waldsee-

miiller wrote a letter to Joannes Amerbach of Basle in which occurs

the following passage' :

Non credo te latere nos Ptholomei cosmographiam, recognitis et adiectis quibusdam
novis tabulis impressuros in oppido Divi Deodati.—I do not think you are unaware

that we are about to print in the town of St Die the Cosmography of Ptolemy with

the maps revised and some new ones added.

It is thus evident that early in 1507 the printing of the new edition

of Ptolemy was about to be commenced at St Die. Waldseemiiller's

statement seems to warrant the inference that some at least of the new
maps were actually ready at the time of this letter, which inference is

brought almost to a certainty by the reference to the maps in the

Ad Lectorem of the Supplement to the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy in the sentence

commencing Charta aute Marina etc. {Vide p. 42.)

This sentence is so involved by reason of the extreme difficulty of

accurately translating the Latin (as hereinafter explained in detail) that

various writers have evolved endless theories as to its exact meaning.

But from it there emerges one definite fact

—

something (we do not know

' Cf. Harrisse, Discovery of North America, p. 441, and Thacher, op. cit. pp. 127-8.
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exactly what) had actually been done about the printing of the Charta

Marina (i.e. the Orbis Typus) and certain of the other maps, before

1507, that is to say before the whole work fell into the six years'

torpor from which the new editors of 151 3 claim to have aroused it.'

Moreover the editors also tell us definitely that the work was "begun

among the crags of the Vosges" (i.e. at St Die).'

Furthermore Waldseemiiller in his letter quoted above definitely

says impressuros—we are about to print—which may reasonably be

construed to imply that part at least of the labour of preparing the

great work had already been accomplished. It would necessarily take

some considerable time to revise and prepare a volume of the size of

the Ptolemy with its forty-seven maps, so Waldseemiiller would

hardly have written so precisely as impressuros if nothing had already

been done. It has already been mentioned that the St Die projected

edition of Ptolemy was abandoned in 1507, and not revived until

1513;
It is now proposed, in the fresh light of the S-JCB Map, to re-

examine all the existing contemporary evidence as to the preparation

at St Die, prior to 1507, of the proposed new edition of Ptolemy.

Early in 1507 there was printed by Griininger at Strassburg a most

important work by Gualtier Lud, Canon of St Die and Secretary to

Duke Rene. He was also a member of the St Die Gymnase^ associated

with Waldseemiiller in the preparation of the Cosmographiae Introductio

and the new edition of Ptolemy. Lud's work is entitled Speculi Orbis . .

.

Declaration but is usually cited in error as Speculum Orbis. The book

is really an explanation of an instrument, apparatus or series of dia-

grams known as the Speculum Orbis^ with instructions for working the

same. Of the book itself, which consists of four leaves folio in Gothic

letter, only one copy is known. This was formerly in the possession of

the late Mr Henry Stevens, the writer's father, from whom it was

purchased by the British Museum in April 1864. Of the Speculum

itself no specimen appears to be known, and we have only the some-

what vague description of it given in the Declaratio on which to form

any idea of its nature.

' Vide the facsimile and translation of the Ad Lectorem, pp. 42 and 40.
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From Lud's Dedication of his book to Duke Rene' we learn that

the Speculum was a figure of the entire world containing many things

which until that time had not been known, but which would now
become visible as in a Mirror; for which reason Lud desired his

instrument to be called a Mirror (Speculum). It showed not only the

delineation of the terrestrial globe as in Ptolemy's maps, but also the

revolutions of the celestial spheres, the seasons, the aspects of the

planets and other things described in the body of the work. From the

description it is difficult to decide whether the instrument was in

spherical form after the manner of a modern orrery, or in piano with

revolving discs and sectors after the style of the movable diagrams or

volvelles of Apianus. It was probably of this latter description, for one

of its uses was to show at a glance the distance from one place to

another on the map, by means of movable superimposed discs, and the

example given shows the distance between the cities of Strassburg and

Nuremberg.

It is interesting here to observe Lud's mention of Nuremberg.

Possibly the Speculum^ whatever its nature, may have been made there,

although the book itself was printed at Strassburg, but this we can only

conjecture as no example has yet come to light. Lud tells us that the

Speculum had been a long time in preparation and was to be issued

by the aid and industry of Griininger of Strassburg, but this does not

necessarily militate against the possibility of Griininger himself having

had the instrument made at Nuremberg. It has already been shown

(Chapter iii) that the S-JCB Map was printed at Nuremberg, which

fact lends colour to the suggestion that the Speculum was also made
there, especially as Lud in his book speaks of Nuremberg as "the most

renowned emporium of all Germany". These two references in Lud's

text certainly seem to imply some connection between the St Die

geographers and Nuremberg, notwithstanding that the towns are some

two hundred miles apart.

But the main interest of Lud's work in connection with this investi-

gation consists of three very definite statements which he makes on

' Cf. Avezac, Martin Hylacomylus, Paris, 1867, p. 62.
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the recto of the third leaf under the heading "Speculi Fructus et

Utilitates"'-the benefit and utilities of the Mirror, viz.

:

1

.

That a figure of the unknown country recently discovered by the

King of Portugal had been hurriedly prepared.

2. That a more detailed and exact representation of that coast

would be seen in the new edition of Ptolemy.

3. That the new edition of Ptolemy would soon be printed.

These statements are so very important that it may be as well to

quote the whole paragraph. The passage immediately preceding this

explains that from the narrow limits of the Speculum it was impossible

to show all the details of Europe, Asia and Africa, and that conse-

quently Europe "which we inhabit" had been enlarged to show cities,

mountains, rivers, etc. Then comes the following:'

'Hontammimnsinffdasin menffiliiue ^nropelocacopnentcrpompofTequloe^ota
vom perXjifirani^ regem (nide et poftpgratu orbis fpcctilu inueta ptopcrcparouimne tff^®equa (»a phira xveruna ui'^tboloimo pernoea €[}artm ^iacontYlu talium reram ftf

enttHunucum multtd additamed'erecD^iro(quenoftne tpoifie mogccbfofancntcimpnme
mas ) videre ltabit.$0.na&calrembim De^cnptton^q;'^o^m8all'aad tetUudhiluiierdfRt
mtc6i\iico((mwenMhyo'&mmeSidAmm9mfi^
.$kiihtinmterptat£tcir<afmtbitiio^^
dam eptgrana in bbelIo1^efi)tidiD?ocnnda0ax>naifem/4 apod^Unetoe af<bwm nut

—We do not however deny that the figure of the unknown country

discovered by the King of Portugal we hurriedly prepared some time

ago but after the preparation of the Speculum Orbis, may suitably be put

in place of the expanded Europe. But of that coast more numerous and

accurate details will be shown in the Ptolemy (which with Christ's favour

we shall soon print at our expense) revised, with many additions, by us

and Martinus Ilacomylus, who is most skilful in such matters. Also the

description of those regions sent to you, most illustrious King Rene, in

French from Portugal has been translated into Latin at my request by
that notable poet Joannes Basinus Sendacurius, with that elegance in

which he excels. And the booksellers are circulating in all directions a

certain epigram of our Philesius Vogesigena (i.e. Mathias Ringmann)
upon that subject, in a book of Vespucius translated from Italian into

Latin by Jocundus Veronensis (i.e. Giovanni del Giocondo of Verona)

who exercises his profession of architect at Venice; which epigram of

Philesius we have thought fit to append hereto.

' Cf. Avezac, Martin Hylacomylus, p. 65, and Thacher, op. cit. p. 150.
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The Book of Vespucius which Lud here mentions is the De Ora

Antarctica per regem Portugaliae pridem inuenta (already referred to on

page 29) in which Ringmann's Epigram occupies the recto of the

second leaf. The beginning of the poem relates to the countries "not

known, O Ptolemy, from thy maps" situated to the south and east, in

Africa and the Indies, whilst the latter part refers to the recent western

discoveries

:

But afar off under the antarctic pole is a certain

Land which a naked crowd of men cuhivates;

This the king whom illustrious Portugal now owns
Found by sending a fleet through the shoals of the sea.

Why say more ? the site and customs of the people discovered

This little book contains in very small compass.

The version printed by Lud on the verso of folio iii in the Declaratio

varies considerably from that in the De Ora^ particularly in the last line

which now reads

The book of Americus contains in small compass.

In the long quotation from the Declaratio given above Lud appears

to apologise for not having included in his Speculum the new country

discovered by the King of Portugal. It will be remembered that in the

Dedication he speaks of the Speculum as having been a long time in

preparation. But he definitely admits that a figure of the unknown
country had been hurriedly prepared, and might quite well have been

put in place of the expanded Europe. This probably implies that if the

map showing the expanded Europe had not already been made he

would have included the new lands. One wonders why, in referring to

the "hurriedly prepared map" of the new country, Lud uses the word

typum, when one recollects that the title of the S-JCB Map is

Orhis Typus etc.

The next reference is still more important, for it promises further

numerous and accurate details of the coast of the newly discovered

lands in the new edition of Ptolemy which it is stated would soon be

printed. From this statement it may be conversely implied that the

"hurriedly prepared map" was not very detailed as regards the new
lands. But the definite announcement that such a map had actually
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been prepared is most important, although unfortunately there is

nothing to show whether Lud was referring to a manuscript or a printed

map. Neither can it be stated with certainty whether it was a special

map showing only the new discoveries of the King of Portugal, or a

general map of the whole world including them. We can only draw

inferences from such facts as are available. Probably Lud was referring

to a general map of the world, for it can hardly be conceived that the

St Die cartographers would have drawn a map showing the new lands

without also including the known world, in order that the relative

positions of the former might be clearly apparent. It must not be

forgotten too that Lud, in his Dedication to Duke Rene, definitely

tells us that his Speculum was a figure of the entire world, containing

a "delineation of the terrestrial globe as in Ptolemy's maps", but as it

was impossible to show all the details of Europe, Asia and Africa,

Europe "which we inhabit" had been enlarged to show cities, rivers,

etc. It would therefore seem that Lud's meaning was that if his

Speculum^ which represented only the hitherto known world, had not

already been completed when the hurriedly prepared map was made, he

would have included the new discoveries instead of expanding Europe.

But whatever the nature of the "hurriedly prepared" map, the fact

remains that some sort of a map showing the new lands had been

prepared at this early date, and that a more detailed one would soon

be shown in the Ptolemy "we shall soon print". It is clear that Lud
could not be referring to the elaborate twelve- sheet Map described in

the Cosmographiae Introduction for in no possible circumstances could

that come under the designation of "hurriedly prepared". It follows

that the "hurriedly prepared" map must have been made before the

publication of the Cosmographiae Introduction because Lud promised a

more detailed map of the new discoveries in the Ptolemy soon to be

printed. But we now know that there is nothing about the new lands

in the Ptolemy (as completed in 1513) which had not already been

shown on the Cosmographiae Introductio large map of 1507. Hence, if

that map had already been published when Lud wrote, there would

have been no occasion for him to have promised further details in the

Ptolemy "we shall soon print", because they would have already been
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known. Ergo, it further follows that Lud's book and Speculum must

have been published before the Cosmographiae Introductio and the large

map. But it may be as well to show this from other standpoints, as it

has hitherto been generally supposed that Lud's work was published

after the Cosmographiae Introductio.^ Had it been issued subsequently,

one would expect to find Lud's book printed at St Die, as he was one

of the patrons of the printing-press erected there in the early part of the

same year, 1507. His initials may be seen in the colophon device in the

Cosmographiae Introductio.'^ It is therefore highly probable that the De-

claratio was printed at Strassburg before the press was set up at St Die.

The point is important because, if published after the Cosmographiae

Introductio., Lud's work yields us the only evidence we appear to have

that the Ptolemy was still in active preparation and soon to be printed.

But all the evidence seems to point to the fact that the projected

publication of the Ptolemy was suspended before the publication of the

Cosmographiae Introductio. Lud's reference to John Basin's translation

into Latin of the Voyages of Vespucius (which was appended to the

Cosmographiae Introductio) seems to prove conclusively that the De-

claratio was printed first, as no reference is made to the Voyages of

Vespucius having been printed. It also seems incredible that if Lud's

book and Speculum were later than the Cosmographiae Introductio and

its large map he would not have made some mention of them.

Internal evidence derived from Lud's book itself seems to place

beyond the shadow of a doubt the fact that it was published before

April II of the year 1507 and consequently before the publication of

the Cosmographiae Introductio on April 25. The following passage

occurs on the recto of leaf iiii in Lud's Declaratio :

Vl^oti caufa ft tibi notu fucrit inrcriuniu mcnfie ap:ifm boc. i.to»7.

anno/jcudu eiufdcmcnfte fteri'TCitc \x\dAccm. aiidada adputum oic in inicrioa 2odua or
cuiio/aca<kttU)iindq;drafincaricn0adpamugrad.crp2inapium Zlbaiin quofigno/ct

grad.nottillwificfbtu^uatoaiq'Ssrad.rigniinquoncomeniamtfaasctoici^

modiicognofda bocaimocoitu lancet folia vndcmgcrimo cr cjcrrcotrad^ZbauriTcmuru

ndhevcro quo Dieboc fiat) Tcncinducmadoictumgrad,ctcada regulaoinwc fupcr jcu

ttcmQJaiitqttoiftiufmodiradiaciofifnodica'zinteriuniuconimgct

—For example, if you know that the new moon of April this year, 1 507,

is to occur on the i ith of that month, turn the index Aiidada to the

'^ Vide Thacher, op. cit. p. 1 5 1

.

^ Cf. Thacher, op. cit. p. 1 64.
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said day in the interior circle of the zodiac, and your index will fall

about the end of Aries and the first degree and beginning of Taurus,

in which sign and degree the new moon will occur. But supposing that

you know the degree of the sign in which the new moon will be, but

do not know the day (say that you know that this year a conjunction of

the sun and moon is to take place in the 29th and last degree of Taurus,

but that you do not know on what day it will occur) turn the index to

the said degree and the pointer will fall straight on the i ith of May;
on which day such conjunction and new moon will take place.

If Lud's cartographical references are taken collectively they appear

to point to two just such maps as the Orbis Typus and the Tabula Terr§

Nov§ as they appear in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy. It has already been shown

why the S-JCB Map is believed to be the prototype of the 1 5 1

3

Orbis Typus^ and that it was engraved and printed at Nuremberg with

type and on paper in use in 1505 and 1506. The fact that the map
bears the name America clearly indicates its St Die origin. It is

therefore quite conceivable that it may be the "hurriedly prepared"

map referred to by Lud, more especially as he proceeds to mention

that more details of the coast of the new lands would be shown in the

Ptolemy "we shall soon print". From this the inference may fairly be

drawn that some such map as the Tabula Terr^ Nov§ had also already

been prepared before 1507 (as several writers have already held)/ for

that map and the Orbis Typus are the only two in the Ptolemy of i 5 1 3

which show the new lands at all. The Ptolemy as it appeared in i 5 1

3

may not have followed exactly the lines projected in 1507, but there

appears to be no evidence that it did not. In any case the Orbis Typus is

the general map showing the new lands and the Tabula Terrg Nov§ the

special map giving the promised details of the coast of those lands.

At all events we have now reached two conclusions, firstly that a

"hurriedly prepared" map showing the new lands had actually been

made before Lud wrote in 1507, that is to say before the Cosmographiae

Introductio and the large map were published, and secondly that a very

crude map (our Orbis Typus) evidently of St Die origin had been

printed at Nuremberg probably in 1505 or early in 1506. If we are

not justified in assuming that these two conclusions converge on

" E.g. cf. Lelewel (J.),
Geographic du moyen age, 1852.
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St Die sufficiently to indicate one and the same map, we think it may
fairly be claimed that there is some probability that they do, or that

the two maps have some relation to each other as being undoubtedly

contemporary products of the St Die geographers.

The contemporary evidence relating to the Cosmographiae Introductio

itself, subsequent to its publication, has little bearing on the subject of

the S-JCB Map, now that the large Waldseemiiller Map of 1507 has

been discovered. When the S-JCB Map was first offered to Mr Brown,
a number of references made between 1507 and 1513 to early maps
of the world were quoted as possibly applying to the Orbis Typus. But
as most of these now appear to point more definitely to the large

Waldseemiiller Map it is not necessary to repeat them here. Anyone
wishing to study the matter further will find most of the material

quoted in Mr Thacher's book.

An epitome of the interesting points developed in this chapter is

given in the general summary in Chapter viii. It is now proposed

to discuss at some length the internal evidence to be deduced
from the Ptolemy of i 5 i 3 itself, firstly from the text and

secondly from the maps.



Chapter VI

The Evidence in the Text of the iji^ Ptolemy

Fter the issue of the Cosmographiae Introductio in April

1507 we hear nothing further of the proposed printing of

the new edition of Ptolemy at St Die. For some reason,

as yet unexplained, the project seems to have been

dropped and to have lain in abeyance for several years.

But the work was resuscitated and published in i 5 i 3 at Strassburg by

other editors, Jacobus Eszler and Georgius Ubelin. It would almost

seem that there had been some friction between them and the St Die

cartographers, for nowhere in the book are the latter mentioned by

name. The new editors take to themselves all the credit for having, as

they say, revived the work from the six years' torpor into which it had

fallen. In their Ad Lectore??i or Address to the Reader, printed on the

verso of the title to the Supplement, the new editors give a long

account of the scope of "this noble work", and tell how it was begun

"among the crags of the Vosges" (i.e. at St Die). They also make
special mention of the preparation of certain of the maps.

This Ad JLectorem is so very important that it has been thought

desirable to reproduce the whole page in facsimile so that anyone may
study the Latin for himself, and check our translation and the argu-

ments based thereon. A facsimile (slightly reduced) is also given of

the Supplement title page which, as will be seen, has considerable

bearing on the question of identifying one of the maps especially

mentioned. {Vide pp. 42 and ^1 respectively).

The following is a translation of the whole of the Ad Lectorem.^

which is given for the sake of the context, although the main interest
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to our arguments is centred in the passage commencing Charta ante

Marina.
TO THE READER

In order, indulgent reader, that no tittle whatever either of error or surprise may
mislead you, it has seemed desirable to state briefly the points worthy to be known.

We have confined the Geography of Ptolemy to the first part of the work, in order

that its antiquity may remain intact and separate. But since the course of time changes

many things from day to day as it passes, it has become generally evident that the

author deviates notably from those more modern, as may be seen in the two Pannonias,

which are now called Hungary and Austria; and the region which was called while it

flourished, by the sole appellation of Sarmatia or Sauromatia, we now name in its

divisions, Poland, Russia, Prussia, Muscovy and Lithuania. Change in the names of

nations has also come into use. For those whom the ancients called Helvetii and Sequani,

we now commonly call Burgundians and Swiss. Certain cities, too, have lost their

primitive names, for who with his finger will point out on the River Rhine the cities

Canodorum, Augusta Rauricum, Elcebus and Berthomagus mentioned by Ptolemy ?

These or such like, let no one attribute to the ignorance of the author, but rather from

this supplement let him learn to inform himself more accurately about modern travel.

By which he will see the explanation of the three parts of the world more clearly

adapted to our times. But the Charta Marina which they call the Hydrographia, made
known from the most authentic voyages by [i.e. of] a former Admiral of the most

serene King of Portugal Ferdinand, and finally [from those] of other explorers, was

given out to be engraved for the press, together with certain of the maps specified on

the front of this leaf, through the generous assistance, whilst he lived, of Rene most

illustrious Duke of Lorraine, now piously deceased. To the honour of which most

illustrious Duke is likewise due the large map of his territory most carefully printed

at the end. For this noble work, begun in the recesses of his land, I mean among the

crags of the Vosges, although almost dormant through the inactivity (or sloth) of

certain persons, has at length been aroused by us from a six years' torpor. Also in the

remaining maps no less care has been expended, in order that they might be altered

more accurately from various originals of travellers. And this is clearly evident in the

double map of Italy. Therefore, indulgent reader, if the modern positions of these

maps appear to you anywhere different from the ancient traditions of Ptolemy, you

will not be surprised when you have carefully read what is appended to the Dedication

to the Emperor on the first page of the first part, and when you have learned that

the true latitude of the heavens has been observed in them. For it is exceedingly

laborious to determine the longitude of places, as herein variation of measure causes

variation of position. It must be your part to kindly adapt the surfaces to the longi-

tudes, so that you may not be considered an ungrateful critic either of his antiquity

or of our labour. Let these things, I say, suffice which are more certainly apphcable to

their age after having faithfully studied the antiquities of our ancestors.

The above translation is given without any present comment.

Endless queries arise from the theories and arguments of the various
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writers who have studied the subject during the last liundred and fifty

years or more. These theories and arguments it is now proposed to

analyse, dissect and discuss in the hope that the true meaning of the

sentence relating to the Charta Marina may hereinafter be extricated

from the quite remarkable errors at present enveloping it.

But before proceeding further it is essential to establish clearly, once

for all, the identity ofthe Charta Marina mentioned in the AdLectorem^

as the majority of historians have unfortunately connected the reference

with the wrong map. On the title page of the aforementioned Supple-

ment there is a list of the twenty new maps contained therein. The
first is described as Hydrographia^ fine Charta marina: continens typum

Orbis uniuersalem iuxta Hydrographorum traditionem. The lettering

engraved along the top of the first map reads Orbis typvs vniversalis

ivxta hydrographorvm traditionem^ hence there can be no possible doubt

that the passage in the Ad Lectoremy Charta aute Marina^ quam

Hydrographiam vocant^ refers to the Orbis Typus^ the first map in the

Supplement, and not to the second one, Tabula Terr§ Nov§^ as so many
learned authorities have inferred.

The immediate result of thus establishing the identity of the Charta

Marina with the Orbis Typus is to sweep away the plausible and delight-

ful theory of the "Admiral's Map" as applied to Columbus and the

Tabula Terr§ Nov§^ into which error so many of our most erudite

writers have unwittingly fallen.

The exact meaning of the particular Latin sentence in theAdLectorem

commencing Charta aute Marina is no doubt extremely difficult to

interpret, but it will hardly be credited, until it has been shown, that

these forty-one Latin words yield almost as many different theories in

their interpretation. Latin must be a most convenient language when,

oftwo eminent authorities translating the same sentence, one states that

a certain thing was done during a person's lifetime, and the other that

it was done after his death. Furthermore, one expert in such matters uses,

as will be seen, the same Latin words in three different places to prove

positively three entirely different theories, without even suggesting

alternative renderings. But further comment may as well be deferred

until the arguments of various writers on the subject have been set forth.
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The following works have been carefully examined, and abstracts and
deductions therefrom are subjoined.

I. Raidel (George Martin). Commentatio critico-literaria de Claudii Ptolemaei
Geographia etc. Norimbergae, iJT,7- 4^°-

II. Humboldt (Alexander von). Examen critique de I'histoire de la geographie du
nouveau continent. Paris, 1837. 8vo.

III. Santarem {Viscount de). Recherches historiques, critiques et bibliographiques

sur Americ Vespuce et ses voyages. P^r/j- (1842). 8vo.

IV. Beaupre (Jean Nicolas). Recherches historiques et bibliographiques sur les

commencements de I'imprimerie en Lorraine etc. Saint Nicolas-de-Port,

1845. ^v°-

V. Lelewel (Joachim). Geographie du moyen age. 5ri/xf//^j, 1852, etc. 8vo.

VI. Avezac. Martin Hylacomylus. Paris, 1867. 8vo.

VII. Harrisse (Henry). Les Corte-Real. P^r/j, 1883. 8vo.

VIII. Winsor (Justin). A Bibliography of Ptolemy's Geography. Cambridge, Mass.
1884. 8vo.

IX. Winsor (Justin). Narrative and Critical History of America. Vol. iii. New York,

1886. 8vo.

X. Eames (Wilberforce). A List of Editions of Ptolemy's Geography. New York,

1886. 8vo. \^Also in Sabin's Dictionary.]

XI. Nordenskjold (A. E.). Facsimile Atlas to the Early History of Cartography.
Stockholm, 1889. Large folio.

XII. Harrisse (Henry). The Discovery of North America. London, \%<^z. Large 4to.

XIII. (Quaritch (B.).) The First Four Voyages of Amerigo Vespucci. Reprinted in

facsimile, etc. London, 1893. 4'^*^'

XIV. Thacher (John Boyd). The Continent of America its Discovery and its Baptism.
New York, 1896. Large 4to.

It would occupy too much space to quote in full everything that

these writers have to say about the 1513 Ptolemy. All that can be

attempted here is to give as clear and brief a digest as possible of the

opinions expressed by them on the points especially relevant to the

maps and the preparation of the work in Duke Rene's time. These
opinions are deduced chiefly from the puzzling sentence in the

Ad Lectorem commencing Charta ante Marina. The reader is

invited to consult the original texts if he wishes to carry the matter

further.

I. RAIDEL. Raidel's statements are somewhat involved but he clearly

seems to suggest that certain original maps were "given over to the

editors" by Duke Rene.
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II. HUMBOLDT. Humboldt apparently deduces too much from the sen-

tence Charta ante Marina etc. when he states that the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy

was published as a testimony to the liberality of Duke Rene. On the

contrary, the new editors, Eszler and Ubelin, take to themselves all the

credit they can for issuing the work, as may be seen from the said

Ad Lectorem and the Dedication.

Humboldt is clearly in error in connecting the quoted extract with

both the Tabula Terr§ Novf and the Orbis Typus^ probably through

not having observed the triple connection between the Supplement

title, the Ad Lectorem and the title on the Orbis Typus map itself.

Harrisse,' in Les Corte-Real {^^digti 122-126), makes the same error and

quotes Humboldt as his authority.

In Humboldt's quotation of the Latin a .? is placed after the word

Ferdinandi^ showing that he presumed the error to lie there rather than

in the word Portugalif^ but he does not discuss this aspect of the case.

His arguments in general are very long, but they should be studied

by anyone wishing to follow the matter in its various ramifications.

He notes {Examen^ p. 114) that Waldseemiiller is not mentioned any-

where in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy, but thinks the map of Lorraine and those

which show a part of the New World had been traced by the hand of

that geographer.

III. SANTAREM. Although Santarem does not definitely call the

Tabula Terr^ Novf the Admiral's Map^ it is clear from the context

that he applies that designation to the Tabula Terrf Nov§ and not

to the Orbis Typus. Consequently all his arguments are erroneously

grounded when he supposes this to be proof that the original map of

which Columbus sent copies to Rene and to the other CathoHc Kings,

and which Rene caused to be printed with some additions, resembled

the Tabula Terr§ Novf. In support of the theory of the Columbus origin

of the maps, he points out the legend on the Tabula Terr§ Novf and the

absence of any reference to America on the Orbis Typus of i 513.

IV. BEAUPR^. Beaupre, as appears from his context, rightly identifies

the Charta Marina with the Orbis Typus but definitely attributes it

^ Vide No. VII injra.
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to Columbus and says it is called the Admiral's Map. He quotes the

familiar Latin sentence Charta aute Marina^ but does not translate

it, so it is not quite clear whether he considers the map to be a copy

of a chart made by the Admiral or one simply corrected from his

voyages. In the Latin itself after the word Portugali§ he adds "il

faut lire Hispaniae". He entirely overlooks the fact that the Hydro-

graphia is essentially Portuguese in its configurations and nomen-

clature. He says it was engraved by the instrumentality of Rene, so

as Rene died in 1508, the implication is that it was engraved before

that date.

Much more important is Beaupre's deduction that the Vespucian

narratives were not generally believed. In proof of this statement he

points out that in the i 5 i 3 Strassburg Ptolemy, which should have

appeared at St Die, not a single mention is made of Vespucius, whereas

on the Tabula Terrf Nov§ in that book is the legend referring to the

discoveries of Columbus.

V. LELEWEL. Lelcwcl appears to be quite in error in stating that the

Instructio Manuductionem of i 5 1
1

' contains a list of the maps designed

by Waldseemiiller of the different European countries, for the book

describes solely a single map of Europe. The list of countries given in

this book is merely a table of the contents of the various chapters. No
evidence whatever can be found for the statement that these supposi-

titious maps were reduced in scale for the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy.

Lelewel's circumstantial statement about the original Portuguese

Chart brought by Benvenuti in 1504 from Lisbon, and possibly

designed or retouched by Vespucius himself, appears to have no more

solid foundation than a mistranslation of the sentence in the Ad
Leetorem relating to the Charta Marina and the Admiral.

Lelewel definitely states that the Hydrographia (i.e. the Charta

Marina or Orbis Typus) was engraved on wood during the lifetime of

Rene, but was found for the first time in the Ptolemy of 1513. He
holds too that the Tabula Terrf Nov^^ the two special maps of Africa,

' Hylacomylus (Martinus), Instructio manuductionem prestans in cartam itinerartum

M. Hilacomili; cum luculentiore ipsius Europae enarratione a R. Philesio conscripta.

Argentorati, J. Gruninger, 151 1, 410.
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and the map of the East Indies were also "caused to be engraved" by

Duke Rene. He points out that "the two Africa Maps are specially-

referred to as of Portuguese origin by the Editors of the i 513 Ptolemy

and the same origin must be ascribed to the other two when confronted

with the Hydrographia\ In making these statements he unfortunately

does not substantiate them by any other evidence than the oft-quoted

Ad Lectorem of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy. It will be observed that in the

next chapter our analysis of the twenty modern maps in the Supplement

of the 1 5 1 3 Ptolemy points quite independently to the same con-

clusions, but is based on some additional evidence both technical and

historical.

Lelewel is probably right in his arguments that the obvious error in

either the words Portugal!^ or Ferdinandi lies in the latter and that

Vespucius was the person referred to as Admiral, although he never

actually bore that title. But it is believed he is entirely wrong in

supposing the Charta Marina to be an original map made personally

by any Admiral.

VI. AVEZAC {vide pp. 64-9). Avezac is of the definite opinion that

Portugali§ is an error for Castellae and that the Admiral referred to

must be Columbus. In support of this contention he erroneously

connects the statement in the Ad Lectorem with the legend relating to

Columbus on the Tabula Terr§ Novf. He assumes that Waldsee-

miiller was the maker of the Tabula Terr§ Nov§ and attributes to him

the authorship of the Ad Lectorem of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy. But it will

readily be seen from a careful perusal of the whole Ad Lectorem that

it and the Dedication must have been written by Eszler and Ubelin,

the new editors. Hence most of Avezac's arguments are based upon

misconceptions.

He omits any discussion as to what the Charta Marina actually

was, but translates the Latin as saying that it "had been liberally given

to be printed (literally, to the impression) by the care of . . . Rene
. . . with certain other maps designated etc.".

VII. HARRissE [Les Cortc-Real). Harrisse directs special attention to

the extraordinary similarity between the Cantino Chart and the
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Tabula Terrf Novf of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy. But he is quite wrong in

connecting the reference in the oft -quoted sentence from the Ad
Lectorem with the Tabula Tervf Nov§ as well as with the Hydrographia

(i.e. the Orbis Typus). In this error he follows Humboldt and quotes

him for his authority, but it has already been shown that Flumboldt

had no real ground for his statement, which was at best a supposition.'

Both Harrisse and Humboldt fail to note the identification of the

Charta Marina with the Orbis Typus as clearly proved by a reference

to the title page of the Supplement to the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy and the title

line of the map itself.

Harrisse quotes once more the puzzling sentence from the Ad
ILectoreni commencing Charta autf Marina^ and favours us with what

he calls a word for word translation. This translation very nearly

accords with our own, but we disagree with Harrisse in the interpre-

tation of the meaning of it. It must be pointed out that here, as in

another place, ^ he very cleverly disposes of the perplexing word

quondam by giving it its two meanings in one sentence, premierement

in contradistinction to ensuite^ and ex as applied to a former admiral.

The words tradita and prflographationi are translated as donnee pour

etre imprifnee^ and construed as meaning that Rene actually gave some-

thing to be printed. What that something was Harrisse attempts to

define in his next sentence: "It was not then the prototype of the map
which had been given to Waldseemiiller but the descriptions of navi-

gations accomplished by certain explorers, and by the aid of which

this geographer had been able to rectify a map which he already

possessed". It cannot possibly be conceived how Harrisse deduces

this meaning from the Latin or from his own translation of it. The
theory is a charming one and forms one of three, all in our opinion

equally untenable, which he has evolved from this remarkable piece

of Latin.

3

He next discusses the presumed error in either the word Portugalif

or Ferdinandi but his arguments are not very clear, for while he says

distinctly that the Admiral referred to was Columbus, he appears to

' Vide No. II ante. ^ Discovery of North America, p. 440.
3 Cf. No. XII injra, pp. 51-2.
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support the contention, if we understand him correctly, that Waldsee-

miiller's prototype chart was of Portuguese origin. The reader is

invited to compare Harrisse's deductions in this book with those given

in his Discovery of North America and to note his change of ground

{vide No. xii infra),

VIII and IX. winsor. Winsor too, both in Bibliography ofPtolemy and

Narrative and Critical History,^ has fallen into the error of confounding

the Charta Marina with the Tabula Terrf Nov§. He further accen-

tuates his misconception by applying the term AamiraFs Map to the

Tabula Terrf Nov§. Consequently all his arguments are completely

stultified, for they are applied to the wrong map. From this same error

Winsor quotes Lelewel as giving reasons for supposing the Tabula Terrf

Novf was on sale in 1507, whereas Lelewel's reference clearly applies

correctly to the Orbis Typus. Winsor admits the probability that

Waldseemiiller made the Tabula Terrf Novf in the same year (1507)

that he gave the name America to the new continent in the book

Cosmographiae Introductio. He thinks the Admiral referred to was

Columbus.

X. EAMES. Eames only quotes the Latin from the Ad Lectorem.

Unfortunately (but perhaps judiciously) he does not translate it, so one

can only judge of his exact interpretation of it by certain of his state-

ments. He says that Duke Rene contributed to the Waldseemiiller

Ptolemy "the celebrated Hydrographia or Admiral's Map",^ but as he

ignores all mention of the "certain other maps" his meaning is some-

what doubtful. He seems to imply that Rene contributed a manuscript

map to be copied, in the same sense as suggested by Lelewel and

Harrisse {Discovery^

It is not clear whether Eames intended to connect the Hydrographia

with the Orbis Typus or the Tabula Terrf Novf. In any case he

appears to be in error in supposing the Latin sentence Charta aute

Marina to refer to both the Orbis Typus and the Tabula Terrf Novf,

unless he means that one of them was included unnamed amongst the

"other maps", to which however he does not refer. On the other hand,

Eames seems to include the "other maps" when he states that "the
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modern maps were prepared by Waltzemiiller and most of them

—

perhaps all—engraved as early as 1507". Does this imply that he

considtis pr^lographationi to mean engravedfor the press}

XI. NORDENSKjOLD. Nordenskjold has evidently given the matter

most carefiil study. He exposes the inaccuracy of connecting the

reference to an Admiral in the Ad Lectorem with the Columbus legend

on the Tabula Terrf Nov^^ and points out that the map mentioned is

the Orhis Typus and not the Tabula Terrf Nov§. Consequently he is

in error in terming the Tabula Terrf Nov§ the '''Admiral's Map''. He
thinks Portugalif is probably a mistake for Hispaniae., yet in another

place he says the Orbis Typus map "is evidently of Portuguese origin

and scarcely shows any progress from the point reached by the maps

of Ruysch, etc.". How can we expect it to, if it is, as we hold, earlier

than Ruysch.? Nordenskjold was obviously writing about the Orbis Typus

as it appeared in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy, having of course no knowledge of

its prototype the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map, which we hold was

anterior to Ruysch.

It is difficult to understand or to accept Nordenskjold's rendering of

the Latin minijlerio . . . tradita ejl as meaning "that the map had, after

the death of Renatus (in 1508), together with the other maps enu-

merated on the title page, been handed over with much liberality to

the ducal printing-office of Lorraine". This would necessitate the

translating of the words minijlerio and tradita as handing something

down in the administration of Rene's estate, a meaning it is not

thought either the Latin or the context warrants. The Ptolemy was

known to have been in preparation prior to 1507, but nothing is heard

of it until 1513, when the new editors, in the Dedication and also in

this same Ad Lectorem., state that they had "aroused it from a six years'

torpor". How could that be if the maps referred to on the title page

had been turned over to the "ducal printing office" say in i 509, Rene

having died December 10, 1508? There is no evidence that there was

a "ducal printing office" ; but if so where was it, and how did the maps

eventually get to Strassburg?

XII. HARRissE {Discovery., p. 278). Speaking of Waldseemiiller's
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1

lost map of I 507, intended to accompany the Cosmographiae Introduction

Harrisse states "it was printed before the year 1507 through the

instrumentality or at the cost of the Duke of Lorraine 'ministerio

Renati dum vixit . . . liberius \sic\ praelographationi tradita est'".

This Latin, misquoted (without any reference) from the Ad Lectorem of

the I 5 1 3 Ptolemy is here applied to establish quite a different theory

from that which he had propounded in 1883 in his Les Corte-Real.^

As the present work is nine years later it is to be presumed that

Harrisse had changed his mind in the meantime and would wish his

later rendering to be accepted. But how does he connect this piece of

Latin of i 5 1 3 with the lost map of Waldseemiiller, supposed to have

been issued with the Cosmographiae Introductio in 1507? Unfortu-

nately his attempt to do so is immediately nullified when the source of

his quotation is realised. The phrase is taken from the Ad Lectorem of

the I 5 I 3 Ptolemy and refers, as has been shown, to the Charta Marina
or Orbis Typus in that book. But the Orbis Typus bears no resemblance

to the lost map of Waldseemiiller described in the Cosmographiae

Introduction as witness the insignia, etc. which Harrisse duly mentions.

Even in his quotation from the Latin sentence Charta aute Marina
he is wanting in accuracy in two places in this same book (Discovery).

On p. 278 he quotes liberius prcelographationi^ while on p. 440 he gives

liberialus proelographiosiin one word wrong in the first case and both in

the second. Possibly the difference in the Latin may have caused the

evolution of the two distinct renderings in this volume, while the

correct transcript in Les Corte-Real may account for the third alterna-

tive translation.^

On p. 440 oi Discovery Harrisse translates the Latin as if it referred

to a nautical chart (presumably in manuscript, as no printed one of

that date is known) which Rene "gave to be printed" and "which

Waldseemiiller must have used as a model, first for the planisphere

which accompanied the Cosmographiae Introduction and then for the

two maps of the New World inserted in the Ptolemy of 1513". This

is Harrisse's third theory and adds an interesting item (No. 66) to the

long list ofmaps in Cartographia Americana Vetustissima in his Discovery

* Vide No. VII supra, p. 48. ' Vide p. 48 supra.
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of North America. One would almost hesitate to take Harrisse and

his three theories seriously, were it not for his special statement that

his work is "inspired by a consciousness of good faith".' The above

theory of Rene's Nautical Chart is instantly exploded by completing

the sentence, continuing it from tradita ^ where Harrisse leaves off:

cum certis tabulis a fronte huius chart§ specificatis
—"with certain other

maps specified on the front of this leaf". Harrisse is not entitled to

ignore the context, especially in the same sentence. It is quite clear

that whatever Rene did with the Charta Marina he did with the

"other maps", and it can hardly be supposed that the other maps were

all originals which Rene gave to be printed. It is hoped and believed

that the true meaning of this puzzling Latin sentence can be demon-

strated by the new light of the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map.

This theory of Rene's Nautical Chart being the second set up by

Harrisse in the same book, it may be presumed to be his latest deduc-

tion, but it obviously does not tally with his previous contention in

Lies Corte-Real"- that Rene gave to Waldseemiiller not a prototype map
but "the descriptions ofnavigations accomplished by certain explorers".

Would it not have been as well to have called attention to this double

change of opinion since the publication of Les Corte-ReaP. One can

hardly expect three separate theories to be accepted, although they

might very well (if so qualified) have been suggested as alternative

renderings of an obscure passage. ^

XIII. QUARiTCH. The facsimile reprint of the original Italian edition

of the four voyages of Vespucius, issued by Quaritch in 1893, is

mentioned merely as another example of the modern habit of writing

essays by the aid of the works of previous authors without re-examining

original materials. In the anonymous editor's preface the old error of

calling the Tabula Terr^ Nov§ of the 151 3 Ptolemy "the Admiral's

' Harrisse, Discovery, Introduction, p. v. ' FUe p. 48 supra.

3 Although the writer may have expressed somewhat freely his views on Harrisse's

deductions in these three instances, he has no desire to impugn the general reliability

of the works of that distinguished savant. Harrisse was a man of great erudition and

an indefatigable worker. The fruits of his researches into early American history and

cartography, as witness his voluminous writings, are of the greatest value to students,

particularly as guides to original materials and their sources.
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Map" is repeated, and emphasised by a facsimile so lettered. That

erroneous designation of the map is even ascribed to the editors of the

I 51 3 Ptolemy: "It is in fact called the Admiral's Map by the Editor

of the Ptolemy and has on the strength of that name been assigned

rather to Columbus or Cabral than to Vespucius". The editors of the

1 5 1 3 Ptolemy said no such thing {vide the Latin Ad Lectorem).

Mr Quaritch's editor further says the map "had been in the wood
engraver's hands six years earlier", but this theory, even if correctly

deduced, vi^ould apply to the Or6is Typus and not to the Tabula Terr^

Novf. Finally Duke Rene is quoted as giving some maps to the

translators of Vespucci's letters. No importance whatever can be

attached to the Preface of this otherwise interesting reprint, because

every statement is based on misinterpretations of the said Ad Lectorem.

XIV. THACHER. Thachcr's rendering of the words liberalius pr§lo-

graphationi tradita ejl as "was made possible for publication by the

generosity" perhaps expresses freely the general meaning intended.

But the translation is by no means literal, and consequently cannot be

accepted as of any great weight without corroborative evidence. One
has only to turn to the concluding words of the sentence, cum certis

tabulis a fronte huius chartf specijicatis^ to see the literal unreliability of

Thacher's translations. When a verbatim rendering of a simple passage

like this exactly expresses the meaning, "with certain maps on the

front of this leaf specified", why go out of your way to say "as were

also certain other maps specified upon the frontispiece here opposed".?

A frontispiece is the leaf, usually a plate, facing the title page of a book,

and in no case could a frontispiece face the back of a title.

Thacher's deductions are of far more interest and value. He
recognises that the Charta Marina is the Orbis Typus and not the

Tabula Terrf Novf. He however considers the latter of far greater

importance, and supposes it to be the nearest connecting link with the

lost map of Waldseemiiller, although not an exact reproduction thereof.

In his translation of the Latin (on p. i 5 7 of The Continent) Thacher

against the word Portugal adds (Castile.?), and yet he admits (on p. 233)
"that Waldseemiiller was under the spell cast upon anyone who reads
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the four voyages of Americus Vespucius". He proceeds to argue

regarding the identity of the Admiral, weighing the probabilities of

either Columbus or Vespucius being referred to, but not expressing

any decisive opinion. He offers an interesting argument as to whether

the Latin may not be correct as it stands, and suggests that the cor-

rections in the Charta Marina may have been commenced from the

voyages of an Admiral in the time of Ferdinand of Portugal who died

in 1383. But he does not appear to refer in any way to the earlier

preparation of the Ptolemy maps in the time of Rene, as mentioned in

the Ad Lectoretn.

The numerous discrepancies in the opinions of the authorities quoted

above have been pointed out entirely for the purpose of suggesting

that, where so many learned doctors disagree, there is at least room
for still another opinion, especially when this is supported by far more

evidence of fact than all the others combined. Attention has been

drawn to these differences of opinion solely in order to emphasise the

necessity of reviewing prime materials at every fresh investigation, and

giving due consideration to even the most apparently insignificant

details.

The theory about to be submitted has been evolved entirely from

a re- examination of the existing contemporary evidence. The writer's

acknowledgments are nevertheless offered to all the authors who have

been quoted, for the free use which has been made of their writings as

guides to the original sources of information. Furthermore the analysis

of their deductions by the light of the subsequently discovered Stevens-

John Carter Brown Map has helped to develop several latent points of

importance which they, having no such light, had naturally overlooked.

It would therefore be ungenerous to cavil at the errors, made in all

good faith, of other writers, without whose aid the present investigation

could never have been undertaken.

The following new theory has been evolved by translating the

sentence Charta aute Marina etc., as literally as possible, and inter-

preting the meaning rationally by the aid of the context and such

other contemporary references as are available, and then judging the
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whole In conjunction with the technical and cartographical details

already deduced from a careful examination of the Stevens-John

Carter Brown Map. The result is simplicity itself, viz., that the Charta

Marina is the Orbis Typus^ the printed map of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy,

which in its earlier form (the S-JCB Map) was given out to be engraved

for the press (with some others of the twenty new maps) through the

liberality of Rene. That is to say that Rene was the patron who bore

the expense of preparing certain of the maps for the press. Of course

all the authorities whose writings have been digested above, having no

knowledge of the S-JCB Map, were more or less groping in the dark in

their endeavours to elucidate the meaning of this puzzling Latin

sentence, because there was no ocular proof that any of the maps had

actually been engraved and printed in Rene's time. The proofs soon

to be offered will, it is hoped, show the correct interpretation and the

object of the whole sentence,' and provide sound reasons for the

particular mention of the Charta Marina.

In order to establish the truth of these new theories, it was obviously

necessary first to sweep away the misconceptions of previous writers.

It is evident from the digest that has been given that, on numerous

points, the quoted authorities are diametrically opposed to one another,

and consequently all cannot be correct. Although the theories now
offered do not agree in their entirety with those of any one of the

quoted authorities, all the facts (excepting of course as regards the

S-JCB Map) lie buried in the combined deductions of the whole

fourteen writers. There is nothing new beyond the different inter-

pretation of the same facts by the light of the S-JCB Map.

It will be observed from the foregoing review of their deductions

that no two of the writers quoted agree on all points, but they almost

unanimously ignore the importance of the Orbis Typus^ the real

Charta Marina. All of them give far more attention to the Tabula

Terr§ Nov^^ and many erroneously connect it with the sentence in the

Ad Lectorem referring to the Charta Marina. Nearly all appear to

suggest that some of the Ptolemy maps were engraved as early as 1507,

and couple this statement particularly with the Tabula Terr§ Nov^,

through confounding the latter with the Orbis Typus. It has already
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been proved that the Charta Marina is the Orbis Typus and not the

Tabula Terrf Nov§^ consequently all the arguments of Santarem,

Winsor, Quaritch, etc. in favour of the latter having been engraved in

1507 are erroneously grounded. Conversely the arguments of Beaupre,

Lelewel, Nordenskjold and Thacher in regard to the Orbis Typus being

the real Charta Marina are considerably substantiated by the confuting

of the contrary opinions of Santarem, Winsor, Quaritch, etc.

At the commencement of these investigations the conflicting argu-

ments of previous writers became apparent, and nearly all of them were

eventually traced to different interpretations of the sentence in the Ad
Lectorem commencing Charta aute Marina. But only when all these

differences had been tabulated was it discovered that upwards of one

hundred varying statements had been founded on those forty- one Latin

words. Stripped of the misconceptions surrounding it and subjected to

a dispassionate re-examination, the sentence offers for elucidation the

following queries

:

1. What was the Charta Marina or Hydragraphia}

2. Who was the Admiral referred to, what country or King did he

serve and what did he do?

3 . Why was the Charta Marina accorded more prominent mention

than any of the other maps.?

4. What was Rene's part in the matter.?

In connection with these main points the following minor queries

arise

:

5. What is here the meaning oi quondam}

6. Is there an error in either of the words Portugali§ or Ferdinandi^

and if so how can it be explained.?

7. What is the true meaning oi lujlratores and lujlrata}

8. What is the meaning o^ minijlerio}

9. How do the words du7n vixit apply.?

10. What is the meaning oi liberalius prflographationi tradita eJB

1 1 . To what does certis tabulis refer.?

In order that an impartial translation of this baffling sentence might
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be obtained, the whole Ad Lectorem was laid before several eminent

Latin scholars in the British Museum and elsewhere, without any

intimation as to the deductions it was desired to draw from it. This

resulted, as expected, in a considerable diversity of opinion on minor

points, principally as to the meaning of the words quondam^ luflrata^

minijierio, pr§lographatiom^ and the constructive sense of dum vixit.

After discussion, and careful revision by Mr G. F. Barwick of the

British Museum, the translation given on pp. 40 was finally adopted.

The discussion of the points in question elicited the following results :

1 and 2. All persons consulted were agreed that the words Charta

Marina were intended to refer to the actual Orbis Typus in the book,

and not to any manuscript prototype made, designed, or corrected by

an Admiral. Consequently the connection of any Admiral with the

printed map was limited to the use made of the accounts of his voyages,

and those of other explorers, by the maker of the map in designing its

outlines. Therefore the whole "Admiral's Map" theory adopted by

numerous writers (as far as relates to the Tabula Terrf Nov§ and any

manuscript prototype supposed to have been made by an Admiral) is

shown to be entirely hypothetical, together with all arguments and

deductions therefrom.

2 and 3. The identification of the Admiral referred to and the

determination of the reasons for the prominent mention of the Charta

Marina were not part of the duty of an impartial translator. These

points are therefore reserved for later discussion.

4. See Nos. 8-1 1.

5. The exact meaning oi quondam (if not a misprint for puendam^

"certain") was thought to depend on the nature of the supposed error

in either Portugali§ or Ferdinandi ; but, translated literally, the word

means "former", "at one time", or "heretofore". It was suggested

that it could not correctly be used in the sense of "firstly" in contra-

distinction to denique^ as applied by Avezac, Harrisse and Thacher.

6. A solution or correction of the supposed error in either Portugali§
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or Ferdinandi was not part of the duty of a translator, so this point

also is reserved for future argument.

7. Although there is no doubt that the noun lujlratores refers to

travellers^ voyagers, or explorers^ the exact interpretation intended to

be conveyed in this instance by the verb lujlrata is somewhat uncertain,

owing to the numerous and widely different accepted meanings of this

word. After much discussion it was thought that the rendering made

known probably gave the best idea of the meaning intended, the

inference being that the Charta Marina was prepared^ derived^

adapted^ corrected^ designed^ or revised^ etc., etc., from the most

authentic voyages of an Admiral, etc. None of these renderings could

correctly be applied as establishing any possible connection between

the map and the Admiral himself. Nevertheless it is remarkable how
several authorities have applied the meaning to an Admiral and his

own original map, as if the Latin read on without a comma after

Marina^ ''Charta ante Marina per Admiralem'' etc. It is clear

that the words verij[i?nis piagratioibus lujlrata apply not only to

Admirale?n but also to c§teros lujlratores. Even those authorities who
translate the Latin correctly in that sense still adopt the theory of the

personal Admiral and his original map, through having failed to

identify the Charta Marina as the printed Orbis Typus, and presumed

it to be an original handed over by Rene to be engraved and printed.

8 and 9. Minijlerio Renati dum vixit etc. may be taken as one phrase,

implying that something was done by the good offices or by the

instrumentality of Rene while he was alive. Dum vixit surely applies

to the time when something was done, and not to the fact that Rene

was "in his lifetime Duke of Lorraine", as Harrisse translates it.' The
opinion is therefore expressed that the words dum vixit are used simply

to emphasise the fact that something was done some years ago, that

is to say during Rene's lifetime. The connection thus established

between dum vixit and the time during which Rene did something

entirely negatives Nordenskj old's theory of the handing over of the

maps to the ducal printing ofBce of Lorraine after Rene's death.

^

' Discovery, p. 440. * Vide p. 50 ante.
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Apart from the words dum vixit, it is not thought that minijlerio can

bear the meaning suggested by Nordenskjold, viz. the administration

of Rene's estate, especially when the context of the succeeding

sentences is taken into consideration.

I o. The words liberalius pr^lographationi tradita ejl are not thought

to bear the meaning that Rene actually handed over or gave anything

to be printed, but simply (in conjunction with the previous words

minijlerio^ etc.) that the Charta Marina and certain other maps which

had been prepared for the proposed new edition of Ptolemy had been

given out to be engraved for the press through the generous assistance

of Rene while he was alive. That is to say that Rene, by his liberality,

bore the expense of engraving some of the maps for the press. This

point is more fully argued when the meaning of the whole sentence

comes to be discussed. Most authorities hold that some of the maps
were engraved as early as 1507 but not printed until 1513.

1 1 . The reason for the use of the words certis tabulis is explained

later, when the meaning of the whole passage is discussed.

The sentence Charta ante Marina etc. having been carefully

analysed and its implied meaning determined as accurately as possible,

the numerous false deductions of previous writers can now be more
confidently brushed aside. The way has thus been cleared for the

substantiation of our own new theory, as already outlined above. It is

therefore now proposed to discuss that theory more fully with the deduc-

tions to be drawn from the AdLectorem as a whole, and then to collate it

with the technical and historical evidence offered in previous chapters.

It is obviously impossible after four hundred years to form a positive

deduction from circumstantially recorded facts, unless they are so clear

as to be entirely devoid of ambiguity. The evidence in this case is

sufficiently definite to determine the fact that something was done in

Duke Rene's time as to the preparation of the Charta Marina and

certain of the other maps. But previous writers have found it impossible

to decide with any degree of certainty what that something was, as

witness the varying conclusions they have reached.
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Now that the S-JCB Map (undoubtedly the prototype of the Charta

Marina) has been discovered, the meaning of the perplexing words

liberalius pr^lographationi tradita ejl becomes clearer, and accords

with the detailed analysis of the phrase set forth in the answer to query

No. lo above.

There can now be little doubt that the S-JCB Map was one of those

which Rene by his liberality enabled to be engraved and printed, for

we have reliable evidence that this map, answering in every particular

to the description of the Charta Marina given in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy,

was actually engraved and printed at a date which, as previous argu-

ments have shown, must have been in Rene's time. The reference to

the resuscitation of the work from its six years' torpor puts the date

back from 1513 to 1507 at the latest (Rene died December 10, i 508),

and the historical, typographical, cartographical and technical evi-

dences, whether judged independently or collectively, all appear to

indicate 1505 to 1506 as the probable date of engraving and printing.

There is nothing to show whether the Charta Marina in its earlier

S-JCB form was ever actually published, for no other copy has yet

been traced. It has been suggested that it may be only a proof from

a specimen block prepared as a pattern for the maps of the projected

new edition of Ptolemy. On the other hand, the fact that the map is

coloured, apparently contemporaneously, would seem to indicate that

it was more than a proof, for as a general rule proofs are not coloured.

But whether a proof or an actually published map, the fact remains

that it was drawn, engraved, and at least this one copy printed. There
can be no question of the interest and importance of the map, for if

our deductions from the various sources of evidence are correctly

drawn as to its being printed in 1505 or 1506 (that is to say prior to

the publication of the elaborate map of the Cosmographiae Introductio

of I 507) it is clear that it must be the earliest yet known to bear the

name America and also, as far as we yet know definitely, the earliest to

show in print any part of the New World discoveries.'

^ This was written more than twenty-five years ago. Notwithstanding the subsequent

discoveries of the large Waldseemiiller Map of i 507 and the Contarini Map of i 506,
the writer at the present day sees no reason for altering his opinion.
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There is no definite evidence that the sentence in the Ad Lectorem

relating to the Charta Marina does not refer directly to the actual

map as it appears in the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy. But it is thought the Latin

need not necessarily be interpreted as implying that the Charta Marina

as it appeared in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy was printed or even engraved in

Rene's time. It is to the map itself, that is to say the cartography of

it, that the words refer. A different impression from an earlier block

would equally answer the same description, and if for any reason it had

become necessary to recut it there would be no need to state the fact.

For instance a picture by a great artist would equally be referred to

by its subject title when copied or reproduced, and some artists are

known to have themselves made copies of their works slightly different

from the originals. The map as it appears in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy has all

the appearance of having been engraved in the same style as the other

maps in the volume and printed at the same time on the same paper,

whereas the S-JCB Map is not only an earlier form cartographically

but is unquestionably earlier as regards both typography and paper.

It will be observed that very particular mention is made of this

Charta Marina in the Ad Lectorem. It also has the place of honour

at the head of the twenty new maps listed on the Supplement title

itself, and is the only one accorded two lines of description.^ It will

be seen by reference to the facsimile that not nearly so much import-

ance is given in the list to the Tabula Terrf Nov^^ for it is merely

placed under the heading of Europe.

Decern particulares tabul^ Europe

2 Oceani occidentalis, feu Terr^ nou^.

Even the two new maps of Africa are apparently more esteemed, for

they have a special heading.

Dug particulares tabulf Aphricg^ ex

Chartis Portugalenfium fumptg.

The Tabula Terr§ Nov§ is not even mentioned in the Ad Liectorem^

and the confounding of it with the Orbis Tvpus or Charta Marina by

' Vide the facsimiles of these two pages (pp. 41-42).
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several previous writers is not the least curious of the many errors this

investigation has brought to light.

Reverting once more to the perplexing Latin sentence Charta ante

Ma?'ina^ it is now desirable to show the meaning and object of the whole

passage. It must be remembered that in 1513, when the Ad Lectoretn

was written, Rene's son Anthony was the reigning Duke of Lorraine

and himself a patron of literature and the arts.' Some authorities have

supposed that Waldseemiiller wrote x.\n% Ad Lectorem^- but a perusal of

it will quickly show that it is by the new editors Eszler and tjbelin.

Knowing what the present Duke's father had already done for the

book, they would hardly have dared to take credit for the whole work,

especially as the fact of its previous commencement at St Die was no

doubt common knowledge. The new editors take care to say in more

than one place (viz. in the Dedication and in the Ad Lectorem) that

they had awakened the work from a six years' slumber. They take to

themselves all the credit possible for completing the book, inasmuch as

no mention whatever is made of Waldseemiiller or his confreres. In

face of their reference to sloth or negligence, one is almost inclined to

doubt whether Waldseemiiller had anything at all to do with the

completion of the work. In referring in the Ad Lectorem to the Charta

Marina they also say cum certis tabulis afronte huius chart§ fpecificatis—

with certain maps specified on the front of this leaf. This clearly

seems to mean that only some of the twenty new maps were prepared

in Rene's time through his liberality, and consequently the sentence

appears further to imply that the remainder must have been added

under the auspices of the present editors. If all the twenty maps had

been prepared in Rene's time, why the use of the word certis} That this

rendering is correct is proved by the following reference to the "re-

maining maps" further on in the same Ad Lectorem {vide facsimile).

In reliquis etiam tabulis non minus ftudium eft adhibitum: quo limatius ex varijs

luftratorum prototypis tranfformarentur.—Also in the remaining maps no less care has

been expended, in order that they might be altered more accurately from various

originals of travellers.

' Cf. Instructto Manuductionem i 5 1 1 quoted on p. 46.
' Cf. Avezac, op. cit. p. 154; Fischer and v. Wieser as cited on p. 88 infra. Cf. also

p. 108.
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Another reason for the special mention of the Charta Marina by-

name may be that if it had aheady been issued it would be known, and

some excuse would necessarily have to be made for re-issuing it. The
same argument applies to the special map of Lorraine, which is also

mentioned in the Ad Lectorem as having been prepared in Rene's

time. If some of the other maps had only been engraved but never

printed there would be no occasion to refer to them individually, as

no one would be any the wiser, and the indefinite reference cum certis

tabulis would therefore be sufficient. Further mention of this matter

will be made in Chapter vii which relates to the evidence to be derived

from the maps in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy.

It having been shown that the Charta Marina was prepared prior to

the abandoning of the Ptolemy in 1507, it is desirable to discuss the

identity of the Admiral referred to in the Ad Lectorem. In addition to

saying that the map was prepared in Rene's time, the editors state that

the work was commenced "among the crags of the Vosges", which

clearly refers to St Die. From the other contemporary evidence already

quoted we know that Waldseemiiller was engaged in preparing the

Ptolemy maps prior to 1507 for the projected new edition. The so-

called Admiral referred to was therefore undoubtedly Vespucius, for at

this time the sympathies of Waldseemiiller and his confreres of the

St Die Gymnase were entirely Vespucian, as the evidence of the

Cosmographiae Introductio amply suffices to prove. A single extract

from that work will decide this point, for it must be remembered that

the Cosmographiae Introductio and the Charta Marina were in pre-

paration at about the same period. If the book was prepared from

Vespucian sources, as is obvious, so also must the map have been.

At the commencement of the second chapter in the book is a passage

which, translated, reads as follows

:

Before anyone can have a notion of cosmography it is necessary that he should have

a knowledge of the material sphere. After which he will more easily understand the

description of the entire world handed down first by Ptolemy and others, and after-

wards amplified by others but especially lately more extensively made known by

Americus Vespucius.

Before discussing further the question of the Admiral it is desirable
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to attempt to identify the King and country he served. It will be

remembered that the Latin reads' per Admiralem quondam ferenijfi.

Portugalif regis Ferdinandi. All the writers who have discussed this

point hold that there is an obvious error in the name of either the

country or the king. Thacher' alone suggests that the passage may be

correct as it stands, although Ferdinand of Portugal died as far back

as 1383, but in his translation of the vMo\^ Ad Lectorem he places the

word [Castile.?] after Portugal. Santarem, Beaupre, Avezac, Harrisse,

Winsor and Nordenskjold all hold that Columbus was the Admiral

referred to, and that Portugalif was an error for Hispaniae or Castellae.

Lelewel is the only authority who identifies the Admiral as Vespucius

and who suggests that the error lies in Ferdinandi having been

written in place oiManueli. Humboldt also places a ? ^.it^x Ferdinandi

as if he suggested that the error lay there rather than in Portugali§^

but he does not discuss the question. Although outvoted six to one

there can be little doubt that Lelewel was right and that Vespucius

was the Admiral referred to. Most of the authorities base their

objections to Vespucius on the ground that he was never really an

Admiral, but his discoveries, so prominently made known by the

numerous reprints of his letter and by the account of his four voyages

appended to the Cosmographiae Introduction might well warrant such

a courtesy title being bestowed upon him in this incidental reference in

the Ad Lectorem. A possible reason for the fact that his name was not

mentioned will be suggested later in the discussion as to the omission

of the name America from the 151 3 Charta Marina. The writer is

indebted to his very good friend Mr G. F. Barwick, late of the British

Museum, for a most ingenious and valuable suggestion, with which he

is wholly in accord, and which is justified by existing probabilities, as

to the origin of the supposed error. Mr Barwick thinks the mistake is

merely a good example of that commonest source of error in copying

manuscripts or in the setting of type, viz. the careless dropping of

intermediate words between duplicate words in the same sentence, or

the omission of an entire line when it terminates with the same word

^ Vide facsimile of the Ad Lectorem at p. 42.

^ Thacher, The Continent oj America its Discovery and its Baptism, pp. 236 and i 57.
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as the preceding. He suggests that the sentence was probably originally

written somewhat as follows (the italicised words being those acci-

dentally omitted): "Charta aute Marina, . . . per Admiralem quon-

dam fereniffi. Portugali^ regis Manuelisy sed pojlea ferenijfi. Cas-

tellf regis Ferdinandi" etc. This reading would satisfactorily explain

the word quondam as "at one time", making the whole phrase read:

"Admiral at one time of the most serene King of Portugal Manuel and
afterwards of the most serene King of Castile Ferdinand" etc. This

would also exactly fit the facts, for Vespucius quitted the service of

Portugal and entered that of Spain after making the voyages described

in the Cosmographiae Introductio. In any case there can be little doubt

that the Admiral referred to was Vespucius. For independent con-

temporary evidence in this respect, there is the letter of Trithemius'

to Wilhelmus Veldicus Monapius dated August 12, 1507, in which,

speaking of the map he had recently bought, he describes it as showing

"the islands and regions lately discovered by the Spaniard Americus

Vesputius in the Western Sea". Here is another good scholar of the

period making a similar error regarding the nationality of the dis-

coverer. But perhaps the most conclusive evidence is to be found in

Lud's Speculum Orbis . . . Declaratio of i 507, where he speaks of a map
of the unknown country recently discovered by the King of Portugal as

having been hurriedly prepared.^

The S-JCB Map bears the word America : why then was that name
omitted when the map was re-cut and re-issued in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy.?

The acquisition of additional knowledge between 1507 and 1513
showed the new editors of the 1513 Ptolemy that the name America

previously suggested in honour of Americus Vespucius, the supposed

discoverer of the country, was an error of judgment. Avezac seems to

sum up the arguments on this point so precisely that one cannot do

better than quote his exact words :
^

Ainsi Waltzemiiller, qui avait en 1 507 propose de donner au nouveau monde le nom
du pretendu decouvreur Americ, avait ulterieurement reconnu son erreur, et corrige en

' Trithemius (loannes), EpistolarumJamiliarum librt duo etc. Haganoae ex officina

Petri Brubachii, 1536, 4to. Vide pp. 294-8.
' Vide p. 33 ante. ^ Avezac, Martin Hylacomylus, Paris, 1867, p. 154.
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151 3, sinon plus tot, son appreciation premiere. II etait trop tard. Entre I'erreur

hative et la verite tard-venue, le choix du vulgaire ne pouvait etre douteux: I'erreur,

comme toujours, demeura consacree. Quelques esprits d'elite purent s'elever centre

elle; mais I'impulsion etait donnee, et comme toujours les moutons de Dindenault

sauterent apres celui de Panurge, belant comme lui le nom d'Amerique; et ce nom
ainsi repete par toute la gent moutonniere, devint general, exclusif, et desormais

indelebile.

It will be observed that Avezac definitely attributes the alteration in

opinion to Waldseemiiller, for on the same page in his book from which

the above quotation is taken he refers to him as the author of the Ad
JLectorem in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy. It has however been shown that the

new editors Eszler and Ubelin were doubtless the authors of that

preface, and the suggestion made that Waldseemiiller may have had

nothing whatever to do with that edition. Be this as it may, we have,

in the quotation from Avezac, the solution of the mystery as to why
the name America, which is found on the earlier S-JCB Map, is

omitted from the copy made for the Ptolemy of i 513. It matters not

who were the editors at that date, the correction was made by them.

Beaupre, in the work already quoted,' ojffers a long argument on the

Vespucian voyages which, he says, do not appear to have been generally

believed. He points out in proof thereof that while in the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy

no mention at all is made of Vespucius, the special legend relating to

Columbus appears on one of the maps (the Tabula Terrf Novf).

The suggestion of the name America in the Cosmographiae Introductio

of 1507 was made on purely Vespucian data, and the original Charta

Marina now shown to have been prepared prior to 1507 was, so far as

regards the American discoveries shown thereon, undoubtedly prepared

from the same information. For it must not be forgotten that in 1507
the St Die savants were already entirely Vespucian in their sympathies,

for had they not previously edited the De Ora Antarctica printed at

Strassburg in 1505, and also caused the account of the four voyages of

Vespucius to be translated into Latin to accompany the Cosmographiae

Introductio} Furthermore the quotation from the latter work already

given is absolutely conclusive as to the Vespucian origin of the Charta

Marina,'^ and Lud's reference in i 507 to a map ofthe unknown countries

' No. IV, p. 44 ante. ^ Vide p. 63 ante.
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recently discovered by the King of Portugal adds indisputable con-

firmation.' But during the next six years it had become generally

known that Vespucius was not the prime discoverer of the new lands

;

hence the suggested name America was clearly a misnomer. An attempt

was therefore made to rectify the error by omitting the name America

from the re-issue of the Charta Marina in the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy and insert-

ing the legend relating to Columbus on the Tabula Terr§ Nov§ of the

same volume. But the name America, having become popular in the

interim, gradually became the accepted term for the new continent,

so that we find it creeping back into the maps commencing with that

of Apianus of 1520 and also into books long before that date.

On the Apianus Map of 1520, hitherto considered the first to bear

the word America, the name, curiously enough, is qualified by a re-

petition of the Columbus legend in exactly the same words as on the

Tabula Terrf Nov§ of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy, but preceded by the date

"Anno D. 1497". Were it not stated on the map that it was prepared

from the voyages of Americus Vespucius and others, one would almost

think Apianus had placed the word America on it under protest, be-

cause, although erroneously, it had become the generally accepted

term. But as in the title he specially mentions Vespucius, it is to be

presumed he was a believer in the voyages of the latter. Here then is

ample evidence that some very strong influence had caused the claims

of Columbus to be recognised, at least as regards the northern part of

South America, and an attempt made to limit the use of the popular

name America to the country south of 1
7° S. latitude. It was ap-

parently intended to confine the name to a special country, for Apianus

calls it America 'Puincia. These points appear greatly to strengthen the

argument that in inserting the Columbus legend on the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy

Tabula Terrf Nov§ and omitting the word America from the re-

engraved Charta Marina and any mention of Vespucius from the book,

the editors were endeavouring to correct the error of the authors of the

Cosmographiae Introductio. But the Apianus Map shows us that the

name America had at length become too popular to be suppressed.

Finally it grew in popularity until it was applied to both the north and

" Vide p. 33 ante.
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south continents. It is believed that the name was first applied to the

northern continent in the Gerardus Mercator Map of 1538.'

Let us revert once more to the discussion of the prominence given to

the Charta Marina in the Ad Lectorem of the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy. Many-

writers, as already pointed out, have erroneously tried to connect the

referencewith the Tabula Ter?y Novf instead ofwith the Charta Marina
or Orbis Typus. But in view of the discovery of the S-JCB Map it is

thought a satisfactory explanation can now be given as to why so much
more prominent mention was made of this particular map than of the

"certain other maps", and why it w^as given the place of honour at the

head of the twenty new maps, while modern authorities attach so much
more importance to the Tabula Terrf Nov§. When the Charta Marina
was originally prepared, prior to 1507, it was the first printed general

map of the whole world drawn according to modern conceptions,

showing not only the new western discoveries but also those in Africa

and India. It was the very first map to show in print any part of the

New World, the southern end of the African continent, and the latest

discoveries in the East Indies and the eastern coast of Asia. For, if

prepared in 1505 or early in 1506, it was actually well in advance of

Ruysch's famous map of 1508 issued with the Rome Ptolemy of that

year. To Ruysch (until the discovery in 1901 of the large Waldsee-

miiller Map of 1507) has hitherto always been assigned the honour of

opening up a new era in modern cartography by first depicting in print

the New-World discoveries in his splendid World-map of i 508. But if

the S-JCB Map was issued in i 505 or i 506 it changes the whole aspect

of modern cartography. A single year, or even part of a year, makes all

the difference as to who was the pioneer of New-World cartography in

print. May not the honour now fairly be claimed for Waldseemiiller,

who not only named the New World America in his book the Cosmo-

graphiae Introduction but was also the first to portray that country and

mark it America on a printed map, evidently prepared before the pub-

lication of the elaborate map described in the book-^*^

' Vide facsimile in Nordenskjold's Facsimile Atlas, Plate XLIII, and Thacher,
The Continent, No. 1 1, at the end.

* The above was written some twenty-five years ago. In 1922 an Italian map by
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Granting then that the S-JCB Orhis Typus was prepared in 1505 or

1506, it is just as necessary to find a reason for the re-cutting of the

block for the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy as if the positions were reversed and the

S-JCB Map re-engraved from the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy. In the latter case, as

has already been said, no reasonable or tenable theory could be sug-

gested. But in the former case several motives have been suggested,

in support of which considerable evidence has been adduced. The

omission of the names America and venetia, the five alterations and

the eight additions, etc., have already been discussed, but these would

not necessarily have caused the re-cutting of the entire block without

other reasons. Why then, if the S-JCB Map block was originally cut

and printed from in 1505 or i 506, was it re-cut and altered in 1513.^

Possibly a purely technical suggestion gives the best answer to this

query. At the period in question woodblocks were not cut on the end

grain of the wood as now, but on the flat surface. Consequently when

pierced, as is the S-JCB Map block, with more than 150 separate holes

for the insertion of type, the block would be so weakened by this

honeycombing that it would be liable to warp and split, and become

utterly useless during "its sleep of six years". The fact that the type

would presumably be tightly wedged in the holes would also be con-

ducive to warping and splitting. The Nuremberg type may even have

fallen out in the meantime, as it probably would through the shrinkage

of the wood around the holes. It has already been suggested that the

type-inserting process had been abandoned as impracticable in the

engraving of the other blocks for the projected edition of Ptolemy. It

is quite conceivable therefore that the block was re- cut, not only

because it had become useless through having warped or split, or by

reason of the type having dropped out, but also because it was out of

character with all the rest of the blocks about to be used in 151 3.

Then there were the alterations and additions already mentioned. All

Contarini of the presumed date of 1506, also showing the New-World discoveries

but not of course bearing the name America, was acquired by the British Museum,
as described in the Geographical Journal for October 1923. In Chapter xi this

Contarini Map is discussed in comparison with the S-JCB Map on the question of

precedence, but in any case the priority of the use of the name America is not affected.
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of these circumstances appear to yield very good reasons for the necessity

of re-cutting the block, for re-cut it certainly was. The block of i 5 i 3

was still in existence and used unaltered in the Ptolemy of 1520,

although it then exhibited considerable evidence of wear. It is difficult

to suggest any reason why the 1513 block should have been re-cut in

such an apparently crude manner as is the S-JCB block, if one presumes

for a moment that the latter is later. It surely cannot be suggested that

it was re-cut after the block had again been printed from in i 520. By
that time we should expect to find considerable alterations and im-

provements in the style, and moreover the map geographically would

have been utterly out of date, for nearly all the w^orld maps of that

period were showing both the American continents joined together.

Furthermore we have the evidence tending to prove that the Nurem-
berg type and paper were not in use after 1 5 1 1 . It was perhaps

permissible to use the existing block unaltered in 1520 in an abridged

reprint of a well-known book, but it is doubtful whether, if that block

had been re-cut, it would have been drawn again in its obsolete form.

In any case the old argument of the reversion to the five obsolete names

and the eight omissions would, at this later period, apply with still

greater force. Even in i 5 i 3 the Charta Marina was already out of

date as compared with the Tabula Terrf Nov§ and the other new maps

in the supplement to the Ptolemy of that year. From the special

references on the supplement title and in the Ad Lectoretn it may be

inferred that this map was regarded as a most important one, probably

on account of its being the very first delineation of the whole world

drawn according to modern conceptions, and therefore a notable

achievement.

Consequently when it became necessary to re- cut the block for the

I 5 1 3 Ptolemy it was probably decided to leave the geographical con-

figurations exactly as in the original. The block was therefore re-cut in

the same style as the rest of the maps, with merely the two omissions,

the five alterations and the eight additions in the place-names, its

cartographical deficiencies being supplemented by the Tabula Terr§

Novf and certain others of the twenty new maps. It is difficult other-

wise to account for the differences in geographical configuration between
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the I 5 1 3 Orbis Typus and the Tabula Terr§ Novf in the same book,

but if the former is a reproduction of the earlier S-JCB Orbis Typus

the differences are reasonably explained, even to the five modernised

names, the eight additions, and the omission of the words America

and VENETiA.

The Orbis Typus or Charta Marina was evidently considered to be of

the very highest importance, for it was probably the first attempt at a

printed marine map. Geographers of our own time appear to attach

altogether too much importance to the early American discoveries,

judging them rather by their subsequent value. The greater prominence

given to this Charta Marina in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy was doubtless due

to the African and Indian discoveries, which were shown thereon for the

first time in print, and which were probably held to be of more value

than those in the West. The discovery of the New World was no doubt

regarded with the greatest wonder and interest, but it must not be

forgotten that America was discovered in the course of attempts made
to find a shorter western route to the supposed inexhaustible

wealth of the East Indies. A synopsis of the important

evidence exhibited in this chapter will be found in

the general summary given in Chapter viii.



Chapter VII

^he Evidence in the Maps of the iji^ Ptolemy

'Mple proof from several standpoints has been offered in

the previous chapters to establish the prima facie fact

that the S-JCB Map (whatever may be its actual date) is

in any case anterior to the Orbis Typus of the 1513
Ptolemy. Not a vestige of evidence has so far come to

ight on which a contrary opinion could reasonably be established.

Assuming therefore that the S-JCB Map is the earlier, it is now pro-

posed to show that some additional and confirmatory evidence as to its

probable date of i 505-6 is to be derived from a technical examination

of the other maps, both ancient and modern, in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy.
It has already been stated in Chapter ii that the letterings on the

S-JCB Map were printed from type inserted in holes pierced in the

woodblock. It has also been suggested that this map might have been
the first or experimental block made as a specimen or pattern for the

whole series of modern maps intended to be included in the new edition

of Ptolemy which we know was in preparation at St Die prior to 1507.
It must not be supposed however that this type-lettering plan was an
innovation, although it is probable that it had not previously been
employed to so large an extent on any one map. The method was in

use at least thirty years before this period, for an example is to be
found in a large folio volume entitled Rudimentum Noviciorum printed

at Lubeck in 1475, and formerly believed to be the first production of
the printing-press in that town. It is nowadays considered to be the

first dated book but to have been preceded by the undated Josephus and
a Low German Psalter. On the verso of folio Ixxiiii and recto of Ixxv
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in the Rudimentum is a large map of the world extending across two

pages and drawn in a circle radiating from Jerusalem. No attempt is

made in this map to show any geographical configurations, but the

various countries and places are merely laid down by name in positions

relative to Jerusalem and to each other. The names of these countries

and places, over one hundred in number, are shown by letterings in

gothic type, evidently inserted in holes cut in the woodblock. In the

same volume are also twenty pages of pedigrees with hundreds of

names in circles an inch or more in diameter. All these names are

shown in type letterings similarly inserted in holes pierced in the

woodblocks.

It seems reasonable to suppose that, with the experience gained in

making the block of the S-JCB Map, the designers would, if possible,

have adopted the type -lettering plan for the other maps throughout the

work. But the idea was evidently abandoned because of the impractic-

ability of including all the desired names in a detailed map. Take for

instance the Tabvla Moderna prime partis Aphricae as it appears in

the I 5 1 3 Ptolemy ; the names are so close that it would have been

impossible to wedge up the type. The block would be so much cut

away that it would no longer be strong enough to hold the type

together. No one at all conversant with typography would consider it

possible to make all the blocks after this type-inserted pattern. It

must be borne in mind that forty-seven blocks in all had to be made

for this edition of Ptolemy. It therefore does not seem probable that

the type-lettering process would have been used to make the S-JCB
Map alone of these forty-seven, if for the moment we suppose it to

have been the last one made, more especially as the said process,

already known to map-makers years before, had not been employed for

the preceding forty-six.

There is much stronger evidence in favour of the S-JCB Map being

the specimen or pattern block. It will be observed how crude and

unfinished are some of the type letterings in comparison with the

gothic letter of the other maps. For example, the type of the words

"Cabo de bona fperanza", "Regnu mufameli de ginoa", "India intra

gange", etc., etc., had to be twisted about in every conceivable
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direction in order to be fitted in at all, whereas in the i 5 i 3 Orbis Typus

the names are engraved in normal positions. It would almost seem

that the maker of the S-JCB block was trying an experiment and fitting

in his letterings as best he could. The insertion of type letterings, to

save the tedious cutting of gothic letter in reverse, was no doubt an

excellent idea in theory, but good reasons have been show^n for sup-

posing that it was not found practicable when such a large number of

names had to be inserted.

Anyone examining the ancient maps of the 1 5 1 3 Ptolemy will

observe that the Tabvla Prima Evropae is quite different from all the

other maps in the book, for it has an altogether earlier appearance and

bears no shading at all. Comparing it with the Prima Evropae Tabvla of

the Ulm Ptolemies of 1482 and i486, one notices how close is the

resemblance. But it has one remarkable difference, for whilst the names

of the oceans and seas are cut on the woodblock in the Ulm editions,

in the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy they are shown by type in capital letters inserted

through holes pierced in the block. This is exactly the same plan as

that adopted for the whole of the S-JCB Map. No other map in the

1 5 1 3 Ptolemy is such a close copy of the Ulm maps, for all the others,

with the exception of the final Map of Lotharingia, are shaded, while

none of the Ulm maps has any shading at all. From this it seems

probable that the original idea for the St Die Ptolemy was to copy the

twenty- seven ancient maps from the Ulm editions. But only this

Tabvla Prima Evropae was done in the Ulm style, so it is reasonable

to suppose that it was the first to be designed after the type-lettering

plan had been found generally impracticable. The style was subse-

quently still further improved by the addition of shading. The proof of

all this seems absolute from the converse argument, for if we imagine

the shaded maps to have been done first, why was the Tabvla Prima

Evropae simply copied from the Ulm edition without shading, whilst all

the others already done had been improved by it? It is not thought

that any reasonable explanation can be given on that basis.

From this example of the use of the type-inserting process in certain

names on the Tabvla Prima Evropae it is evident that from the com-
mencement of their work the constructors of the maps were conversant
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with the method. If therefore it was more practicable than the cutting

of gothic letter on the wood, why was it not more generally adopted?

It was obviously found to be useless when a large number of letterings

had to be inserted in a small space, but it was a convenient method to

adopt occasionally to rectify an omission or make a correction, for it

saved the trouble of pegging the block and re-engraving the alteration.

In confirmation of this theory we have obvious further proof in Septima

Evrope Tabvla^ where three type letterings are used in the sea, ligvs-

TicvM MARE, TYRRHENVM, and MARE APHRiCANVM. Again, in the modern

map in the supplement, Tabvla Moderna Terre Sancte, there are two

type letterings, samaria and ivdea.

It is thus evident that the type-inserting process was not only known

before the commencement of work on the 1 5 1 3 Ptolemy but was

actually used at times during its progress.' It is therefore obvious that

if the process had been found one of general utility it would have been

adopted throughout the work. But the experience with the S-JCB Map,

believed to be the first or specimen block, was evidently not satisfactory,

for we do not find the method employed further excepting in cases of

occasional insertions as instanced above.

If the S-JCB Map had been made later than the other maps, there

would have been no object in going so far afield as Nuremberg, for the

insertions in the instances cited above are clearly not in Nuremberg

type, but are in that of either St Die or Strassburg. But if, as has been

suggested, the S-JCB was the first or specimen block made prior to the

introduction of printing into St Die, Nuremberg, as the head centre of

wood- engraving at that period, was the best place to choose.

The type and paper of the S-JCB Map have been demonstrated to be

ofNuremberg origin, and a large amount of evidence has been produced

to show that the map was engraved and printed there with type which

was in use in 1505 and 1506 on paper current at the same period.

' This was written more than twenty-five years ago, and the argument is now
greatly strengthened by the fact that, as we now know, the same process was occasionally

used by Waldseemiiller in 1506-7 in the preparation of the large map, for type

letterings, inserted through holes cut in the woodblocks, are to be found in no less

than ten out of the twelve sheets. Vide particularly the legend referring to Columbus

inserted in the sea off the east coast of South America.
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But the type used in the Tabvla Prima Evropae and the other maps

mentioned above is not the Nuremberg type of the S-JCB Map,

but appears to be the same as that used at St Die or Strassburg. The
press was set up at St Die early in i 507. The Cosmographiae Introductio

was the first book printed there, and bears date vii kals May (i.e.

April 25). From these facts a very strong inference may be drawn that

the block was made at Nuremberg before the press was set up at

St Die.

A careful examination of the whole of the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy, both text

and maps, reveals the fact that three different kinds of paper were

used, viz. :

1. Without any water-mark at all, some sheets much thicker than

others.

2. With water-mark a small fleur-de-lys, with a three-point base,

the whole \\ inches in height.

3. With water-mark a fleur-de-lys springing from a coronet, the

whole i^ inches in height.

In the text preceding the maps only the first two varieties of paper

are used, and in every signature or gathering of three sheets (i.e. six

leaves) they are mixed in varying proportions. In several copies

examined no single signature was found with the three sheets all of the

same paper. The sixteen leaves of the final text, JLocorvm . . . description

following the maps, are all printed on the unmarked paper No. i,

excepting the first and last leaves of Signature C, which are on No. 3.

Of the forty- seven maps, nineteen have no water-mark, five have the

small fleur-de-lys (No. 2), and twenty-three have the large fleur-de-lys

(No. 3). It is difficult to draw from the paper any definite conclusions

as to whether any ofthe maps were actually printed at a time appreciably

earlier than the others. Probably No. 3 was the latest paper used and

may possibly indicate which were the last maps to be printed. At all

events, the maps mentioned below as being probably the earliest are all

printed on the paper without water-mark.

From an analytical examination of the engraving it seems possible to

deduce evidence to show that some of the maps were at least drawn and
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engraved at an earlier period than the others. For instance it has been

pointed out that the Tabvla Prima Evropae in the old maps has an

earlier appearance than all the others, by reason of its having no

shading. It also has a forest in Scotland indicated by small trees

engraved on the woodblock. The last map of all, Lotharingia^ is some-

what similar in appearance, having the forests shown by trees and no

shading. As regards this Map of Lotharingia, we have the indefinite

statement in the Ad Lectorem that something was done about it in

Rene's time, so that the similarity of these two maps in style seems to

confirm the opinion that the Tabvla Prima Evropae was one of the

early ones. The Map of Lotharingia has the type-printed colophon at

the foot and was probably the last leaf to be printed. The fact that

it is printed on the paper with the large fleur-de-lys water-mark

(No. 3) seems to confirm our opinion that that variety was the latest

in use.

The ancient maps, by reason of their having been closely copied from

the Ulm Ptolemy of 1482 or i486, are not so relevant to this investi-

gation as are the twenty modern maps made especially for the Supple-

ment. Nevertheless they have certain differences which seem to show

that they were not all the work of the same hand. In some, the

mountains are shown by a series of hummocks like sand-dunes, whilst

in others they are represented by long ranges resembling either cater-

pillars or the branchings of ginger roots. In most cases the side-notes

outside the border lines are engraved on the block in gothic letter, but

in some instances they are printed from roman type, sometimes in

conjunction with engraved headings.

As regards the twenty modern maps, we have the statement in the

Ad L,ectorem that something was done about the Charta Marina (i.e. the

Orbis Typus) in Rene's time, "together with certain of the maps"

specified on the Supplement title. Having regard to the fact that the

"certain maps" are referred to in the same sentence with the Charta

Marina (which was stated to have been derived from the voyages of a

certain Admiral and other travellers), it would seem that it was intended

to imply that they also emanated from the same sources. Certainly

there are four other maps which, like the Charta Marina^ are obviously
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of Portuguese origin, and which follow in detail on a larger scale the

main outlines of the latter map. These are

:

No. 2. Tabvla Terre Nove.

No. I 2. Tabvla Moderna Prime Partis Aphricae.

No. I 3. Tabvla Moderna Secvnde Porcionis Aphrice.

No. 16. Tabvla Moderna Indiae.

These four maps are all engraved in similar style, and are quite

different from all the others in the Supplement. Hence it is highly

probable that they were some of those "certain maps" prepared in

Rene's time. It has already been pointed out on p. 47 that Lelewel

believed these four maps to be of Portuguese origin and to have been

engraved, together with the Hydrographia, in Rene's time, but un-

fortunately he exhibits no evidence in support of his contention other

than the i 5 i 3 Ad Lectorem. Apart from the technical aspects of their

draughtsmanship and engraving, we have some valuable confirmatory

evidence respecting some of these maps, from which we can definitely

group them together as being all derived from Portuguese sources.

Hence wx may assume that they are the "certain maps" referred to in

the Ad Lectorem in connection with the Charta Marina.

The two maps of Africa are described on the title page of the

Supplement as

Due particulares tabule Aphricf^ ex Chartis Portugalenfium fumpt^

—Two special Maps of Africa taken from Portuguese Charts.

The Map of the East Indies, Tabvla Moderna Indiae., bears actual

evidence of Portuguese origin, for the legend engraved thereon relating

to "the noble Province of Calicut" tells us that the latter was dis-

covered or made known \lustrata'\ by the King of Portugal.

It is probable that the following may also have been among the

earlier maps prepared

:

No. 3. Tabvla nova Hibernie Anglie et Scotie.

No. 5. Tabvla Moderna Gallie.

No. I 8. Tabvla nova particvlaris Provincie Rheni svperioris.

These three maps are much alike in style, and have several points of
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similarity with two other maps already mentioned which have been

thought to be among the earliest made, viz.

No. 2. Tabvla Prima Evropae in the old maps.

No. 20. Chorographia Lotharingi^ in the Supplement.

All five of these maps have the forests indicated by small trees. It

might be expected that the famous cartographers of St Die would
portray the Provinces in their immediate vicinity among their first

efforts, so it is not surprising that Nos. 5, i8 and 20 are maps of the

country surrounding that town.

The main object of this chapter has been to demonstrate that the

maps in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy yield of themselves strong confirmation

of the truth of all six of our original propositions. The actual

points elucidated are emphasised in the general

summary given in the next chapter.



Chapter VIII

Summary of Part I

'T is believed that the evidence adduced from so many
different standpoints, pointing more or less clearly to the

same conclusions, will be held to have fully substantiated

the claims made on behalf of the Stevens Map in the six

propositions set forth in Chapter i.

It will be remembered that this First Part was to be confined to the

exhibition and discussion of such direct evidence as tended to formulate

the propositions on which the Stevens Map was originally offered to

Mr Brown and subsequently acquired for the John Carter Brown
Library. In the Second Part it was proposed to discuss the question as

to how far the subsequent discovery in 1901 of the large Waldsee-

miiller Map of i 507 affected those original propositions. In the Third

Part it was similarly proposed to enquire into the claims recently made

on behalf of the Contarini Map of 1506 discovered in 1922.

In view of the length of this dissertation it is perhaps desirable at this

point to sum up concisely the evidence already deduced, before pro-

ceeding to the elaboration of the argument necessitated by the dis-

covery of the large map of 1507 and the Contarini Map of 1506.

In Chapter ii, in support of our first proposition, general and technical

reasons are given for believing the S-jCB Map to be not only the proto-

type ofthe Charta Marina or Orbis Typus of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy, but the

first or experimental block prepared as a pattern for the whole series of

maps intended to be included in the new edition of Ptolemy projected

at St Die prior to 1507. This argument is elaborated in Chapter vii.

In Chapter iii the identification of the type and the water-mark of

the paper indicates that the S-JCB Map was printed at Nuremberg.
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A careful analysis of Nuremberg printing of the period shows that the

paper was not current after i 5 1 1 , and that the type could not be traced

as having been in use after i 5 i o, by which date it had become so worn

that it was replaced by an entirely new fount. It is shown that the

general appearance of the face of the type on the map corresponds with

its condition as found in books printed at Nuremberg not later than

1506, this type having first come into use in 1501. It is also demon-
strated that the paper was current in Nuremberg between 1477 and

I 5 1 1 , hence on the grounds of both type and paper there is no reason

why the map should not have been printed there as early as 1505-6.
In any case the identification of the type and paper as being of a date

anterior to 15 10— 11 shows the priority of the S-JCB Map over the

Orbis Typus of i 5 1 3 . Plence it may be claimed that our propositions

I and III have been established, leaving only the question of the actual

date of printing (1505-6) to be confirmed by the evidence and argu-

ments detailed in later chapters.

In Chapter iv a comparative analysis of the place-names on the

S-JCB Map and those on the i 5 i 3 Orbis Typus confirms the priority

of the former. The name America clearly indicates the St Die origin of

the S-JCB Map at a period approximating to i 507, and strong reasons

are given for presuming that that name might well have been placed on

a map made at St Die as early as 1505 or 1506.

In Chapter v historical evidence is exhibited to show that the St Die

geographers had been at work prior to 1507 on the preparation of a new
edition ofPtolemy. Furthermore from Lud's^^c/^^/z. . . OrbisDeclaratio

of 1507 we learn that "a figure of the unknown country discovered

recently by the King of Portugal had been hurriedly prepared", and

that a more detailed and exact representation of that coast would be

seen in the new edition of Ptolemy soon to be printed. From this it is

clear that before the publication of the Cosmographiae Introductio in

April 1507, some map showing the New-World discoveries had actually

been prepared at St Die. From the description "hurriedly prepared" it

is obvious that the map referred to could not have been the large and

elaborate Waldseemiiller Map of 1507. Nevertheless the fact remains

that, whether or not the S-JCB Map is actually the one "hurriedly
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prepared", just such a map, clearly of St Die origin, was printed at

Nuremberg at a date approximating to 1505 — 6.

In Chapter vi we learn from the Ad Lectore?n of the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy

that that "noble work" had been commenced at St Die. The new
editors tell us in two different parts of the book how they had awakened
it from the six years' torpor into which it had fallen through the sloth

or inactivity of certain persons. These statements clearly indicate 1507
at the latest as the date when the work was suspended. We have inde-

pendent evidence that it was in active preparation for some time before

1507, and it might well have taken a year or more to prepare such a

work. Hence the date 1505-6, suggested in Chapter iii by the tech-

nical evidence of the printing, is confirmed by the statements in the

Ad Lectorem ^ for it cannot be disputed that the S-JCB Map is of St Die
origin and was obviously designed for the proposed new edition of

Ptolemy. We find its almost exact counterpart in that work, which was

eventually published at Strassburg in 1513. Furthermore in the same
Ad Lectorem special mention is made of the fact that something was
done with the Charta Marina and certain of the other maps in the time

of Duke Rene, who died in December i 508. Now the Charta Marina
has been definitely identified as the Orbis Typus, whether in its S-JCB
form or that of the 1513 Ptolemy. We have attempted to show in the

analysis of the whole Latin sentence, especially the words miniflerio

Renati .

.

. tradita ejl^ exactly what it was that Rene did. Here again we
have confirmatory evidence that the S-JCB Map and certain others were
in some way dealt with in Rene's time. Now that an impression from
an earlier block of the Charta Marina or Orbis Typus of i 5 1 3 (i.e. the

S-JCB Map, which answers in every particular to the description in the

Ad Lectorem) is actually before our eyes, there can surely be no further

doubt as to the meaning of the word pr^lographationi. It has already

been suggested that the map was engraved and printed at Nuremberg
probably in 1505 or i 506. Printing was introduced into St Die in the

spring of I 507, so there would be no motive for going so far afield as

Nuremberg if the map was made and printed after that event. But if

the map was made and printed before the spring of i 507, say in i 505 or

I 506, Nuremberg was obviously the place to select, being at that time
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the head centre of wood- engraving,^ for, so far as is known, no maps of

this size had yet been engraved at Strassburg.

In Chapter vii additional technical evidence confirming that given in

Chapter ii is derived from a comparative analysis of the maps in the

I 5 1 3 Ptolemy. It is shown that the type-lettering method employed

in the S-JCB Map was not new, but had been used at least 30 years

before 1505 — 6, the date assigned to that map. It is suggested that

experiments with this method had been made in preparing the first

block (i.e. the S-JCB Map) for the proposed new edition of Ptolemy,

but had proved impracticable. But it is further shown that the process

was actually employed for the purpose of making insertions not only in

ten out of the twelve sheets of the large Waldseemiiller Map of 1507,
but also in three maps in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy. It is therefore obvious

that if the type-lettering method had been found the most convenient

it would have been used exclusively for all the maps as in the S-JCB
specimen. But the fact that it was not so utilised implies that it was

abandoned as impracticable as a whole, although very suitable for the

purpose of making occasional corrections. These inferences confirm

the theory that the block of the S-JCB Map must have been the first

made, judging from the fact that it was prepared in accordance with

a plan subsequently abandoned.

The analysis of the maps in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy also yields indications

as to which were the "certain maps" mentioned in the Ad Lectorem ^ in

connection with the Charta Marina^ as having been dealt with in

Rene's time, when the Ptolemy was originally projected at St Die.

An analysis of the sentence in the Ad L,ectorem commencing Charta

aute Marina shows that it refers to the actual printed map in the

book and not, as some authorities have held, to some supposed original

Charts owned by Rene. But it has already been shown that the Charta

Marina or Orbis Typus of i 513 is a re-cut block of the S-JCB Map,
which has been proved to be of a much earlier date. The differences in

the technique of the engraving and in the nomenclature yield strong

evidence that the Charta Marina in its i 5 1 3 Ptolemy form was not

' This argument is elaborated in the Second Part when the evidence to be deduced

from the large Waldseemiiller Map of 1507 comes to be discussed.
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engraved as early as Rene's time, but that the block was re-cut at a

later period. Hence the Ad Lectorem refers not to the actual impression

which appeared in the 1 5 1 3 Ptolemy but to the Map itself, that is to

say to the representation of the whole world as laid down in the Charta
Marmay whether actually engraved in 1505 — 6 or in 1513. Reasons

from other standpoints have also been given to show why the earlier

block of the S-JCB Map could not have been used in the 1 5 1 3 Ptolemy.

It is therefore submitted that, so far as is possible from evidence

chiefly circumstantial, the date (1505-6) assigned to the Stevens-John

Carter Brown Map (as indicated by the technical evidence in Chapters ii

and iii, strengthened by the evidence of the nomenclature in Chapter iv,

corroborated by the historical evidence in Chapters v and vi, and con-

firmed by the further technical evidence in Chapter vii) has now been

definitely established. Conversely not a vestige of direct evidence has

yet come to light, nor has any tangible theory yet been propounded, to

indicate that the S-JCB Map was made at a date subsequent to the

publication of the Cosmographiae Introductio in April 1507. It would
thus seem that the claims originally made on behalf of the Stevens-

John Carter Brown Map, as set forth in the six propositions aforesaid,

may be accepted as proved. Nos. V and VI were indisputably true

when they were first formulated in 1900. The discovery in 1901 of

the large Waldseemiiller Map immediately gave rise to the very natural

supposition and claim that it was the first printed map to show the New-
World discoveries and to bear the name America, because no account

of the S-JCB Map had then been published, and its existence was
therefore practically unknown.

In the next two chapters the question of the priority of the large map
is discussed, and the writer finds no reason for modifying any of the

claims already made on behalf of the S-JCB Map. Proposition No. V
was again challenged by the discovery in 1922 of the Contarini World-
Map, which is claimed to be earlier than the large Waldseemiiller Map

of 1507, and therefore the first printed map to show the discoveries

in the New World. The question is fully argued in Chapter xi,

and here again the writer sees no reason to alter the

original terms of his proposition No. V.



PART II

THE WALDSEEMULLER MAP OF 1507

^





Chapter IX

'The Question of Priority as between the Stevens-

yohn Carter Brown Map and the Large

W^aldseemuller Map of ijoj^

|T has already been stated in Chapter i that the First Part

of this investigation was to be confined to the discussion

of the six propositions embodying the claims originally

made on behalf of the Stevens Map when it was first

offered to Mr Brown in 1900. Some time after the map
had actually passed into the possession of the John Carter Brown

Library, "the large Waldseemiiller Map of 1507 was discovered. The
query then arose as to how far that discovery affected the question of

priority and the other claims which had already been made on behalf of

the S-JCB Map. That problem it is now proposed to discuss.

It will be remembered that when at Wolfegg Castle in September

1903 the writer first saw the large Waldseemiiller Map of 1 507 he was

instantaneously convinced that the St Die geographers who designed it

could not conceivably have subsequently prepared the crude S-JCB Map,
which has been shown to be another of their productions. After twenty-

five years that original conviction remains unshaken, and frequent

study of the large map in the interim has only served to strengthen first

impressions.

' Although it is claimed that both the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map and the

large map of i 507 are the work of Waldseemiiller, it may be as well to repeat here,

in order to avoid any possible confusion, that the citations "Waldseemiiller Map", "the

large map", or "the Wolfegg Map", hereinafter used refer to the large map of 1507
discovered at Wolfegg Castle. The smaller map is invariably cited as the Stevens-John

Carter Brown Map or the S-JCB Map.
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The question of priority between the S-JCB Map and the large one

obviously does not affect all the claims made on behalf of the former,

so it is only necessary to discuss the two points raised in our propositions

V and VI, viz. V, that the S-JCB is the first printed map yet known to

show any part of the New-World discoveries, and VI, that it is the first

printed map on which those discoveries are marked with the name
AMERICA. These two points are by no means synonymous, for in 1922
the British Museum acquired an Italian map by Contarini of the sup-

posed date of 1506 which challenges No. V, but for which no claim

can be made with regard to No. VI, as it does not bear the name
AMERICA. As it will be necessary to discuss the rival claims of the

S-JCB Map and the Contarini Map with regard to No. V in a later

chapter, it will be sufficient here to attempt to determine the issue as

between the former and the large Waldseemiiller.

The large map of 1507 was discovered in 1901, and in 1903 a

facsimile was published with an historical and descriptive account by

Profs. Joseph Fischer and Fr. R. v. Wieser.' From this we learn that

the twelve sheets of the map were in all probability engraved at

Strassburg, presumably by Griininger, and were printed either there or

at St Die.^ It does not come within our province to adjudicate upon

this particular point ; sufficient for our purpose is the fact that the

blocks were not engraved or printed at Nuremberg. It has been

demonstrated in Chapter iii that the S-JCB Map showing the New-
World discoveries marked with the name America was printed at

Nuremberg, and cogent reasons given for assigning to it the date

I 505-6. It has also been shown that it was the prototype of the Orbis

Typus of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy, and a mass of evidence, as summed up in

Chapter viii, offered in confirmation of these points.

The large map of 1507 also bears the name America, and Profs.

Fischer and v. Wieser have claimed for it in their book that it is "the

oldest map with the name America". Consequently the interesting

^ Fischer (Joseph) and v. Wieser (Fr. R.), The Oldest Map with the name America

of the year 1507 and the Charta Marina of 1516, London, Henry Stevens, Son and

Stiles, 1903, large folio, viii + 55 pp. + 26 sheets of full-size facsimiles of the Waldsee-

miiller Maps, besides numerous illustrations in the text. [See end oj this volume.\

' Fischer and v. Wieser, op. cit. pp. 16-17.
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problem of priority now offers itself for elucidation. Were it not for the

subsequent discovery of the Wolfegg Map there would be no reason to

dispute the original claims made on behalf of the S-JCB Map, but with

the large one also before us it becomes necessary either to modify or

confirm them. It is believed that those claims (as originally made in

1900 and set forth in Part i without any direct reference to the then

unknown Wolfegg Map) can now actually be substantiated by an

analysis of the large map itself, but certain points must on no account

be overlooked.

Firstly^ the S-JCB Map has been shown to be the prototype of the

Charta Marina of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy.

Secondly^ the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy was stated in the Ad Lectorem to have

been begun at St Die.

Thirdly^ in the same Ad Lectorem the editors say they had awakened

the work from a six years' torpor into which it had fallen, from which

we infer that the preparation of it was suspended not later than 1507,

and therefore must have been commenced well before that year.

Fourthly^ there is indisputable independent evidence that the St Die

geographers were at work on the Ptolemy long prior to the publication

in 1507 of the Cosmographiae Introduction consequently considerable

progress must have been made with it before it fell into its six years'

torpor.

Fifthly^ it is particularly mentioned in the Ad Lectorem that the

Charta Marina and certain of the other maps were minijlerio Renati

dum vixit . . . liberaliuspr^lographationi tradita ejly whatever may be the

exact meaning of that sentence.' Now Rene died in December 1508,

so it is clear that whatever was done by him was done before the work

fell into its torpor, that is to say not later than 1507, for we have no

evidence that anything was done with the Ptolemy, after the publica-

tion of the Cosmographiae Introduction until its resuscitation in i 5 1 3 •

It is highly probable that the Ptolemy was suspended whilst the

stupendous work ofpreparing, printing and publishing the Cosmographiae

Introductio and the large twelve-sheet map was being undertaken.

Hence on this ground alone, unless it can be shown that anything was

' Cf. our interpretation given in Chapter vi.
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done with the Ptolemy maps between the time of the publication of

the Cosmographiae Introductio in April i 507 and the death of Rene in

December 1508, it is a foregone conclusion that whatever Rene did

was done at a date prior to April 1507. It is highly improbable that

Waldseemiiller would have been at work on the Ptolemy maps and the

large map at the same time.

Sixthly^ it cannot be disputed that the S-JCB Map is of St Die

origin and was obviously designed for the proposed new edition of

Ptolemy, for we find its almost exact counterpart with the very same

title in that work, which was ultimately published in 1513.

Seventhly^ evidence that the S-JCB Map was printed at Nuremberg

has been given in Chapter iii, and convincing technical reasons offered

for assigning to it the date 1505-6.
With all this mass of evidence, both direct and circumstantial, before

us, a single pertinent question may now be asked

:

Ifthe S-jfCB Map was engraved andprinted at Nuremberg after the

introduction of printing into St Die in the spring of jjojy why did the

St Die cartographers go so far afield {some 2 00 miles^ to have their crude

pattern-block madefor the Ptolemy^ when they already had the experience

ofengraving and printing {in a 7nuch 7nore artistic and up-to-date ?nannery

either at home or at Strassburg, less than jo miles away) the 12 sheets of
the large map f

It is not thought that any satisfactory answer can be given to this

vital query. But if the map was engraved and printed at Nuremberg as

a specimen block before the twelve sheets of the large map were

engraved at St Die or Strassburg, the problem requires no further

elucidation.

Unless therefore some conclusive answer (supported by definite or

circumstantial evidence sufficiently weighty to supersede the claims of

priority already made on behalf of the S-JCB Map) can be given to this

essential question, it is contended that those claims must be admitted as

having been reasonably established. Furthermore it must not be for-

gotten that it would take a considerable time to engrave and print the

twelve sheets of the large map ; consequently, if the S-JCB Map is
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anterior, it may well have been engraved and printed as early as

1505—6, the date indicated by the evidence already deduced from

various other sources. For when the elaborate detail of the large map
is taken into consideration, it would not be unreasonable to suggest that

the designing, engraving and printing of the twelve sheets occupied a

period of at least twelve or eighteen months.

In order to make "assurance doubly sure" and to resolve the possible

doubts of anyone still unconvinced as to the priority of the S-JCB Map,

it is now proposed to exhibit the results of an analytical com-

parison of the two maps from a geographical and carto-

graphical point of view, which, it is believed, will give

the coup-de-grace to all adverse opinion.



Chapter X
Geographical and Cartographical Comparison of the

Stevens-fohn Carter Brown Map with the Large

WaldseemullerMapandthe Globe- Gores ofijoy

'He evidence under this heading, being cumulative, may be

found somewhat abstruse owing to the unavoidable length

of the argument. It may therefore be as well to state in

advance that the object of this chapter is to substantiate

and confirm (by internal evidence deduced step by step

from the large Waldseemuller Map itself) the conclusions previously

reached as to the priority of the S-JCB Map.
The two maps are totally dissimilar in size and general appearance,

so it is evident they were made for entirely different purposes. The
Waldseemuller Map occupies twelve sheets, each measuring approxi-

mately 23 by 17 inches at the border-lines, whilst the S-JCB Map is

complete in one sheet very slightly smaller.

The projections also are entirely different, yet each exhibits the

earliest known printed example of its kind. The Waldseemuller Map is

drawn on a new variation of the modified cone projection of Ptolemy,

but the recent discoveries, principally towards the south and west,

necessitated a considerable extension and development of that projec-

tion beyond the latitude and longitude hitherto shown on any printed

map yet known. In fact it may here be stated that the Waldseemuller

Map is the earliest printed example known in which an attempt is made
to account for the whole 360° of longitude by a marginal scale. The
old Ptolemy world maps only accounted for 180°.'

'^ Cf. Chapter xi. Notes on the Contarini Map.
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The longitudinal meridian lines on the Waldseemiiller Map are

gathered together at the North Pole in a novel manner. A familiar

example of this projection (hitherto the earliest known) is afforded by

the Apianus Map of 1520, found in Solinus' Polyhistor of that year

issued at Vienna, which map is clearly based on Waldseemiiller's."

The Waldseemuller Map also exhibits the further peculiarity of

showing, in the space above the gathering of the longitudinal meridian

lines at the north, another representation of the whole world on a much
smaller scale and on an entirely new plan. The actual projection is

much the same as in the main map, but for the first time in any map
actually now known, the world is divided into two hemispheres of i 80°

each. Harrisse {Discovery ofN. America^ p. 405) makes mention of a

Chart, described as "on a plane surface, in which can be seen the two

hemispheres", which Jaume Ferrer de Blanes sent to Ferdinand and

Isabella on January 2']^ i495j but this map is unfortunately lost. No
other hemispherical representation of the world has hitherto been known
earlier than that of Stobnicza of 1512,^ which it is now evident he

plagiarised from the inset hemispheres of Waldseemuller.

The geographical configurations exhibited on the large Waldsee-

miiller Map and on its small inset hemispheres agree in most respects,

after due allowance is made for the seeming distortion produced by the

unfamiliar hemispherical projection, which causes a reversal in curve of

half of the longitudinal meridian lines in each hemisphere. But there

are some remarkable points of difference which are not accidental but

obviously intentional.

Firstly^on the hemispheres, the great southern continent in the western

ocean does not bear the name America which we find on the main map

;

and in place of the Columbus legend on the large map we merely have

the words Terra Incognita on the small one. Secondly^ the north and

south continents ofAmerica are actually joined in the small map, while

in the large one there is a distinct break of perhaps 2°. Thirdly^ in the

' Cf. Nordenskjold, Facsimile Atlas, Plate XXXVIII, Thacher, op. cit. (at the end),

and Fischer and v. Wieser, op. cit. p. 3 7.

^ Cf. Nordenskjold, op. cit. Plate XXXIV, also Fischer and v. Wieser, op. cit.

pp. 12-13. Thacher gives the western hemisphere (No. 6 at the end).
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small map an irregular line is drawn across the lower part of the Old
World hemisphere. That part of Africa below this line is lettered Terra

Ptholomeo incognita and the Indian Ocean below the line is marked Extra
Ptholomevm. Lastly^ on the small map the southernmost point ofAfrica

is not shown, the bottom border cutting off everything below 40° S.

latitude. On the large map the bottom scale border is extended between

30° and 60° longitude, down to nearly 50° S. latitude in order to show
the extreme point of Africa. The southern part of America is also

extended into the bottom scale border down to about 45° S. latitude,

but the border lines are not cut away as in the case of Africa. With
these two exceptions nothing is shown on the large map below 40°,

consequently the border cuts off the extreme point of South America
and runs through several islands in the Indian Ocean. From these

differences it is difficult to decide whether the main map or the inset

exhibits Waldseemiiller's latest ideas. Probably the omission of the

word AMERICA, and the joining of the continents, indicates the later

state. Nevertheless it is perplexing to hnd two distinct representations

appearing on the same general map, for obviously both cannot be

correct. Many other instances are on record of similar discrepancies in

contemporary maps made by the same designer, and these are among
the most difficult problems confronting the student of comparative

cartography.

Reverting to the S-JCB Map, we find that it is apparently the earliest

drawn on the rectangular projection hitherto only employed in manu-
script marine charts. Yet, apart from the projection, it bears a notable

resemblance to the map of Henricus Martellus Germanus of c. 1490,
which, although not drawn after the usual manner of Sea Charts of the

period, was obviously derived from Portuguese sources of a slightly

earlier period than the S-JCB Map.'

Early manuscript Sea Charts are generally known as portolanos or

portolani^ and in their printed form have been variously termed, by
different authorities, Portolan-Charts^ Compass-Charts^ or Loxodromic

Charts^ etc.'' As it has been pointed out that the Orbis Typus of the

* Cf. facsimile in Nordenskjold's Periplus, p. 123.
* Cf. Nordenskjold, Facsimile Atlas, p. 46, etc.
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I 513 Ptolemy is actually called Charta Marina in the list of maps on

the title page of the Supplement to that work/ it follows that Fischer

and V. Wieser are clearly in error in claiming that the Waldseemiiller

Charta Marina of 15 16 "is the oldest known example of a printed

sea-chart".^ The Orbis Typus of the 1513 Ptolemy and the S-JCB
Map are both earlier than i 5 1 6, and after what has been demonstrated

with regard to the priority of the latter, it may fairly be claimed that it

is the earliest example yet known of a printed marine chart. Norden-

skjold^ quotes the Orbis Typus first on his list of printed sea charts, but

as he wrote before the S-JCB Map had been discovered he was of course

alluding to the issue of 1 5 1 3

.

A comparison of the geographical configurations of the S-JCB Map
with those of the Waldseemuller, both in its main and inset states,

shows the principal points of difference to lie in the delineation of the

New World, Southern Asia, and Greenland, and in the relative positions

of the Equator and Tropics. The representation of the New World on

the S-JCB Map, apart from some West India Islands, is confined

entirely to that part of the southern continent lying between about

1 2^° N. latitude and 37^° S. latitude. Almost in the centre of this

continent appears the type-printed word America, undoubtedly in-

tended to apply to the whole of the country. No part of the northern

continent is shown, but the islands of isabella and spagnolla are repre-

sented and so named, part of the former being cut off on the western

side by the border. The western part of the southern continent is

similarly cut oft, and the legend relating to Columbus and the King of

Castile does not appear. The continent ends abruptly at the south in

a straight line at about 3 7^° S. latitude with sea shading below. The
whole map shows sea shading here and there down to 80° according to

the scale on the left-hand side, but no land whatever is depicted south

of 37^°. The positions of the Tropics and the Equator differ con-

siderably from those on the Waldseemuller Map and its inset. For

instance in the S-JCB Map the Tropic of Cancer runs just south of the

island of spagnolla and the Equator about 5° below the most southern

^ Vide our facsimile on p. 41. * Vide Fischer and v. Wieser, op. cit. p. 36.

3 Vide Facsimile Atlas, p. 50 «.
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part of the coast of Guinea in Africa. In the Waldseemiiller Map, both

main and inset, the Tropic of Cancer runs through the island oi Isabella

and the Equator lies some 14° north of the most southern part of the

coast of Guinea. Fischer and v. Wieser' hold that Waldseemiiller, at

the time he made the 1507 map and globe, was well aware that the

position of the Equator, as placed by Ptolemy, was different from that

laid down in the marine charts of the period. They seem to infer that

Waldseemiiller was still so much under the influence of Ptolemy at the

time he made the large map of i 507 that he

was unable to make up his mind to depart from his highest scientific authority in favor

of more recent reports in regard to regions like India which belonged to the Ptolemaic

"Oekumene". As late as 151 3 in his edition of Ptolemy of that year and even on the

Carta Marina of 15 16 Waldseemiiller felt impelled to justify his departure from the

Ptolemaic tradition. And not only to Ptolemy, but also to medieval maps, that were
contained in the edition of Ptolemy, which he had at hand, he gave preference before

his Portuguese models. Thus it came about, that on his world-map of 1507 he com-
pletely ignored the Greenland peninsula of the Canerio Chart and delineated the

north of Europe entirely according to the Ulm edition of Ptolemy.^

But Fischer and v. Wieser admit that the very Portuguese charts which

they identify as the prototypes used by Waldseemiiller for his map of

1507 exhibited all these deviations from Ptolemy^-yet Waldseemiiller

adopted these new delineations only for laying down his American and

South African configurations.

In the above quotation we have a definite statement by Fischer and

V. Wieser that Waldseemiiller himself was responsible for the i 5 1 3

Ptolemy, for they speak of it as "his edition". Now if the S-JCB Map
is earlier than the Orbis Typus of the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy (as from the proofs

already offered is undoubtedly the case) it is obvious that Waldseemiiller

must have "felt impelled to justify his departure from Ptolemaic tra-

dition" at a much earlier date than 1513. If so, when.? If the Orbis

Typus of I 5 I 3 is Waldseemiiller's, so also must be the earlier S-JCB
Map, for as they are almost identical in outline it is impossible to

suppose they could have been copied by two different persons from a

now unknown prototype common to both. If Waldseemiiller made the

' Op. cit. pp. 14 and 15. ^ Fischer and v. Wieser, op. cit. p. 29.
3 Op. cit. pp. 26-29.
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1 5 1 3 Orbis Typus and copied it from the earlier S-JCB Map, whom did

he copy if not himself? If, on the other hand, he made the S-JCB Map,
when and in what circumstances did he make it? There is nothing in

the S-JCB Map, either in the nomenclature or configurations, which is

not to be found in the ms maps of an earlier date than 1507, yet Fischer

and V. Wieser' state that in Mr Soulsby's essay^ there are "some indicia

that the Stevens Map must be of more recent date"-i.e. than the large

Waldseemiiller Map of 1507. If that were so we are confronted with

an apparent reductio adabsurdum^ for the delineations ofAmerica on the

S-JCB Map are much more crude than those on the large Waldsee-

miiller of 1507 (whether on the main map or on the inset), while as

regards Southern India the configurations of the S-JCB Map are in-

finitely more correct than those of the large map. But if the S-JCB
Map is later than 1507, as indicated by the more accurate delineation

of Southern Asia, why the retrogression in the portrayal of America?

On the other hand, the comparatively crude configurations on the S-JCB
Map are just such as we should expect to find on an earlier map, while

as regards the Asiatic delineations, which are still more crude on the

large Waldseemiiller Map, we have Fischer and v. Wieser's own ex-

planations, already quoted, as to why the known new data of the

Portuguese charts were not adopted in preference to the traditions of

Ptolemy for that part of the map.

The large map of 1507, both in its main and inset variations, is

drawn on professed Ptolomean lines, and is entitled "a universal Cos-

mography according to the traditions of Ptolemy and of Americus

Vespucius and other travellers". It was not intended to be a marine

map, but the S-JCB Map, as its appearance and projection clearly

show, is purely a marine one, and its title is "A type of the world

according to the teaching of the hydrographers". As such it was pre-

sumably drawn very closely after some manuscript marine prototype,

for no earlier printed marine chart is known. The nature of that

prototype it is hoped to indicate in the following arguments.

The S-JCB Map agrees with the old ms marine charts in another

important particular, for on neither do we find any scale of longitude,

' Op. cit. p. 1 5, note 4. ^ Vide our Introduction, p. xi.
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although on the printed map at the bottom is a rough scale of Italian

and German "miliaria". It is very doubtful how many degrees of

longitude were intended to be covered by this map. If we apply the

scale of latitudes in the left-hand border to longitude we get relatively

about 260°. When we contrast the geographical configurations of the

American discoveries as laid down in the S-JCB Map with their repre-

sentation on the large Waldseemiiller (whether main or inset) it seems

hardly possible to doubt the priority of the S-JCB Map. For if it is

later, why do we find no representation of any part of the northern

continent, so clearly laid down on the 1507 map, and also to be found

on the very prototypes said to have been used in the preparation of the

latter.? An eminent geographical authority, with whom the writer had

an opportunity of discussing this point, readily admitted the priority of

the S-JCB Map over the Orbis Typus of i 5 i 3, but was not satisfied that

it was also anterior to the large Waldseemiiller Map of 1507. Asked

why, if later, the S-JCB Map showed no part of North America, whilst

the supposed earlier Waldseemiiller Map of i 507 showed not only the

North American coast but also the two continents joined, he could

ofter no argument in support of his contention other than that, although

these discoveries were known, there was no room on the small map to

include them without considerably reducing the scale, which fact necessi-

tated their omission. It is not thought that this is a reason of sufficient

probability to outweigh the suggestions already made regarding the

priority of the S-JCB Map, supported as they are by evidence from so

many different standpoints. Surely if the St Die cartographers, at the

time they prepared the Orbis Typus^ were in possession of charts

indicating the North American discoveries, they would have designed

their map on such a scale as to include such important new details.

An infinitesimal reduction in scale would have provided for the inclusion

of everything, even had it been desired to retain the existing margin of

about an inch on the eastern coast ofAsia. But if the map had been drawn

on the same scale as now and had been moved over to the right to touch

the border, there would have been room to include the North American

discoveries, and the merest reduction of scale would also have permitted

the unbroken coast-line between the two continents to be shown.
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It would seem much more probable that the St Die cartographers

were not then in possession of a chart showing the North American

discoveries, but that after the small map had been made they acquired

some later charts which enabled them greatly to elaborate on the large

map their representation of the New World.

If we contrast the S-JCB Map with the Hamy Chart' (which Fischer

and V. Wieser also claim to be one of the earlier prototypes used in part

by Waldseemilller for his 1507 map)^ we find an almost exactly similar

representation of the New-World discoveries. But the unbroken coast-

line of Venezuela and the name of Isabella (in place of Cuba) on the

S-JCB Map clearly show that it is taken from a type slightly later than

the Hamy Chart. Similarly Fischer and v. Wieser^ claim that the

Waldseemilller Map of i 507 follows, in addition to Hamy, charts of a

later type, viz. Cantino and Canerio. It is suggested that the S-JCB
Map is derived from an intermediate type between Hamy and Cantino,

as the following reasons would seem to show. If we continue the com-
parison with the Hamy Chart in the region of Southern Asia, we
immediately find strong further evidence that the S-JCB Map is derived

from an intermediate type, for the Hamy Chart shows Southern Asia

much after the manner of Ptolemy, although with some modifications

and additions in the extreme East. But on the Hamy Chart the nearly

straight coast of India, the large island of Taprobana in the position of

Ceylon, the Golden Chersonesus (not named) with Malacha marked

upon it, and Sinus Magnus to the immediate east of that peninsula, all

remain. The S-JCB Map, however, distinctly shows advancement of

knowledge beyond that evidenced by the Hamy Chart, for India begins

to assume its pointed shape, with the small island of Ceylon (not

named) placed near its proper position, while Taprobana is moved east

and south towards the proper position of Sumatra. But the Golden Cher-

sonesus {not named), with Mallaqua marked upon it, and the adjoining

Sinus Magnus still remain.

A summary of the foregoing arguments tends to prove that the S-JCB
Map is derived from a type between Hamy and Cantino. The Hamy

' Cf. facsimile Nordenskjold Periplus, PI. XLV.
' Cf. Fischer and v. Wieser, op. cit. p. 26. 3 0/>. cit. p. 27.
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Chart shows no North American Continent and has the coast of Vene-

zuela broken, while Southern Asia shows little advance on Ptolemy.

The S-JCB Map shows no North American Continent but has the coast

of Venezuela completed, while Southern Asia shows a pointed India

with a small island adjoining, but still retains the Golden Chersonesus

and Sinus Magnus adjoining. The Cantino Map shows part of the

Continent of North America, while in Southern Asia the pointed India

is shown, 6ut the Golden Chersonesus and Sinus Magnus have vanished

for everJ and the Malacca peninsula (with Malaqua now marked thereon)

begins to assume its correct position.

The late Mr Henry Harrisse probably had an unrivalled knowledge

of the early cartography of America, and a long section of his great

work The Discovery of North America is devoted to the Lusitano-

Germanic Cartography. He classifies the prototypes used for all printed

maps of that class into five separate and distinct forms. His conclusions

are so a propos to the present argument that it is thought best to quote

a few sentences, italicising the most relevant passage.

[Discovery, p. 289). The prototypes have long since disappeared. We possess only

what may be called "derivatives", more or less direct, some in manuscript, others

engraved, the completefiliation oj which cannot be established, as we do not know how many
productions oJ that character have intervened, or when they were devised, nor precisely in

whatform originally. Yet the data which those derivatives set forth are so characteristic

that we can almost reconstruct the mother-charts and divide them into cartographical

families, as follows:

I. The first type omitted altogether the north-western continental regions, which
were probably yet unknown when that type was created: but it exhibited the entire

group of the West Indies, with Cuba, therein called "terra de Cuba" although the

island was depicted in insular form and in its proper place. A striking pecuHarity

consisted of a wide break to the North coast of the southern continent, between Brazil

and Venezuela. Cast far away into the sea, to the north-east of the north-west coast

there was Newfoundland, designated as "Terra de Corte-Real"; whilst Greenland,

under the name of "Terra laboratoris" assumed the shape of a long and narrow island,

stretching from east to west. Kunstman No. 2 is the oldest specimen of that type which
we possess.'

II. The second type set forth the same South American configurations as the first,

but with the Venezuelan coast unbroken. The West Indian Archipelago was also

' On p. 293 Harrisse quotes also the King Chart, now generally cited as the Hamy
Chart, as another specimen of this first type.
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complete, including Cuba, which is there named "Ilha yssabella". A new and im-

portant feature was, west and north of that island, an extensive continental region

running from south to north, bearing no general title, but dotted with many names of

capes, rivers, and landing places, the east coast bathed by the "Oceanus occidentalis".

To the north-east of that land, and at a great distance, lay an insular country ascribed

to the Corte-Reals; and still more easterly, Greenland, but this time in the form of an

extensive peninsula, trending west from Northern Europe. The Cantino Map is the

most ancient specimen known of this second type which has, thus far, reached us.

The analysis of the three later types does not have sufficient bearing

on our arguments to warrant a continuance of this already lengthy

quotation; suffice it therefore to remark that Harrisse identifies the

remainder as follows, each successive type bearing some addition to its

predecessor.

III. A type copied by Ruysch (Ptolemy 1508) of which no original specimen is

known.^

IV. The Canerio type.

V. An unknown type, the material point of which consisted of a continuous coast

line connecting the northern and southern continents. Such a type survives in the

derivatives Stobnicza 151 2 and the Tabula Terrf Novf of Waldseemiiller in the

1 51 3 Ptolemy.

It must not be forgotten that Harrisse wrote in 1892, long before the

discovery of the Waldseemiiller Maps of 1507 and 15 16 or the S-JCB
Map. Furthermore, for the purpose of his book The Discovery of North

America^ he rightly confines his analysis to the American discoveries, but

if we apply the same analysis to other parts of the world, where ex-

plorations were being simultaneously made, we meet with some re-

markable coincidental results when we compare the Western and

Eastern discoveries conjointly with the five types.

From Harrisse's critical analysis ofthe five types it would seem almost

certain that the S-JCB Map is derived from a prototype midway be-

tween his types No. I and No. II, for we have the name Isabella in place

^ There is so much similarity between the recently discovered Contarini Map of

1506 and Ruysch's map of 1508 that it may fairly be said that the former was a

printed prototype largely followed by Ruysch, but so far as the writer is aware no

original ms chart which could be said to be a definite prototype common to both has

yet come to light. The differences in the maps of Contarini and Ruysch are clearly

pointed out by Mr Edward Heawood in his article on the Contarini Map in the

Geographical journal for October 1923, as quoted in our Chapter xi tnjra.
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of Cuha and the joined-up coast line of Venezuela and Brazil, and yet

no trace of the northern continent, while at the same time we have some

intermediate improvement in Southern Asia. Therefore the prototype

of the S-JCB Map is doubtless one of those of an intermediary character

as yet unknown in the original, but whose probable existence is sug-

gested by Harrisse in the foregoing extract from his preamble.

The query immediately arises as to why this type was not included

by Harrisse when the peculiar configurations of the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy

Orhis Typus were already before him. The twofold answer is simplicity

itself. Firstly^ as already stated, Harrisse confined his analysis to

America. Secondly^ the Orbis Typus has always been regarded as merely

supplementary to the other new maps in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy,' hence, as

we have already pointed out, the importance due to it has by most

modern writers been erroneously applied to the Tabula Terr§ Novf.'^

But now that the Orbis Typus of i 5 i 3 has been proved to be an almost

exact copy of an earlier printed prototype (i.e. the S-JCB Map of the

suggested date of i 505—6) the configurations ofAmerica on that earlier

map immediately assume vast importance ; for they are clearly earlier

than the i 5 i 3 Tabula Terrf Novf^ the Stobnicza hemispheres of i 5 1 2,

the Sylvanus cordiform of i 5 1 1 and the Ruysch Map of i 508, and are

consequently in all probability derived from an earlier prototype than

that used for any of the latter. With the new evidence of the large 1507
Waldseemiiller Map before us, it seems incredible that the Orbis Typus

of I 5 1 3 could have been designed in that year, or at any time between

1507 and I 513, without showing the North American discoveries so

clearly laid down in Waldseemiiller's triple delineation of 1507 (i.e.

main and inset map and the globe-gores). The configurations of

Southern Asia in the Orbis Typus of i 5 i 3, although embracing the new

representation of the pointed India, include the long middle peninsula,

the time honoured Golden Chersonesus of Ptolemy. On the other hand,

this old "Ptolomean bogey" has vanished from the new special map of

Modern India in the same volume (as it had already done from the

^ E.g. cf. Harrisse, Discovery, p. 479, where, in speaking of the Orbis Typus, he says:

"The present completes the Tabula Terre Nove".
^ Cf. p. 55.
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Canerio Chart, stated by Fischer and v. Wieser to have been used by

Waldseemiiller for his American and African delineations in 1507) and

we find the Malacca peninsula approaching its natural contour in a

remarkable manner. Now when we consider the differences in the

American delineations, and weigh them conjointly with those of

Southern Asia, it seems doubly improbable that the Orbis Typus of the

I 5 1 3 Ptolemy could have been designed at that late date, when far

more correct representations of both America and Asia were exhibited

in the very same book (i.e. in the Tabula Terr^ Nov§ and Tabvla Moderna

Indiae). Again, if the Orbis Typus was intended to be a new representa-

tion of the whole world to serve as a key to the more detailed and larger

scale special maps following it in the same volume, we should at least

expect to find it drawn on the same general outlines. Not only do the

configurations of the i 5 i 3 Orbis Typus not agree with the special maps

in the same volume, but the names and positions of certain places in

Asia are entirely changed, showing that the differences in geographical

contour and nomenclature were not merely accidental but intentional.

But the delineations of the new maps (i.e. Tabula Terrf Nov§ and

Tabvla Moderna Indiae) do agree with the latest prototypes used in part

by Waldseemiiller in 1507 (according to Fischer and v. Wieser) for his

large map and globe ; consequently the Orbis Typus must have been

designed from an earlier type, as its configurations do not agree with

these latest prototypes, but are much earlier. But when it is remem-

bered that the S-JCB Map has already (without any reference to the

Waldseemiiller Map of 1507) been independently proved to be earlier

than the i 5 1 3 Orbis Typus^ it follows that it must also be earlier than

the Waldseemiiller Map of 1507. Otherwise why are the obviously

later configurations of the Canerio type, both of America and Asia, not

followed in the S-JCB Map, when that type (as Fischer and v. Wieser

show) was already well known to Waldseemiiller and in part made use

of by him for his map of i 507.? But if Waldseemiiller did not make the

S-JCB Map, and did (as Fischer and v. Wieser hold) make the Orbis

Typus of I 5 1 3 with the other maps of the 1513 Ptolemy, why did he

copy so crude a map without improving it, when he clearly had much

later information in his possession, as evidenced by the large 1507 map
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and the other new maps in the 151 3 Ptolemy? But supposing that

Waldseemiiller made the S-JCB Map 6efore he made the 1507 large

map, and either he or someone else copied it and used it for the i 5 i 3

Ptolemy,^ the whole mystery would be logically solved.

Summing up as we proceed, we have before us three maps exhibiting

three different styles of projections and all varying in their geographical

configurations, viz. the S-JCB Map and the Waldseemiiller main map
of 1 507 with its inset. When we extend our comparison of these three

maps to the Hauslab-Lichtenstein globe-gores (identified by Gallois^

and confirmed by Fischer and v. Wieser^ as the long lost Globe of the

Cosmographiae Introduction although some other learned authorities are

not entirely convinced) we meet with some striking further differences

in projection and in configuration, which enable us considerably to

amplify the argument in favour of the priority of the S-JCB Map. It

was at first thought that the two distinct representations of the world on

the Waldseemiiller large map of i 507 conformed to the description in

the Cosmographiae Introductio "tam in solido quam piano". But Fischer

and V. Wieser point out that the Equator is in the same relative position

in both the main large map and its hemispherical insets, whereas in the

Cosmographiae Introductio Waldseemiiller especially mentions a differ-

ence in the positions of the Equator on the map and on the globe, and

explains his reasons for their non-agreement. Now as the Hauslab

gores exhibit a considerable difference in the position of the Equator as

compared with the map, we think their identity with the lost globe of

1507 may readily be admitted ; in any case it is not proposed at present

to controvert this identification. It will be observed that the geo-

graphical contours of the globe-gores agree almost exactly with the

large main map of 1507 when allowance is made for the seeming

distortion caused by the difference in projection. But the relative

positions of the Equator and Tropics on the globe-gores vary con-

siderably from the large map (both main and inset) and furthermore do
' Cf. Chapter vi, where it is suggested that Waldseemiiller had little or no connection

with the I 5 1 3 Ptolemy.
^ Cf. Gallois, Les Geographes allemands de la Renaissance, Lyons, 1890, p. 48, etc.,

and Americ Vespuce, p. 1 1 , etc.

3 Op. cit. p. 14 with facsimile.
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not agree with the ms marine map prototypes, nor with the S-JCB
Map. Fischer and v. Wieser remark on this deviation {op. cit. pp. 14
and I 5) :

In the American parts the parallels on the Hauslab globe do in fact exactly corre-

spond with those of the contemporary Spanish and Portuguese charts, in Southern
Africa, however, only in part, since here essential concessions are still made to the

Ptolemaic view. In all other respects the Hauslab globe agrees exactly with the

representation of the map of the world of i 507. On the Hauslab globe the coast of

Guinea still runs a few degrees south of the Equator, and the Cape of Good Hope is

advanced to the 50°. It is only on the maps of the Strasburg Ptolemy edition of 151

3

and then on the Carta Marina of 1 5 1 6, that the African latitudes are correctly inserted,

according to the Portuguese Charts. With regard to these later maps of Waldseemiiller

therefore, the Hauslab globe represents a transition type.

Here again we have a definite inference by Fischer and v. Wieser that

the maps of 1 5 1 3 were made by Waldseemiiller.

We now have before us no less than four different representations of

the world, viz.

1

.

The Waldseemiiller main map.

2. The Waldseemiiller inset hemispheres.

3. The Hauslab globe-gores.

4. The S-JCB marine map.

If three distinct representations (Nos. 1-3) were made by Waldsee-

miiller in 1507, as claimed by Fischer and v. Wieser, why should not

a fourth have been made.? The S-JCB Map shows nothing whatever

which is not already to be found on one or more of the prototypes

identified by Fischer and v. Wieser as having been utilised by Waldsee-

miiller in the preparation of the other three. If Waldseemiiller, using

these very prototypes (although only in part in delineating the regions

unknown to Ptolemy), made three different maps, it would surely have

been natural for him to make a fourth embodying all the differences

indicated by the teachings of the modern hydrographers. This map, as

has already been shown,^ was intended to be the modern representation

of the world for the new edition of Ptolemy projected at St Die prior

to 1507 and the publication of the Cosmographiae Introductio and the

large map. We have only to refer to the Ad Lectorem in the Supple-

' Cf. Chapter v.

SA 14
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ment to the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy to appreciate the scope of that edition.

From the reference to some of the modern maps having been prepared

in Rene's time, and the fact that the work had been resuscitated after

six years' slumber, we have no reason to suppose that the general plan

of the work had been changed. At all events, the i 5 1 3 editors clearly

say

:

Ptolertifi Geographiam prima parte claufimus operis: ut incorruptior & felefta ftet

antiquitas fua.—We have confined the Geography of Ptolemy to the first part of the

work, in order that its antiquity may remain intact and separate.

They then particularise some of the differences in the names and

positions of countries, nations and places in modern times and proceed

to refer to the use of the Supplement

:

Quin potius hoc Supplemento modernioris luftrationis difcat feipfum certius in-

formare. Qua tripartiti orbis explanationem planius ad tempora noflra videbit.—But

rather from this Supplement let him (i.e. the reader) learn to inform himself more
accurately about modern travel. By which he will see the explanation of the three

parts of the world more clearly adapted to our times.

Then follow comments on the maps contained in the Supplement, and

naturally the first to be mentioned is the first on the list, the modern
map of the world, the Charta Marina which has already been identified

as the Orbis Typus.^ This map embodies a large number of differences

from Ptolemy although not all that were known at that time (i 5 1 3), but

the large scale maps following it in the same volume embrace all the

known modern discoveries. From the title Orbis Typvs Vniversalis

jvxta hydrographorvm traditionetn it will be observed that there is no

reference whatever to Ptolemy, for we have just been told that his work
was to be confined to the first part of the volume. Here, then, is the

evident reason why Waldseemiiller (or whoever made the original Orbis

Typus^ i.e. the S-JCB Map) departed from the Ptolemaic tradition, not

that he felt impelled to do so almost against his will, as Fischer and

V. Wieser seem to imply,^ but because he was especially making a map
embodying entirely modern ideas. This was to be the world map in a

Supplement to an edition of Ptolemy's Geography, in which the work
of that ancient authority was to be "confined to the first part of the

' Cf. Chapter vi. ^ Op. cit. p. 29.
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work in order that its antiquity may remain intact and separate", whilst

the Supplement or second part embraced all that was known of modern

discoveries. Could anything be clearer? But if this map was first de-

signed in I 5 1 3 surely we should expect to find it brought up to date

by the latest additions of the hydrographers, especially when in the same

Ad Lectorem we find the definite statement that

In reliquis etiam tabulis non minus ftudium eft adhibitum: quo limatius ex varijs

luftratorum prototypis tranfformarentur.—Also in the remaining maps no less care has

been expended, in order that they might be altered more accurately from various

originals of travellers.

But in contradistinction to the words "remaining maps" and "no less

care" we have in the very same Ad Lectorem another definite statement

that the Charta Marina (i.e. the Orbis Typus) and certain other maps

were dealt with in Rene's time. This phrase is found in the sentence

commencing "Charta aute marina", and the reader is here referred to

the exhaustive analysis of this passage already given in Chapter vi,

together with the writer's conclusions thereon, all made long before the

discovery in 1901 of the Waldseemiiller Map of 1507.

It may here be mentioned that the writer is absolutely at variance

with the latest authorities, Fischer and v. Wieser, as to their interpreta-

tion of the sentence "Charta aute Marina". Speaking of the Canerio

Chart,' they say

:

The Canerio chart is, we may say without doubt, that Portuguese sea-chart regarding

which Waldseemiiller in his preface to the "Supplementum" of the Strassburg Ptolemy

of 1 513 states, that Rene, Duke of Lorraine, placed it most readily at his disposal for

the publication: Charta autem marina. . .tradita est.

Fischer and v. Wieser, like nearly all previous writers on the subject,

have failed to notice the identification of the Charta Marina with the

printed Orbis Typus in the same volume. They overlook the fact that

the sentence in question is part of a general description of the maps in

the Supplement and must be read with the context. It is clearly not

entitled to be excerpted and used without its ending, cum certis tabulis

a fronte huius chartf fpecijicatis, to support an assumption entirely

foreign to the general subject matter of the whole Ad Lectorem,

^ Fischer and v. Wieser, op. cit. p. 29, note 2.
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Clearly the end of the sentence must be taken into account with the

first part, and it follows that whatever was done with the Charta Marina
was also done with the certis tabulis. The remainder of the Ad hectorem

continues in intelligible sequence, and the whole must be construed as

one continuous narrative. The discovery of the Waldseemiiller Map of

1507 substantiates in a remarkable manner our previous interpretation

of this puzzling sentence, especially when the latter is judged by the

rendering of it given by Fischer and v. Wieser. They tell us that

Waldseemiiller was referring to the Canerio Chart, but why should he

have particularly mentioned a Chart which he did not follow? The
identification of the Charta Marina with the Orbis Typus has already

been proved too clearly to be controverted.^ Now the Orbis Typus is

not in the least like the Canerio Chart, nor even like the i 5 16 Waldsee-

miiller Carta Marina which Fischer and v. Wieser state {op. cit. p. 29)

"is a printed edition of the Canerio Chart". It is therefore obvious that

the writer of the Ad Lectorem in the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy cannot be referring

to the Canerio Chart, and our previous argument that the words refer

to the printed map itself is greatly strengthened. Here then is clearly

a very gross non sequitur on the part of Fischer and v. Wieser. Again

if, as they hold, Waldseemiiller used the Canerio Chart in part for his

maps and globes of i 507 and here refers to that Chart, we are entitled

to ask once more, from a fresh standpoint, why he reverted to an earlier

type for his Orbis Typus of i 5 1 3 . But did Waldseemiiller edit the i 5 1

3

Ptolemy or have anything whatever to do with it.? In the above

quotation Fischer and v. Wieser definitely attribute the authorship of

the Ad hectorem to him. Strong reasons have already been given for

supposing that it was written not by Waldseemiiller but by the new

responsible editors Eszler and tJbelin. It has also been suggested that,

as Waldseemiiller's name is nowhere mentioned in the i 5 1 3 Ptolemy,

he was in no way connected with it, excepting possibly in handing over

for use in the resuscitated work the material he had already prepared.

In conclusion it is submitted that the analytical comparison, exhibited

in this chapter, of the S-JCB Map wdth the Waldseemiiller Map and

globe of I 507, confirms the writer's previous deductions [vide Chapter

' Cf. ante Chapter vi.
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viii) in a striking yet independent manner. And here it becomes

desirable to bring up all the "pawns" used in support of the prime

argument that the S-JCB Map is earlier than the Orbis Typus of i 5 1 3.

These cumulative proofs (viz. the difference in the engraving— the use

of type instead of v^ood engraving in the nomenclature- the differences

in the nomenclature itself, whether by way of additions, omissions, or

changes-the historical evidence prior to the publication early in 1507
of the Cosmographiae Introductio—th^ historical evidence subsequent to

that date and prior to the publication of the 1 5 1 3 Ptolemy-the

evidence of the 1513 Ptolemy itself-the identification of the type,

paper and water-mark and consequent indication of Nuremberg as the

place of origin) are all quite as forcible as to the priority of the S-JCB
Map over the Waldseemiiller Map and globe of i 507 as when applied

only to its priority over the i 5 1 3 Orbis Typus in the Ptolemy of that

year. Conversely, if the S-JCB Map is held to be later than the 1507
Waldseemiiller, there must be answered, not merely conjecturally but

definitely, the question as to when, where, by whom, in what circum-

stances and for what purpose it was made.

But if we regard the S-JCB as the first state of a modern world map
(made for the Supplement of new maps for the proposed new edition of

Ptolemy when that work was actually in hand prior to the publication

of the Cosmographiae Introductio in April 1507'), all our arguments

appear to justify that view. On the other hand, should it be contended

that the S-JCB Map is later than the publication of the 1507 Waldsee-

miiller, the foregoing mass of evidence becomes of a character contra-

dictory to that contention, and must be definitely refuted by indisput-

2kA^fresh evidence.

^ Cf. the letter of Waldseemiiller to Joannes Amerbach of Basle dated from St Die

Easter Monday, i 507. Non credo te latere nos Ptholomei cosmographiam,

recognitis et adiectis quibusdam novis tabulis impressuros in oppido Divi

Deodati.—I do not think you are unaware that we are about to

print in the town of St Die the Cosmography of Ptolemy with

the maps revised and some new ones added.
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THE CONTARINI MAP OF 1506
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Chapter XI

U^tes on the Contarini Map ofijo6

£2S^^^ He acquisition by the British Museum in 1922 of an Italian

map designed by Giovanni Matteo Contarini, engraved

by Francesco Roselli in i 506, and presumably published

the same year, necessitates a repetition of the question as

to which is the first printed map yet known on which the

New-World discoveries are delineated.

Just when the writer imagined that the priority of the Stevens-John

Carter Brown Map over the large Waldseemiiller of 1507 had been

definitely established, the rival claims made on behalf of the newly-

discovered Contarini Map created yet another problem.

It is believed that the Italian map was included in a parcel of miscel-

laneous old maps offered for sale to the British Museum by a person

resident in a foreign country. The seller was evidently unaware of the

importance of this particular map, for it is understood that the price

asked for the whole collection was comparatively insignificant, although

rumours have since been current in America and elsewhere to the effect

that an enormous price was paid for the Contarini Map alone. Actually

the British Museum secured it quite fortuitously, just as the writer

acquired the S-JCB Map more than 30 years ago. It was while the

contents of the parcel were being examined with the Museum catalogue,

in order that the duplicates might be eliminated, that the importance of

the Contarini Map and its unique character were first observed.

The first public announcement of the identification of this map was

made in The Times of September 25, 1923, in an article by Mr Edward

Heawood, Librarian of the Royal Geographical Society, entitled "The
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Discovery of America. A notable Map. British Museum purchase".

A more elaborate account by the same writer appeared in the Geogra-

phicalJournal iov Octohtv 1923 (Vol. Lxii, No. 4, pp. 279—293). This

article, entitled "A hitherto unknown world Map of a.d. 1506",

exhibits an amount of erudition only to be expected from its eminent

author. Mr Heawood says that the Contarini map is

among the first examples known in which an attempt has been made to set out in

printed form, and thus make accessible to the public at large, the great discoveries of

Columbus and other contemporary navigators. And more than this, until some possible

further discovery may once more shift the distinction to a still earlier document, it

may apparently claim to be the very first printed Map in which the discoveries in the

New World are represented at all, since the date i 506 places it a year before the great

map of Waldseemiiller (a more imposing production it is true) discovered by Father

Fischer in 1901, to which the priority was then transferred from the Map of Johan

Ruysch, printed in 1508.

Notwithstanding all this, Mr Heawood was good enough to append to

his Article the following Note

:

As the priority for the representation in print of the new western discoveries is here

claimed for the Contarini Map, it may be well to recall the fact that a Map, probably

by Waldseemiiller, discovered over twenty years ago by Mr H. N. Stevens, is thought

by him to be earlier than the big map of i 507, and to have possibly been printed in

1506 (see the Geographical Journal, vol. xix, pp. 205-9). ^^^ ^^ ^^ Stevens has

not yet made pubHc his detailed arguments in support of this view, it is obviously

impossible to discuss the question of priority as between this Map and Contarini's.

Regarding Mr Heawood's courteous note in the light of a friendly

challenge, the writer replies that he is by no means prepared to admit

the priority of the Contarini Map, and in the subsequent Notes offers

various arguments in support of his contentions.

In 1924 the British Museum issued a full-size facsimile of the

Contarini Map, with an Introduction by Mr
J.

A.
J.

de Villiers who
(since retired) was for many years in charge of the Section of Maps in

the British Museum. In 1926 a second edition', revised, was published,

containing a new Introduction by Mr F. P. Sprent, the present Super-

' A Map of the World designed by Giovanni Matteo Contarini engraved by Francesco

Roselli 1506. Second Edition revised. Sold at the British Museum. London, 1926. 4to.

[^Copies may also be obtained from Henry Stevens, Son and Stiles, 39 Great Russell Street,

London, W.C. i, see end of this volume.]
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intendent of the Map Room. To the same talented writer students are

also indebted for the carefully prepared synoptical table of all the place-

names with their latitudes, together with transliterations and translations

of all the legends or inscriptions found in the cartouches or panels in

various parts of the Map.
Mr Sprent in his Introduction reminds us that, until the discovery in

1901 of the large Waldseemiiller Map of 1507, the Ruysch Map of

1508 was always held to be the earliest in print to show any part of

the New World, but he considers that pride of place should now "prob-
ably" be given to the Contarini Map. The use of the word "probably"
is explained by the following foot-note

:

The Stevens-Brown Map now in the John Carter Brown Library at Providence,

Rhode Island, is thought by Mr H. N. Stevens, its discoverer, to date also from before

1507. As, however, no reproduction of this map is available, it is impossible to

estimate its claims to priority.

Mr Sprent also points out that the actual name America does not

appear on the Contarini Map but is found for the first time on the large

Waldseemiiller Map of i 507, but here again he is good enough to add

a foot-note

:

or on the Stevens-Brown Map, if the early date claimed for the latter is accepted.

The following additional arguments, based on a careful study of the

Contarini Map, are therefore submitted in support of the writer's

original contention that the S-JCB Map is the earliest in every respect.

A detailed examination of the aforesaid facsimile will greatly assist the

reader to follow our deductions.

In our Chapter i six propositions were set forth for discussion in

relation to the S-JCB Map, and it is submitted that, prior to the dis-

covery of the Contarini Map, reasonable proof had been oftered to

substantiate them all. The first four of these propositions are in no

way affected by that discovery, neither need we discuss No. 6, the most

important and interesting point of all, because the Contarini Map does

not bear the name America. Therefore proposition No. 5, "That it (i.e.

the S-JCB Map) is the first printed Map yet known to show any part

of the New-World discoveries", is the only one remaining for further
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consideration. Now as regards the Contarini Map, Mr Heawood says

{op.cit. p. 279):

The date appears in the somewhat unusual form "1506 notu" at the end of an

inscription. . .and whatever the precise meaning of the phrase may be, it certainly

shows that the Map was compiled, and probably actually printed in the year named.

Even if we admit this (although the use of the word "probably" seems

to indicate a doubt in Mr Heawood's mind), the writer is not prepared

fully to accept the definite statement that "the date of i 506 places the

Contarini Map a year before the great Map of Waldseemiiller". The
latter is believed to have been issued with the Cosmographiae Introduction

the first edition of which was dated vii Kalend Maii (April 25) 1507.

We have here a definite date to work back from, whereas in the Con-

tarini Map the date i 506, without any qualifying month, is somewhat

elastic, even if we allow that it was the year of publication. Neither is

it certain in what actual month the year commenced in Florence or

Venice, from one of which places it is suggested the Contarini Map
emanated. Seeing that the engraver Roselli was a Florentine, as stated

on the Map, and that the paper, judging by the water-mark, was

"almost certainly made in Tuscany" as Mr Heawood says, it seems

more probable that the Map was engraved and printed at Florence than

at Venice. If we assume that it was Florence, it would still be 1506

down to March 24 (1507), whilst at St Die in Lorraine it would be

1507 from Christmas Day onwards, for it is believed that in Lorraine,

at this period, the year began at Christmas, although even this is not

certain.' It is therefore not quite reasonable to say definitely that the

Contarini Map dated 1506 is 2i year earlier than the Waldseemiiller

Map of 1507. In any case the Waldseemiiller Map was published in

the early part of 1507, whether the year in Lorraine was reckoned

from Christmas Day or from March 25. But if we leave this possible

variation of dates out of the question, and assume that the Contarini

Map is earlier than the large Waldseemiiller, little progress is made in

the argument that it is a year earlier.

A few technical points yield some curious evidence which shows it is

quite possible that the Waldseemiiller delineations of the New World
' Cf. Bond (John J,), Hand-Bookjor verijying dates, 1869.
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may actually be earlier than Contarini's, even if not made public until

later. This may at first sight appear somewhat paradoxical, but similar

cases have already been met v^ith in the course of this investigation.

The engraving of a copper-plate map is known to be a far less tedious

and consequently a much quicker process than the engraving of a

similar map on wood. In the former the engraving of the outline of

a country, or group of letters, is completed in one process merely by

making indentations on the copper plate by means of the graving tool,

whereas in wood engraving the wood has to be most carefully and

laboriously cut away in several directions, in order to leave the outline

or letters standing in relief. The difference in time occupied in the

engraving of similar maps by these two distinct methods is an important

point which must not be overlooked. Now the Contarini Map is about

the same size as one sheet of the Waldseemiiller Map, but the latter

covers twelve sheets, hence we can almost make a reasonable deduction

by proportion. If the Contarini Map in one sheet could have been en-

graved in, say, half the time of one sheet of the Waldseemiiller Map, how
long would it have taken to engrave the twelve sheets of the latter.?

Obviously, ifonly one engraver was employed, twenty-four times as long.

The same analysis may be applied to the preparation and draughts-

manship. There would not be a great deal of difference in the time

occupied in drawing the single sheet Contarini Map as compared with

some of the very detailed sheets of the Waldseemiiller Map (e.g.

Europe and North Africa with their large number of names), although

some of the less detailed sheets might have taken less time. But when
we regard the enormous size of the W^aldseemiiller Map as a whole

(roughly 8 feet long by 4 feet 6 inches wide) the drawing of it appears

infinitely more complex. Probably it was first roughly drawn as a

whole, in order to get a uniform scale, and the detail afterwards

elaborated on each separate sheet. We have no means of knowing

whether the whole twelve sheets were completed before the engraving

was commenced. If that were so, twelve engravers (if so many were

available, which would seem doubtful) could have been working

simultaneously. In that case there would have been the initial delay

whilst the complete drawing was in progress, but the engraving would
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have taken less time when once commenced. On the other hand, each

sheet may have been given out for engraving as soon as drawn, in which

case the engraving would have taken a longer time, but the drawing and

engraving would have been progressing simultaneously. In any event

the time occupied in the completion of the whole twelve sheets must

necessarily have been very considerable. On pp. 90-1 it has already been

suggested (without any reference to the then unknown Contarini Map)
that the drawing, engraving and printing of the twelve sheets might

well have occupied a period of twelve or even eighteen months. Hence
it is not unreasonable to suggest that the Waldseemiiller configurations

of the new discoveries may actually have been drawn and engraved

before the Contarini Map was published or even contemplated. It was

not of course possible to publish the Waldseemiiller Map until the

whole of the twelve sheets were completed.

Much more reasonable therefore would it be to suggest that Con-

tarini, and Waldseemiiller with his confreres of the St Die Gymnase,

although some 400 miles apart, were at work on their respective maps
at one and the same time, quite unbeknown to each other. But Con-
tarini's Map was issued first in consequence of the much greater time

necessarily occupied in designing, engraving and printing the twelve

sheets of the larger map.

It is here attempted, not to refute the suggestion that the Contarini

Map was published in advance of the Waldseemiiller, but to show that

its conception may well have been later than that of the larger one.

There is no evidence as to what time in the year 1506 the Contarini

Map was issued. But even ifwe allow that it was at the very beginning

of the Florentine year (March 25, 1506) we are still no further back

than the time when (as we suggested long before the Contarini Map was

discovered) the preparation of the large Waldseemiiller was in progress,

i.e. from twelve to eighteen months back from April 25, 1507 {vide

pp. 90-1).

It has already been shown {vide Chapters ix and x) that the S-JCB
Map is earlier than the large Waldseemiiller, hence unless it can be

proved that the Contarini Map is earlier than the large one not only

in its publication but in its conception^ we have prima facie a logical
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deduction that the Contarini cannot be so early as the S-JCB. The
earliest possible date for the preparation or publication of the Contarini

Map is clearly indicated by the phrase "1506 notu"; it cannot in any

circumstances be earlier than some unknown period in 1506. It is not

proposed, therefore, to controvert any of the arguments deduced by

Mr Heawood or by Mr Sprent from their analysis and comparison of the

cartographical details ofContarini with those ofWaldseemiiller or earlier

manuscript prototypes (which prototypes seem to have been accessible

to, and to have been made use of by both) because it is not thought

that those arguments have any bearing on the S-JCB Map unless it can

first be proved that the latter is later than the large Waldseemiiller.

It is most unfortunate that the Contarini Map should be defective in

that usually vital part, the bottom border, where we generally expect

to find the imprint and sometimes a title. It is impossible to say how
much has been lost, but it would be quite reasonable to suppose that it

may have been at least three-quarters of an inch. It will be observed

from the facsimile^ that the legend in the panel just to the right of the

centre at the bottom is engraved somewhat diagonally, so that at the

right side what is left of the border line measures one inch and one-

eighth, whilst on the left side only half an inch remains. Consequently

it is evident that at least five-eighths of an inch has been cut away, but

we do not know how much has been lost from the right-hand side. If

we presume that the panel and the main bottom border line would have

been completed symmetrically, the estimate of at least three-quarters

of an inch lost may be regarded as by no means exaggerated. What a

mine of information that missing space may have contained ! Distinct

evidence remains of another cartouche in the bottom right-hand corner,

just where we should expect to find a general title and imprint and

possibly a more precise date. At the top too the map is defective and

here again we cannot tell what may have been lost. There may even

have been a title in large letters right across the head, as is so often

found in maps of the period. But it is useless to conjecture; we can

but hope that a perfect copy of this most interesting and important

map may yet come to light. In that event, should it prove to have a

' Vide footnote p. 1 14 ^J^te and the end of this volume.
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definite title, we may be enabled to connect it with some contemporary

historical references, just as has been done with the S-JCB Map and the

allusions to the Charta Marina in the i 5 i 3 Ptolemy. For the present,

therefore, we can only judge of the map from such imperfect evidence

as lies before us.

The Contarini Map and the S-JCB Map were evidently made for two

entirely different purposes. The former (as stated thereon) is a com-

plement of 1 80° made as an extension to the old fan- shaped Ptolomean

projection of i 80°, whereas the latter is an absolutely new and original

marine map of the whole world, compiled entirely according to modern

conceptions. Furthermore it is drawn on the rectangular projection

usually adopted for the manuscript sea charts of the period, and exhibits

no scale of longitude. When we compare the Contarini Map with the

S-JCB (independently of the large Waldseemiiller) the differences in

the configurations and the nomenclature are so striking that one can

hardly doubt the priority of the S-JCB. The same arguments as have

already been deduced from a comparison of the S-JCB Map with the

large Waldseemiiller are equally relevant when applied to the Contarini.

It must be remembered that (if our theories are correct) the S-JCB Map
is the earliest known attempt to make a Marine Chart of the whole

world based on the latest hydrographical information available, dis-

regarding entirely the hitherto accepted traditions of Ptolemy. No one

comparing the two maps can possibly aver that the contours of the New
World as laid down in the S-JCB Map are later than those delineated

by Contarini. Our arguments in Chapter x, when applied to the Con-

tarini Map, are practically confirmed by the collateral evidence to be

derived from Harrisse's analysis of what he terms the five types of

prototypes and their derivatives.^ It has already been shown in

Chapter x that the S-JCB Map was doubtless derived from an unknown

prototype midway between types Nos. i and 2 as classified by Harrisse.

It is claimed for the Contarini Map that it is an earlier form of the

Ruysch Map of 1508. Harrisse classifies the prototype of the Ruysch

Map as the third type, but states that no original specimen is known to

exist. Furthermore the Contarini Map, as Mr Heawood points out,

' Discovery of North America, p. 289, etc.
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exhibits some traces of Spanish extraction, but no such traces are to be

detected in the S-JCB. All these points tend to support the contention

that the S-JCB Map is the earlier of the two.

In the First Part of this essay (Chapters i to viii, originally written

before the discovery in 1901 of the large Waldseemiiller Map) a mass

of evidence collected from various sources is exhibited to indicate that

the date 1505-6 might fairly be assigned to the S-JCB Map. In the

Second Part (Chapters ix and x) an exhaustive comparison is made with

the subsequently discovered large Waldseemiiller Map, and it is sub-

mitted that the arguments based thereon fully confirm the conclusions

reached in the First Part as to the date 1505-6, and furthermore show

conclusively that the S-JCB Map takes precedence.

It therefore seems reasonable to suggest that before the claims re-

cently made on behalf of the Contarini Map (that it is "the very first

printed Map on which the discoveries of the New World are represented

at all") can be admitted, some definite proofs must be exhibited to

show that it is anterior to the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map. In

other words, it is essential that that contention should be supported by

definite and circumstantial evidence sufficiently strong to controvert

and supersede the claims long since made (as summed up in Chapter viii

and at the end of Chapters ix and x) on behalf of the Stevens-John

Carter Brown Map. For the present no more can be said, but even if

such evidence should in the future come to light, the writer will still

feel that his prolonged researches have not been in vain, for verily

as Cicero so aptly said some two thousand years ago

nee modus est ullus investigandi vert nisi inveneris.

LAUS T>EO
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Ad Lectorem of the 1 5 1 3 Ptolemy.

reference to the maps, 30, 39.

the Ptolemy aroused from six years'

torpor, 31.

work begun at ft Di^, 31, 39.

facsimile of, 42.

authors of, 39.

translation of, 40.

difficult to interpret, 43.

mistranslations, 43.

deductions by various writers, 44.

Raidel, 44.

Humboldt, 45.

Beaupre, 45, 46, 56.

Harrisse {Corte-Reat), 47, 48.

Avezac, 47, 62.

Winsor, 49.

Eames, 49.

Nordenskjold, 50.

Harrisse {Disco'very), 50-2.

Quaritch, 52-3.

Thacher, 53-4.

conflicting arguments on, ;6.

analysis of certain passages, 56.

our deductions from the whole, 59-71.

reasons for special mention of Ch.

Mar., 68, 70, 83, 89.

other maps mentioned in, 77, 82, 107.

scope of the Ptolemy, 106-7.

"the remaining maps," 107.

Canerio not the Chart referred to,

107-8.

Admiral. Who was referred to in the

Ad Lectorem} 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,

53. 54' 56' 57. 63. 64.

see Cabral, Columbus, Vespucius.

Admiral's Map.
theory exploded, 43, 57, 58.

Santarem's opinion, 45.

Beaupre's deductions, 46.

Eames' s- deductions, 49.

Nordenskjold's deductions, 50.

Quaritch's deductions, 52-3.

Africa. On the Ch. Mar. of 151 3, 68.

on the modern maps of 151 3 Pt., 105.

on the Charta Marina of 15 16, 105.

Africa maps. Portuguese origin, 47, 78.

engraved in Rene's time, 47, 78.

how described on Supp*. title, 61.

Amerbach (Joannes). Letter to, from

WaldseemuUer re new Ptolemy, 30,

109.

America. Named on S-JCB Map, ix,

xiii, 15, 22-3, 65, 68, 95.

named on W. Map of 1 507, xiii, 88, 93.

name suggested in Cos. Introd., xiii, 12,

49, 66, 68.

name on S-JCB Map earlier, xiv, 14.

how named on S-JCB Map, 10, 1 1, 1 2,

22.

named on Apianus Map of 1520, 14,

67.

not named on Ori/^ ry/Ki- of 1513, 15,

23. 45; ^9' 71-

reasons why omitted from O.T., 65.

name a misnomer, 67.

became too popular to suppress, 67.

name applied to northern continent,

68.

America pro'vincia. So named by
Apianus in 1520, 67.

Anthony, Duke of Lorraine, 62.

Apianus Globe-gores of 151 8, 15.

Apianus Map of 1520.

America named on, 14, 67.

projection, 93.

Asia. On Charta Marina, 68.

Avezac. Martin Hylacomylus 1867, 32,

deductions from the Ad Lectorem, 47,

62.

why name America omitted from the

Orbis Typus of 151 3, 65-6.

Barbaria, 25, 26.

Bargungapara, 25, 26.

Barwick (G. F.).

translations and revisions, 57.

suggested cause of error in the Ad
Lectorem, 64-5.

Basinus Sendacurius (Joannes), 33, 36.

Bask type, 15.

Beaupre (Jean Nicolas). Recherches

1845, 44.

deductions from the Ad Lectorem,

45-6, 56.

Vespucian voyages not believed, 66.

Benvenuti. Portuguese Chart, 46.

Bond (John J.).
Hand-Book for dates,

116.

Braun or Brun (Jacob). Letter to, from

Ringmann re new Ptolemy, 29-30.

Brazil, 100, 102.

Bricquet (C. M.). Book on water

marks, 18.

British Museum. Contarini Map ac

quired, xv, 4.

list of Nuremberg books consulted in;

19-
. . ,

Lud's Declaratio acquired, 31.

facsimile of Contarini Map, 114, 120

Brown (Mrs John Carter). Presents the

Ste'vens Map to the John Carte

Brown Library, x.

Brown (John Nicholas).

Ste'vens Map offered to, x, xv, 4, 38

80, 87.

death, x.

Cabral. Tab. T.N. attributed to, 53.

Calicut, 78.

Cambray (League of), 23.

Cananor, 25, 27.

Canaree, 24.

Canerio Chart.

prototype of W. Map of 1507, 96, 99,

103.

Harrisse's fourth type prototype, 10 1.

Golden Chersonesus not shown on, 103.

not foUowed on the S-JCB Map, 103.

not the Chart referred to in the Ad.

Lect., 107-8.

Cantino Chart.

similar to Tabula Terre No'V?, 47-8.

prototype of W. Map of 1507, 99-100.

Harrisse's second type prototype, 10 1.

Cape of Good Hope, 105.

Castellae. Portugallif an error for (?), 47,

53. 64-5-

Certis tabulis. What were they? 56,

59-

referred to, 62, 63, 77, 78, 83, 107,

108.

Cesare, 24.

Ceylon, 99.

Charta Marina of 151 3 and earlier,

see S-JCB Map.
see Orbis Typus.

identified as the Orbis Typus, 43, 53,

55-6, 107.

identified as the Hydrographia, 43.

16-2
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Charta Marina (cont.).

not made by any Admiral, 47, 57.
reasons for special mention of, 55, 61,

63, 68, 70, 71.

what was it? 56, 57.

first engraved in Rent's time, 60, 6 1

.

how described on Supplement title,

61.

prepared before the P/o/^mj suspended,

63, 89.

name America on the S-JCB original,

66.

Vespucian origin, 66.

first printed world-map on modem
conceptions, 68.

first to show the New World, 68.

first to bear the name America, 68.

already out of date in 1 5 1 3, 70.

reasons for re-cutting the block in

1513, 70, 83.

earliest printed sea chart, 95.
dealt with in Rene's time, 107.

Charta Marina of 1516, 88 n, 96.

not the earliest printed sea chart, 95.
not like the Orbis Typus, 108.

"a printed edition of Canerio," 108.

Cicero. Quotation from, izi.

Cirene, 24.

Coburger Bible of 1477, 18.

Columbus. "Admiral's Map" theory
exploded, 43.

original maps sent to Rene, 45.
legend on Tab. T.N., 45, 46, 47, 50,

66, 67.

Beaupre attributes the Orb. Typ. to,

45-

C. the Admiral referred to, 48, 49, 54,
64.

Tab. T.N. attributed to, 53.

claims recognised, 67.

legend on W. Map of 1507, 75, 93.
legend not on S-JCB Map, 95.

Contarini Map. Discovered 1922, xv, 4,

"?•
described in Geo. JL, xv.

S-JCB Map earlier, 5, 60, 84, 88, 120.

precedence over JV. Map of 1507, 5,

84, 116, 1 18.

America not named on, 68-9 n, 88.

projection referred to, 92.

derived from Harrisse's third type

prototype, loi, 120.

compared with Ruysch Map, 10 1.

engraved by Roselli, 113.

how acquired by B. Museum, 113.

facsimile published by B.M., 114.

map engraved at Florence} 115.

what time in 1506 uncertain, 116.

delineation of IV. Map of 1507
possibly earlier, 116.

comparison of detail with W. Map,
1 16-7, 119.

comparison of detail with S-JCB Map,
118, 119, 120.

imperfect state of B.M. copy, 118-9.

purpose for which made, 119.

general description, 118-120.

not a marine map, 119.

a complement to Ptolemy's world,

119.

traces of Spanish extraction, 120.

Index

Corte-Real (Les). Terra de Corte-Real,

lOO-IOI.

see Harrisse. Les Corte-Real.

Cosmographiae Introductio of 1507.

name America first suggested in, xiii,

12, 14, 66, 68.

large map discovered 1901, xi.

Vespucius voyages in, xiv, 36, 66.

S-JCB Map anterior to, 4, 81, 84.

time taken to prepare it and the map,
12, 21, 90-1.

evidence relating to, 28.

G. Lud associated in its preparation,

31-

Vespucius mentioned, 63.

globe-gores identified, 104.

see Waldseemiiller Map of 1507.

Cuba, 99, 100, loi, 102.

De Ora Antarctica.

edited and published, xiv, 12, 66.

Ringmann's letter in, 29-30.

Ringmann's epigram in, 33-4.

Desbarreaux-Bernard (Dr).

facsimile of water-mark, i8.

De Villiers (J. A. J.). On Contarini

Map, 1 14-5.

Durer (Albert). Books containing type
and water-mark of S-JCB Map, 16.

type differs slightly, 18-9.

Eames (Wilberforce). Ptolemy's Geo-
graphy, 44.

deductions as to the maps in the 1513
Ptolemy, 49-50.

East Indies. Map of Portuguese origin

engraved in Rene's time, 47.

on the Charta Marina, 68.

map of, in the 1513 Ptolemy, 78.

Equator. Position on S-JCB Map, 95.
position on the JV. Map of 1507, 96,

104.

position on the Hauslab Globe, 104-5.

Eszler (Jacobus) and Ubelin (Georgius).

joint editors of the 151 3 Ptolemy, 39,

4;, etc.

maps of Portuguese origin, 47.

authors of the Ad Lectorem, 47, 62,

66, 108.

"Admiral's Map," 53.

see Ptolemy Geographia, 1513.

Extra Gangem, 25, 26-7.

peldUrch. Author's visit to, xii.

Ferdinand of Portugal, 54, 64.

Ferdinand of Spain.

presumed error for Manuel.' 45, 57,
64-5.

suggested cause of error, 64-5.

Lelewel's opinion, 47, 64.

Harrisse's opinion, 48.

Thacher's suggestion, 54, 64.

Ferrer Map sent to, 93.

Ferrer de Blanes (Jaume), his map, 93.

Fischer {Re'V. Joseph).

discovers Waldseemuller Map of 1507,
xi.

author's correspondence with, xi.

author's meeting with, xii.

Fischer (Re'v. Joseph) and Wieser (Fr.

.
.^- ^-X-

joint editors of W. Map facsimile, xi,

xiii, 88.

state that Waldseemuller was author
of the Ad Lectorem, 62, 107, 108.

account of the W. Map, 88.

error in supposing the CM. of 15 16 to

be the first printed marine map, 95.
description of the Hauslab Globe, 105.

W.'s departure from Ptolemaic tradi-

tion, 96, 106.

W. responsible for the 1513 Ptolemy,

96-

remarks on Soulsby's article, 97.

Hamy Chart a prototype of the W.
Map, 99.

Canerio Chart a prototype of the W.
Map, 103.

erroneous deduction from the Ad
Lectorem that the Canerio Chart was
the Charta Marina referred to, and
the result, 107-8.

Waldseemuller globe-gores, 104.

W. made the maps of 15 13 Ptolemy,

105.

Florence. Contarini Map prepared there ?

115.

Florentine year, ii8.

Fortunatae, 24.

Freiburg iy^e, 15.

Gallois. Identifies the W. globe-gores,

104.

Gapara, 26.

Geographical Journal.

article on the Ste'vens Map, xi, 97,

^"'•

article on the Contarini Map, -xy, loi,

114.

Giocondo of Verona (Giovanni del), 33.

Golden Chersonesus.

on the S-JCB Map, 99, 100.

not on the Cantino Map, 100.

on the Orbis Typus of 1513, 102.

not on map of modern India, 102.

Gottia, 25, 26.

Greenland. On W. Map of 1507, 95, 96.

as Terra laboratoris, 100.

trending from Europe, loi

Griininger. Printer at Strassburg.

Lud's Declaratio, 32.

probable engraver of the W. Map, 88.

Guinea. Position of, 96, 105.

Hamy Chart or King Chart.

comparison with S-JCB Map, 99.

Harrisse's first type prototype, 100.

Harrisse (Henry). Discovery of N.
America, 44.

Apianus Gores of 15 18, 15.

Waldseemuller Letter to Amerbach,
30.

quoted, 48, 49.

deductions from the Ad Lectorem, 48,

50-2.

reference to Reni, 48, 58.

map of Jaume Ferrer, 93.

the five types of prototypes, loo-i,



Harrisse (Henry). Les Corte-Real 1883,

44.

follows Humboldt's error, 45, 48.

deductions from the Ad Lectorem,

47-9-
quoted, 51, 52.

Hauslab-Lichtenstein globe-gores, 104.

Fischer's analysis of, 105.

Hausmann (B.). Book on A. Durer, 16.

description of type, paper and water-

mark, 16-8.

Heawood (Edward). Article on Con-
tarini Map in Geo. Jl., xv, loi,

article in The Times, 113.

deductions on Contarint Map, 115,
120.

Hispamae. Portugallif an error for (?),

45, 46, 64.

Hispaniola, see SpagnoUa.

Humboldt (Alexander von).

Examen critique 1837, 44.
deductions from the Ad Lectorem, 45,

48.

Hupfuff (M.). Printer at Strassburg.

printer of De Ora Antarctica, 29.

Hydrographia identified as the Charta
Marina or Orbis Typus, 43, 48, 49.

Portuguese in character, 46, 78.

engraved in Rene's time, 46, 78.

the "Admiral's Map," 49.
what was the Hyd.> 56.

Hylacomylus (Martin us).

see Waldseemiiller.

Ilacomylus (Martinus).

see Waldseemiiller.

India. On the Ch. Mar. or Orb. Typ., 68.

on the Ch. Mar. of 1516, 96.

on the S-JCB Map, 99, loo.

Ingoldstadt on the Apianus Gores of i^ii,

15-

Innsbruck. Author's visit to, xii.

Instructio manuductionem, 46, 62.

Isabella (island).

on the S-JCB Map, 95, 99, loi.

on the W. Map of 1507, 96.

"ilhayssabella" on Cantino Chart, loi.

Jerusalem, 73.

Jocundus Veronensis, 33.

John Carter Brown Library.

acquires Ste'vens Map, x, 80, 87.

author's visit to, in 1923, xiv.

King Chart, lOO.

Kunstman No. 2 Chart, 100.

Lelewel (J.). Geographie du moyen age

1852,44.
quoted, 37, 49.
deductions from the Ad Lectorem,

46-7, 56.

Vespucius the Admiral referred to, 64.

Lithuane, 24.

Littovia, 24.

Index

Lorraine. Map by Waldseemiiller .> 45.
ducal printing office of, 50, 58.

map prepared in Rene's time, 63.

when the year commenced in, n6.
see also Lotharingia, Rene.

Lotharingia (see also Lorraine).

map of, 74, 77, 79.

Louis XH, 23.

Lubeck printing, 72.

Lud (Gualtier).

Speculi Orbis. ..declaratio, description

of, 31.

dedication to Ren^ (printed by
Avezac), 32.

mentions maps prepared for the new
Ptolemy, 33, 34, 37.

"hurriedly prepared map," 33, 34,

35, 37, 65, 66-7, 8i.

"figure of entire world," 35.

see also Speculi Orbis... declaratio.

Lusitano-Germanic cartography, lOO.

Lustrata or Lustratores, meaning of, 56,

58, 78.

Malacca, Malacha, Mataqua or Mal-
laqua, 26, 99, 100, 103.

Manuel. King of Portugal.

Ferdinand an error for (.'), 64, 65.

MarteUus Germanus (Henricus). Map
of, 94.

Maximilian {Emperor), 23.

Mercator (Gerardus). Map of 1538.
name America first applied to the

northern continent, 68.

Nordenskjold. Facsimile Atlas 1889, 44.
Apianus Gores of 1 518, 15.

deductions from the Ad Lectorem, 50,

56, 58-

Orbis Typus the first printed sea chart,

95-

Nuremberg. The S-JCB Map engraved
and printed there, 4, 37, 75, 76, 80,

82, 88, 90.

paper and type identified, 16, 109.
Diirer books of 151 1, :6.

Coburger Bible of 1477, 18.

list of books in B.M. containing type
oi the S-JCB Map, 18-9.

Lud's Speculum, 32.

S-JCB Map type and paper not in use

after 1511, 70, 81.

W. Map of 1507 not engraved there.

Opera Hros'vite, same type as S-JCB
Map, 1 8, 19.

Orbis Typus of 1505-6, see S-JCB Map.

Orbis Typus of 1513.

America not named on, xiii.

later than S-JCB Map, xiii, 3.

prototypes of, 3, 80, 88.

place-names engraved, 7.

water-mark, 8.

engraving described, 8-9.

errors in engraving place-names, 10.

unaltered in 1520 edition, 10.

technical comparison with S-JCB
Map, 6-10.

Orbis Typus (cont.).

names America and Venetia omitted,

22, 23, 69.

five names altered from S-JCB Map,
_
24.

eight names added, 25.

mentioned in Ad Lectorem as the

Charta Marina, 3 1

.

similar map mentioned by Lud, 37.
identified as the Charta Marina, 43,

55-6. 57-

Humboldt confounds it with the

Tab. T.N., 45.
Santarem's deductions, 45.
Harrisse follows Humboldt, 48.
Eames's deductions, 49.
Nordenskjold's deductions, 50.
Harrisse's deductions, 50-52.
confused with the Tab. T.N., 55.
why name America omitted, 65, 67.
reasons for re-cutting block, 69, 84.

S-JCB Map its prototype, 102.

evidently designed before 1513, 102.

earlier than special maps in Ptolemy of

1513, 103.

not like the Canerio Chart, 108.

not like the 1516 Charta Marina,
108.

Paticho S. galla, 24.

Perithos gallas, 24.

Petermann's Mittheilungen. Announce-
ment of discovery of the Waldsee-
miiller Map of 1507, xi.

Peypus (Frederic). Printer at Nurem-
berg.

his type, 19, 20.

Philesius Vogesigena, see Ringmann.

Pierced woodblocks, see Woodblocks.

Pinder (Ulrich). Books in type of the

S-JCB Map, 19, 20.

Portolani, portolanos, portolan charts,

94.

Portugal (King of).

map of country discovered by, 33, 35,

Ringmann's epigram on, 34.

who was the Admiral.? 64.

discoveries in India, 78.

see Manuel, also Portugalif.

Portugalif.

error for Hispaniae or Castellae in

the Ad Lectorem, 45, 57, 64.

Beaupre's opinion, 46.

Lelewel's opinion, 47.

Avezac's opinion, 47.
Harrisse's opinion, 48.

Thacher's suggestion, 53-4.
Barwick's suggestion, 64-5.

Portuguese sources. Maps in 151 3 Pto-

lemy from, 47, 61, 78.

Prelographationi. The meaning of.

Harrisse's interpretation, 48, 51.

Eames's interpretation, 50.

Thacher's interpretation, 53.
meaning analysed, 56, 57, 59.

meaning explained, 60, 82.

Ptolemy. Greek Codex, 15.

cone projection of 180°, 92.

Contarini's complement, 119.
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Ptolemy Geographia, Rome 1478, 27.

Rome 1508, 15, 68.

Ptolemy Geographia, Strassburg 1513.

imperfect copy acquired containing

the Steuetis Map, ix, 6.

contemplated at St Die in 1505, x, 4.

in preparation at St Die', 12, 72, 82, 89.

suspended in 1507, resuscitated 1513,

28, 89.

history of, 28-38.

references to Ckarta Marina in, 30.

six years' torpor, 31, 50, 60, 62, 69,

82, 89, io6.

Lud's mention of the work in pre-

paration, 33-4.

nothing in maps not on the large map
of 1507, 35.

suspended before Cos. Introd. pub-
lished, 36.

new editors, 39.

statements in the Ad Lectorem, see Ad
Lectorem.

supplement title, facsimile, 41.

Ad Lectorem facsimile, 42.

Ad Lectorem translation, 40.

list of maps in Supplement, 41.

maps described in Ad Lectorem, 40,

42-

various writers' opinions on, 44-54.
Orbis Typus compared with Tab. T.N.,

55-
'

. ^

Vespucius not mentioned, 67.

evidence in the maps, 72-79.

maps compared with Ulm edition, 74.

maps with type-inserted letterings, 75.

maps described, 77.

which maps first prepared, 74, 77-9.

suspended while Cos. Introd. pre-

pared.? 89.

scope of the work, 106-7.

WaJdseemuUer not connected with the

work when issued, 108.

see also Ad Lectorem.

Ptolemy Geographia, Strassburg 1520.

Orbis Typus of 151 3 unaltered, 10, 25,

70.

Ptolemy Geographia, Ulm 1482 and i486,

15, 26, 74.

Quaritch (B.). First four Voyages of
Vespucci 1893, 44.

deductions from the Ad Lectorem,

52-3. 56-

Quondam, meaning of, 48, 56, 57.

Raidel (G. M.). Commentatio 1737, 44.

original maps given to Rene, 44.

Reisch. Margarita Philosophica, 23.

Rene, Duke of Lorraine.

G. Lud his Secretary, 31.

Lud's Declaratio dedicated to, 32.

dedication printed by Avezac, 32.

descriptions of voyages sent to, 33.

maps engraved through his generous

assistance, 40, 46, 47, 51, 55, 106.

died 150S, 46, 50, 60, 89.

what he gave to Waldseemiiller ? 48.

MS map contributed? 49, 51, 53.

what did he really do.' 56.

what was done in his time and when,

59-60, 82, 89, 90.

Reni, Duke of Lorraine (cont.).

map of Lorraine, 63, 74, 77.

which maps engraved in his time? 78,

83.

see also Lorraine.

Ringmann. Edited De Ora, xiv.

journey to Italy, 15.

letter to Braun re proposed new
Ptolemy, 29-30.

epigram, 33-4.

Rio de lago, 25, 26.

Rome Ptolemy of 1508, 15, 68.

1478, 27.

Roselli (Francesco). Engraver of Con-

tarini Map, 113, 114.

a Florentine, 115.

Rosenthal (Ludwig). Identifies water-

mark, 16.

Roswitha, see Opera Hros'vite, 19, etc.

Rudimentum Noinciorum, 72-3.

Russia Alba, 25, 26.

Ruysch Map of 1508, 26, 27, 50, 68.

prototype of, loi.

based on Contarinrs Map, loi.

St Die—St Die Gymnase, etc.

new edition of Ptolemy contemplated,

X, 4, 80, 81.

in preparation, 30, 82, 89.

believers in Vespucius, xiv, 63.

origin of S-JCB Map suspected, 14.

origin of S-JCB Map confirmed, 81,

82.

S-JCB Map not printed there, 14, 90.

press set up there, 14, 82.

type described, 20.

Vespucian sympathies, 63.

Ptolemy work anterior to Cos. Introd.,

89.

when year commenced there, 116.

at work on large map at same time as

Contarini? 117.

Santarem. Recherches sur Vespuce

(1842), 44.

opinion on maps in 151 3 Ptolemy, 45,

56.

Seca, 24.

Sendacurius (loannes Basinus).

see Basinus.

Sera, 24.

Sinus Magnus. On Hamy Chart and

S-JCB Map, ^^.

not shown on Cantino Chart, 100.

Six years' torpor or slumber.

see Ptolemy 1513.

Solinus Polyhistor. Apianus Map of 1520
in, 93.

Soulsby (Basil N.).

Article on Ste'vens Map in Geo. JL, xi.

visit to Wolfegg, xii.

Fischer's remarks on article, 97.

Spagnolla {island), 95.

Speculi Orbis. ..Declaratio and Speculum.

only known copy of book sold to

B.M. 1864, 31.

dedicated to Rene, 32.

description of book and instrument,

,

3^' .35-
.

long time in preparauon, 34.

Speculi Orbis (cont.).

issued before the Cos. Introd., 36.

internal evidence of date, 36-7.

reference to maps already prepared,

33. 34. 35. 37. 65, 81.

Sprent (F. P.).

notes on the Contarini Map, 115.

Stevens (Henry). Owned Lud's De-
claratio, 31.

Ste'vens Map. Ste'vens-John Carter

Brotvn Map.
discovered in 1893, ix, 3.

bears the name America, Lx, xiii, 37.

work of St Die' cartographers, x, 4, 90.

offered to Mr J. N. Brown, x, xv, 4,

3»:
acquired for the J. C. Brown Lib., x,

80, 87.

comparison with the W. Map of 1507,
xiii, 21, 87-109.

prototype of 151 3 Orbis Typus, xiii,

3, 25, 37, 80, 88, 89.

approximate date, xiii.

question of priority over Orbis Typus

of 1513 and the If. Map of 1507,
xiii, XV, 87-109.

what is claimed for the map, xvi.

propositions respecting it, xvi, 3-4.

anterior to the Cos. Introd., 4, 81, 84.

engraved and printed at Nuremberg,

4. 37. 75. 76. 80, 82, 88, 90.

first experimental block for new
Ptolemy, 4, 12-13, 21, 60, 72-3, 80,

83, 90, 109.

first printed map to show the New
World, 4, 60, 68.

first to bear the name America, 4, 60, 68.

precedence over W. Map of 1507 and
Contarini of 1506, 5, 84, 88.

technical comparison with the Orbis

Typus of 1512, 7.

place-names type printed, 7, lo-ii,

72-3, 74.

water-mark described, with facsimile,

7-8-.

engraving described, 8-9.

type letterings more correct, 9-10.

St Die origin, 14, 82.

not printed at St Die, 14.

search for the t}'pe, 15.

characteristics of the paper, 15.

tvpe not Venetian, 15.

paper and type identified as Nurem-
berg, 16.

probable date of paper and type, 17.

facsimile of water-mark by Bricquet
and others, 18.

type described, 19-20.

place-names in, 22-7.

America named on, ix, xiii, 15, 22-3,

65, 68, 95.

Venetia named on, 15, 22-3, 27.

five names different to 1513 Orb. Typ.,

24.

eight names not appearing on, 25.

propositions established? 27, 79, 80,

81.

probably referred to by Lud, 37.

identified as the Charta Marina, 43.

new theories respecting, 55.
engraved in Rene's time, 59-60.

date indicated 1505-6, 60, 81-4,

88-91.
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Stevens Map (cont.).

first attempt at a marine map, 71, 97.

anteriortoOrte Tv/iajof 1513, 72, 81,

103, 119.

comparison with W. Map of 1507,
88-91

priority over the W. Map, 88-91, 108,

118.

resemblance to Martellus, 94.
Tropics and Equator different to W.
Map, 95.

position of Tropic of Cancer and
Equator, 95.

agreement with marine charts, 97.

northern continent not shown on, 98,

100.

comparison with Hamy Chart, 99.

from what prototype derived, 99.

comparison with Cantino Chart, 100.

derived from intermediate prototype

Harrisse I and II, loi, 120.

unknown prototype, 102.

earlier than Stobnicza, 102.

departure from Ptolemaic tradition,

106.

earlier than Contarini, 120-1.

see also Charta Marina of 151

3

and earlier, and Orbis Tjpus of

1513.

Stiles (R. E.). Visit to Wolfegg, xii.

Stobnicza Map of 1512, 93, loi, 102.

Strassburg. Type, 15, 20.

W. Map of 1507 printed there? 88.

why S-JCB Map not printed there,

90.

see Ptolemy 15 13 and 1520.

Sumatra, 99.

Syl'vanus Map of 1 5 1 1

.

S-JCB Map earlier, 102.

bana on the S-JCB Map, 99.

Tabula Terrf No'Uf.

similar map mentioned by Lud, 37.

probably prepared before 1507, 37.

not the Charta Marina, 43, 53.

not the "Admiral's Map," 43.

Humboldt confounds with Orbis

Typus, 45.

Santarem's deductions, 45.

Columbus legend on, 46, 66, 67.

similar to Cantino Chart, 47, 48.

Harrisse's deductions, 48.

Eames's deductions, 49.

Quaritch's deductions, 52-3.

Thacher's deductions, 53.

confused with the Orbis Typus, 55.

not the Charta Marina, 56.

how described on Supplement title, 6 1

.

not mentioned in Ad Lectorem, 61.

supplements the Charta Marina,

70-71.

derived from fifth type prototype, loi.

Terra de Corte-Real, 100, loi.

Terra laboratoris, 100.

Thacher (John Boyd). The Continent of
America 1896, 44.

summarises original information, 29,

Lud's Declaratio, 33, 36.

references to, 38.

'ex

Thacher (cont.).

deductions from the Ad Lectorem,

53-4. 56' 64.

Times {The). Heawood's article on Con-
tarini Map, 113.

Trithemius (Joannes). Letter to Vel-

dicus Monapius, 65.

Tropicus caneri, 25, 26.

Tuscany. Paper of Contarini Map, 115.

Type insertions in pierced woodblocks,

7, 9-12, 69, 109.

America so inserted, 10-12.

process not new in 1507, 72, 83.

impracticability in general, 73.

used in other Ptolemy Maps of 151 3,

75. 83-

used in the W. Map of 1507, 75, 83.

Type of the S-JCB Map.
search for, 15.

not Venetian, 15.

identified as Nuremberg, i6, 75, 82.

probable date, 17, 75, 82.

described, 19-20.

Obelin (Georgius) and Eszler (Jacobus).

joint editors of the 151 3 Ptolemy,

see Eszler and Ubelin.

Vim Ptolemy of 1482 and i486, 15, 26,

74; 77. 96-

Veldicus Monapius (Wilhelmus).

letter from Trithemius, 65.

Venetia. Named on S-JCB Map, 1 5, 22-3

.

not named on 15 13 Orbis Typus, 15,

69, 71.

reasons for omission, 23, 27.

Venezuela, unbroken coastline, 99, 100,

102.

broken coastline, 100.

Venice. S-JCB Map printed there? 15.

Contarini Map printed there? 115.

Vespucius believed in by St Die Gym-
nase, xiv.

voyages in De Ora Antarctica, xiv, 12.

voyages in Cos. Introd., xiv, 36.

Ringmann's Epigram, 34.

narratives not generally believed, 46,
66.

not mentioned in 1513 Ptolemy, 46.

Portuguese chart, 46.

the Admiral referred to? 47, 63-5.

not the Admiral referred to, 53.
probabilities discussed, 54, 65.

nationality, 65.

not the prime discoverer, 67.

influence on map of 1507, 97.

see also De Ora Antarctica.

Von Wieser, see Wieser.

Waldburg-Wolfegg-Waldsee (Prince),

owner of Waldseemiiller Map, xi.

invitation to see map, xii.

Waldseemuller (Martin).

letter to Amerbach re new edition of
Ptolemy, 30, 31.

not mentioned in 1513 Ptolemy, 45.
made maps of Lorraine and New
World? 45.

Waldseemiiller (cont.).

Instructio manuductionem, etc., 46, 62.

authorship oiAd Lectorem erroneously

attributed to, 47, 62, 66, 108.

what Rene gave to, 48, 51.

not the author of Ad Lectorem, 62,

108.

Vespucian sympathies, 63.

pioneer ofNew World cartography, 6 8

.

knowledge of position of Equator
different to Ptolemy, 96.

151 3 Ptolemy attributed to, 96.

not connected with it when issued,

104, io8.

made the 1513 Ptolemy maps? 105.

Waldseemuller Map of 1 507.

discovered 1901, xi, 4, 87-91.
seen at Wolfegg, xii, 87.

facsimile published, xii, 88 n.

comparison with S-JCB Map, xiii,

87-91, 92-109.

S-JCB Map earlier, 5, 21, 87-91.
precedence claimed for Contarini, 5.

time in preparation, 12, 21, 90-1, 117.
reference to, 30.

not the "hurriedly prepared" map
mentioned by Lud, 35.

general description of, 88-91, 92-109.
claimed as oldest map with name

America, 88.

size and projection, 92-3.
earliest to show 360° longitude, 92.
inset of two hemispheres, 93.
bears name America, 93.
differences between main map and

inset, 93-4.
position of Equator and Tropics, 96.
not a marine map, 97.
Hamy Chart a prototype of, 99.
other prototypes used, 103.

Hauslab globe-gores, 104.

comparison with Contarini, 116-7.
delineations possibly earlier than

Contarini, 117.

Water-marks. S-JCB Map facsimile, 8.

1513 Ptolemy facsimile, 8.

search for S-JCB mark, 15.

identified, 16-18.

other marks in 1513 Ptolemy, 76.

Contarini Map, 115.

Wieser (Prof. Fr. R. v.).

article in Petermann on discovery of
W. Map of 1507, xi.

editor of W. Map facsimile, xi, xiii,

see also Fischer and v. Wieser.

Winsor (Justin). Narrati've and critical

history 1886, 44.
deductions from Ad Lectorem, 49, 56.
Bibliography of Ptolemy 1884, 44.

Wolfegg Castle. Waldseemuller Map of

1507 discovered there, xi.

author's visit to, and map seen, xii.

Woodblocks and wood engraving,

ordinary process described, 8.

pierced block method, 7, 9, 69.

not an innovation, 72.

impracticable on large scale, 73.
see also Type i

Zanara, 24.
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Facsimiles of the large Waldseemiiller World'Maps of 1507 and 1516

published in 1903 under the following title

THE OLDEST MAP WITH THE NAME AMERICA
OF THE YEAR 1507

AND THE CA'^TA MA'KJNA OF THE YEAR 15 16

By

M. WALDSEEMiJLLER (ILACOMILUS)

EDITED BY

PROF. JOS. FISCHER S.J. ^ PROF. FR. R. v. WIESER

INNSBRUCK 1903

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BRITISH EMPIRE AND AMERICA

HENRY STEVENS, SON & STILES
39 GREAT RUSSELL STREET

LONDON

Super Royalfolio. Text vm + ^6 pages, with 26 sheets offull size facsimiles of the two WadlseemMer

Maps, besides numerous diagrams andfacsimiles of other maps in the text. Issued in two forms.

!7{o. I. Text and maps in sheets, loose in a portfolio. ;^4. 4^. net

C^(o. 2. The 12 sheets of each map joined up and mounted on linen as wall

maps, folded and inserted with the text in a portfolio. j[,^. 5/. net

UNTIL THE DISCOVERY in 1901 of the long lost WaldseemUller Map of 1507 described in the Cosmo-

graphiae Introductio of that year, authorities had always differed considerably in their conceptions as to

its probable form and size, but no one ever suspected the existence of such a veritable cartographical

monster as Prof. Fischer so fortunately awakened from so many centuries of peaceful slumber in the library

/ at Wolfegg Castle. The Map is far too large to be engraved and printed on one sheet; in fact it comprises

[ no less than 12 sheets, each having a separate border and being therefore complete in itself From the scope

f
of the general design it is evident, however, that the 12 sheets were also intended to be joined together, as in

i^ a Wall Map, so as to exhibit the whole world at one glance. Each sheet measures on the average 23I ins

j

long by 17I ins high at the border lines, and the complete map is four sheets long by three sheets high.
'. When thus joined up it measures almost 8 ft long by 4 ft 6 ins high, a very large map even at the present

day. The whole is engraved on wood and the quality of the work is such as to cause admiration and astonish-

ment at the surprising development of the art at this early date. The general design, when the 12 sheets

\
are made up as a whole, is highly pleasing and artistic. But this very fact is particularly a propos to the

question of priority of the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map. Even a casual glance at the facsimile will surely

be sufficient to confirm Mr Stevens's instantaneous conviction at the moment he first saw the original at

Wolfegg Castle "that the St Di^ cartographers who designed that large and beautiful map could not possibly

have subsequently drawn and prepared the Stevens-John Carter Brown Map, so comparatively crude in its

design and typography. And yet there is no reason to doubt the St Di^ origin of either map." [Fide the

foregoing Essay, page xii.)



Facsimile of the recently discovered Contarini Map

A MAP OF THE WORLD
Designed by GIOVANNI MATTEO CONTARINI

ENGRAVED BY FRANCESCO ROSELLI

1506

Second Edition revised

LONDON : PRINTED BY ORDER OF THE TRUSTEES AND SOLD AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM, etc., etc.

1926

[Copies may be obtained from henry stevens son &f stiles, 39 Great Russell Street, London, W.C. i]

Royal 4.fo. Full size folding facsimile of the Map {2 ^\ X I 7 ins) + Descriptive text 1 7 pages,

hound in lettered grey paper boards with cloth back. Price 35. net. By post 3/. 6d. net

Other cartographical Works by Henry N. Stevens, M.A., F.R.G.S., F.A.G.S,

PTOLEMY'S GEOGRAPHY
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF ALL THE PRINTED EDITIONS DOWN TO 1730

WITH NOTES ON SOME IMPORTANT VARIATIONS OBSERVED IN THAT OF ULM 1482 INCLUDING
THE RECENT DISCOVERY OF THE EARLIEST PRINTED MAP OF THE WORLD YET

KNOWN ON MODERN GEOGRAPHICAL CONCEPTIONS IN WHICH SOME
ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO DEPART FROM ANCIENT TRADITIONS

SECOND EDITION LONDON HENRY STEVENS SON AND STILES I908

Medium %vo. viii+ 64 pp. elegantly printed in red and black at the Chisivick Press

sewed, uncut, in stiff printed wrapper. \Os. net post free

THIS ESSAY traces briefly in narrative form the origin and history of the various editions of Ptolemy's Geography, dividing
them into groups or sections according to their prototypes. It shows how the original 27 Maps of Ptolemy were gradually

supplemented by modern maps in which each successive editor departed more and more from hitherto accepted traditions,
until finally the modern maps outnumbered the ancient ones in the proportion of 42 to 27. The volume also forms a useful
manual of reference for the Ptolemy Collector, for the historical essay is supplemented by a chronological list of all the
editions from 1475 to 1730 in which the salient points of each are briefly particularised, and the number of maps specified.

LEWIS EVANS HIS MAP OF THE MIDDLE BRITISH COLONIES IN AMERICA
A COMPARATIVE ACCOUNT OF EIGHTEEN EDITIONS PUBLISHED BETWEEN 1755 and 18 14

Together with some notes descriptive of his earlier map of 1749

Third Edition (being a re-issue of the second)

With some additional notes on a second edition of the map of 1749, published in 1752

Recently brought to light (with a facsimile of the same)

LONDON: 1924

Crown ^lo., cloth, gilt top, with 2^ facsimiles of Maps and Titles. i,\. S^- net post free

HE FIRST EDITION of this interesting Essay published in 1905 in 8vo form described only ten different editions issued
between 1755 and 1807. During the next fifteen years after 1905, eight more editions had been identified, so it became

desirable todescribe them in a Second Edition, to which was added an account of Evans's earlier Map of 1749. During
Mr Stevens's visit to America in 1923 he was fortunate enough to find a copy of the Second Edition of Evans's Map of 1749
published in 1752, the existence of which had hitherto only been suspected from a reference Evans himself made to it in his
"Analysis of a General Map of the Middle British Colonies " published in 1755. The "Additional Notes" in which Mr Stevens
describes the Map of 1752 form (with the facsimile) the new matter of this Third Edition, the rest of the volume being a re-issue
of the Second Edition which it replaced, and which was in consequence withdrawn from sale.

For the convenience of those who already possess the Second Edition, the "Additional Notes" were also separately
published in pamphlet form, price 5s. post free.

A few copies of the first edition of 1905 in Svo still remain on hand, price lOs. post free

T
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